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Yea,.~v renewable term insurance (Y RT) is the dominant term insurance product in Australia 
and is found in other markets. Premium rates change each year over the lenn of the policy, 
to reRecl the relationship between age and monality risk. Most YRT policies in Australia 
advance some or all of the sum insured on the diagnosis of a terminal illness - ie when the 
insured is expected to die within 12 months. 

Family income benefits are a variation of decreasing term insurance, offering an income 
to the beneficiaries from the death of the life insured unti l the end of the fixed tenn. 
Family income benefits are, in some ways, the ideal cover to replace the lost income of a 
breadwinner. However. they have not been widely sold largely because the income benefit 
is usually taxable. while lump sums are normally received free of tax. Other variations of 
decreasing term products are designed to repay a mortgage or other decreasing debt with 
a lump sum. 

Whole life insurance 

Term insurance premiums have to be increased at the end of the term if cover is to be 
maintained at the same level. This is purported to be a marketing problem, although in 
most cases, the need for cover should reduce with age. Whole life il/sural/ce contracts ofTer 
permanent life cover for a leve l premium that obviously starts at a much higher level than 
term policies. 

Many policyholders were historically sold whole life contracts on the basis of the permanent 
cover and level premium. Life insurers preferred the policies with greater premiums and a 
larger investment component as they provided opportunities for greater profits and reduced 
the risks posed by variability in mortality and expenses - because some of the risk could 
be borne by the policyholders. These policies also paid higher commissions to salespeople. 
These are, however, poor reasons for customers to buy life insurance. It is interesting to 
note thaI the Life Insurers Fact Book (2008) confirms the ongoing swing to term insurances 
in the US. which also appears to be occurring elsewhere. 

Unlike term insurance contracts. whole life insurance contracts achieve a surrender 
I'a/ue, ie an amount for which the contract can be cashed in. Over the long term, th is 
can represent a reasonable return on premiums paid. However, insurance is the primary 
purpose of the contract. 

There are many other types of life insurance contracts that are designed as long-term 
savings contracts; in fact there are some products classed for legal or taxation purposes as 
"life insurance" that do not have any actual insurance element at all. We wi11 come back to 
these products in Section 4.5.3. 

4.5.2.2 Disability insurance 

Definitions of disability 

Disability is normally defined as inability to work. Three types of occupation-based 
definitions can be used: 

• 

• 

011"11 occupaTion - no longer able to perform one's normal occupation; 

01\"1/ or simi/ar occupation - no longer able to perfonn an occupation for which one is 
fitted by training and experience; and 

allY occuparioll - no longer able to perform any paid work . 
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Disability can be 10lai or par/iul. There is no universal definition of 10lal disability. 
Some companies will allow the claimant 10 be able to work a few hours a week and slill 
be considered totally disabled while others relate the concept to "important duties" or 
earnings. There is also often an effective difference in the definition of total disability 
between income and lump sum products. as we will see below. 

To provide cover for people who don't work - eg the retired, unemployed or homemakers
some companies use alternative (and far more stringent) definitions of disability. including 
paraplegia/quadriplegia and an inability to perform more than a few actil'ities C!f dai(I' 
lil'illg. such as bathing. eat ing, dressing. toileting and transferring from bed to chair. 

Disability income insurance 

Disability incollle inSllrance (DJ I), permanent health insllrance (PH I) or income protection 
provides a' l income stream should the life insured become temporarily unable to work 
in normal employment because of sickness or injury. Benefits are paid monthly. not as a 
lump sum. The amount of cover purchased is usually restricted to a percentage, such as 75 
percent, of monthly income in order to limit moral hazard. 

The period over which claims can be paid is known as the claim bel/eftl period. This 
could be two years, five years, or until retirement. There is a II'aiting period before a 
claim will be paid Ihe most common periods being 30 or 90 days - depending often 
on sick leave entitlements. 

In many markets, benefits will normally onl:5' be payable if the disability is total. Partial 
benefits may become payable as the insured recovers and is able to begin \vork on a part
time basis. This is highly desirable from the point of view of rehabilitation. In other markets, 
products may pay partial benefits without an initial period of lOla I disability. 

The amount payable on tOial disability depends on whether the policy is an illdelllllirypolicy 
or agreed mille. Under an indemnity policy, benefits are limited to the agreed percentage 
of the level of income shortly before disablement, while the benefit on an agreed \alue 
basis is locked in. 

lump sum disability 

Toral alld permallellt disablement (TPD). also known as accelemred benefits, disability 
cash or c(lpi((l1 disabili~1' cover, provides a lump sum payment that can only be paid after 
permanent disability is proven. Payments are normally made only on total disability. These 
covers are normally added as supplementary benefits to life policies. 

Single TPD is effectively an advance payment of the equivalent amount of life cover and 
the underlying policy will continue with the cover reduced by the TPD payout. DOllhle TPD 
payouts do not affect the life cover - so this benefit is more expensive. Some companies 
offer benefits on the collfillelltal scale that pays a portion of the lump sum on various 
events. eg 50 percent for loss of an eye and five percent for loss of a toe. 

Waiver of premium 

This is another common supplementary benefit , which pays the premiums on a life 
insurance policy in the event of the disability of [he polic),oIl'IIer. who is responsible for 
the premium payments. The premium will also be waived on death if Ihe owner is not the 
life insured. 

• 
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Managing claims 

The rate of claim on disability insurance contracts is particularly subject to moral hazards 
and tends to rise with higher pa)'OIlf ratios (benefit as a percentage of income before 
disability) and in times of higher unemployment. especially for causes related to mental 
health and back pain. The more difficult it is to find a suitable job and the more attractive 
the disability benefit. the more likely a claim will be made. This is why disability income 
contracts normally limit claims from all insurers to a maximum payout ratio. 

The purpose of insurance is to pay benefits when they are needed but it is also necessary 
to contain costs. Disability insurance management requires an extremely difficult balance 
between concern for people's feelings, rehabilitation, cost control and the reputation of the 
insurance provider. 

4.5.2.3 Unemployment insurance 

Unemployment benefits that replace a portion of the lost income can be provided to cover 
unpredictable and unmanageable events. Such losses can occur for many reasons; most 
can be categorized into either temporary events that affect small groups of people or 
permanent technological or demographic changes. which may have a significant impact on 
the employment rate of the country. The former are insurable, but companies are naturally 
reluctant 10 offer much cover for the latter-and because it is difficult to distinguish between 
the two in practice, very lin Ie unemployment insurance is offered by the private sector. 

Unemployment insurance bears many similarities to disability insurance. not least because 
it is those who are least fit who are most at risk of retrenchment. Finding new employment 
is difficult and even traumatic, especially when there is a shortage of positions. The same 
balance is needed as in managing disability claims. 

In practice, most countries' soc ial security systems provide a basic level of un employ men! 
insurance and private insurance is often limited to a component of credit inSllrance - ie 
insurance sold by banks to cover the repayments on loans. 

4.5.2.4 Medical costs insurance 

Medical cover comes in a variety offorms and is normally intended 10 supplement whatever 
medical services are provided by the state. It is often used in travel, as foreign visitors are 
often not entitled to care in state hospitals. 

Medical insurance (also called private hea lth insurance or medical aid) 

This cover is of indemnity to the life insured for the medical expenses incurred by his 
or her immediate family. The cover may be for all medicines, consultations, procedures 
and hospital visits. There may be maximum annual limits to the overall claims. or claims 
in each category. There may also be dedllctibles (also known as excesses). where a fixed 
amount or proportion of each item must be paid by the insured. These obviously protect the 
insurer. as the deductibles reduce the moral hazard. 

Critical illness insurance (also called trauma or dread disease) 

These are not indemnity contracts but payout a pre-determined amount in the event of 
the diagnosis (or treatment) of one of a number of conditions listed in the contract. These 
lists were relatively short when these contracts were introduced in the mid- 1980s. but have 
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increased to hundreds of conditions in some cases. These policies are less expensive to 
administer than more comprehensive medical cover, as they only pay for the larger costs. 

These contracts could replace medical insurance, but this is ofien not permitted by 
legislation that requires a version of indemnity cover. In such cases, the justification for 
these policies has to be that the conditions covered can have a debilitating effect on the 
ability to earn income and may give rise to significant expenses not directly related to 
treating the condition. The policies can provide funds for rehabilitation or enable the 
insured to modify his or her future lifestyle as well as compensation for the unpleasantness 
ofa major illness. 

Hospital cash 

This is ttv: simplest form ormedical cover, paying a fixed amount for each day the insured 
spends in hospital. These contracts fulfill a need 10 the extent that the more significant 
medical costs are related to stays in hospital. They may be less relevant in light of the 
modern medical practice of returning people to their homes as soon as possible afier 
hospital treatment. 

Health maintenance organizations (HMOs) 

These are a mainly US development, and are a response to rising medical costs and the 
problems of Ihird party payment. The partic;s are the patient, the health care professional 
and the insurer. Where medical expenses are fully covered, there is no incentive for the first 
two parties to reduce costs. particularly if this will impair the quality of care. 

In HMOs, the health care professionals are paid a capitatioll amount for each person 
covered. Their incentive is therefore to keep people healthy so that they do nOI have to be 
treated. This may. however. lead to experimentation with cheaper forms of care. which may 
cause insecurity on the part of members. There have been successes in containing costs, 
but HMOs are not a panacea. 

Long-term care insurance 

This covers the costs of assistance with the needs of everyday liv ing, which is a need mainly 
of the frail aged. Frailty is usually determined by reference to the ability to perform certam 
activit ies of daily living. The cover is expensive and not easy to contemplate at a young 
age; in the US, the Life Insurers Fact Book (2008) reports that, while most purchasers 
are over 65 , (he trend is towards younger purchasers - especially the 12 percent of the 
workforce not covered by employer-based insurance. It also reports that policies are now 
designed to cover services that promote independent li ving in addition to institutional care. 

lt may be appropriate or efficient for care to be provided in an aged care institution, at a 
cost. It is widely accepted that it is desirable for people to remain outside formal institutions 
for as long as possible. but increasing numbers will inevitably require admittance. 

4.5.2.5 General insurance 

This is called propert), and casuall), inSllrance (P&C) in North America, and can also be 
called shan-term insurance because the contracts are reviewed annually - or even after 
shorter periods. General insurance policies are indemnity contracts. 

• 
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In most cases, each policy has a Sltlll illsuredon which the premium is based and which places 
an upper bound on the claim. The insurance. however, only indemnifies the policyholder 
against financial losses. so the actual claim amount may be smaller than the sum insured. 
Irthe sum insured is less than the maximum/ass possible. then the policyholder is under
insured and the insurer will apply Q)'(!r(lge and reduce the claim in the ratio of the sum 
insured to the maximum loss. 

To reduce the level of claims. and virtually eliminate sma ll claims. there is likely to be an 
excess. or first amount payable by the insured (also called a deducrible). Many products, 
particularly motor insurance, will also quality for a 110 claims discolllIf (also called a 110 
claims bol/IIS) that can see premiums reduced by half or better. 

Insurance may be for all perils or pro\'ide excfl/siom" for one or more of: fire, flood theft, 
civil commotion, accidents or landslip. which would include earthquake. The excluded 
events arc regarded as uninsurable either because of their potential catastrophic impact on 
the insurer's solvency or because of moral hazards: the insured either knows more about 
the risk than the insurer or may lose the incentive to take proper precautions if the insurer 
bears the risks. 

We now discuss the three major persollallilles, ie types of cover sold to individuals, plus 
the common types of bllsilless il/sllral/ce. 

Home insurance 

This includes homeowners and householders (or building and contents) insurance. They 
cover the house or apartment itself and its contents respectively. More valuable personal 
items such as jewelry may need to be covered separately and present more difficult moral 
hazards: how do you prove you have lost the diamond out of your engagement ring? 

These general insurance contracts are often long and complicated and it is difficult for the 
insured to understand the extent of their cover. For instance. flood damage may be excluded 
ifit arises from rising water levels but not from falling rain. The challenge is to find ways of 
providing clients with the necessary cover at the right price. In the case offload exclusions, 
the reason may bc the difficulty of identifying low-iying properties that are particularly 
exposed. Arguments can be made that charging them the much higher premiums that 
would be necessary to give adequate cover would be unfair; a counter argument is that not 
telling the owners that their properties are at significant risk is also unfair! 

Motor 

This can cover loss or damage to the policyholder's car and any damage to the person 
or the car of any Ihird pari)". Compulsory third party (CT P) insurance to cover death, 
disability and medical insurance is commonly required by governments - perhaps because 
motor accidents are potentially lethal and a properly-designed scheme can reduce wasteful 
liti gation as to blame and quantum of damages. 

in some countries, CTP insurance is subcontracted to private companies. In others. the 
costs are included in the price of fuel, on the basis that a driver's risk is related to the 
distance driven. 
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Personal accident 

This is strictly life or disability coyer. but limited to losses caused by accident. Short-tenn 
insurers can offer it because the risks do not generally increase with age. It may. however. 
be difficult to integrate with insurance for other causes (such as sickness). leaving people 
with insurance gaps or excessive entitlements for benefifs arising from the accident. 

Business insurance 

Common types of insurance bought by businesses include: 

marine iIlSIII"(IIICI.' - covering ships. aircraft and goods in transit; 

fire and other proper,y cover - with the obvious meaning: 

bllsiU.e.\·s inrerruprio/l illsl/I"al/ce- cover against loss of revenue arising as a consequence 
of other losses: 

liahiliZI' insurance - cover against claims arising as a consequence of un :safe workplaces 
or products or negligent practices. This includes professiollal illdemlli/v and dir('c{on 
alld officers insurance that provides cover against claims for work-relaied negligence; 

credit illSllltllICe (or trade credit insurance) - cover against debtors failing to make 
payments. which is especially attractive for exporters who cannot analyze thei r 
customers' creditworthiness easily: 

surely hol/ds - insurance purchased by. securitized vehicles seeking to enhance thei r 
credit ratings: and 

reinsllnmce - insurance for insurers. 

Organizations sometimes buy insurance cover thar does not appear 10 be strictly necessary 
given the risks to which they arc exposed: 

Tax and regulatory arbitrage can be a motivation. Insurance premiums can often be 
paid to companies in low tax jurisdictions that may also require less capital for the 
same risks. The international conglomerate. which may well own the "captive"lIlsurer. 
thus earns a higher profit on lower capital. 

Insurance can also be a form of outsourcing: the insurer may know a lot more about 
the evaluation and management of the risks concerned leaving the company s 
management free to concentrate on the job they do best.~ 

Most countries require employers to take out workers compensation insurance to 
provide life. disability and medical cover for job-related injuries. The objective is to 
protect workers and employers who might otherwise have to meet very large claims. As 
with compulsory third party motor insurance. such schemes can also reduce unfruitful 
litigation. but invariably fail to provide cover for other causes of injury or death. 

I Worldwide reinsurers, particularly, are likely to collect a wider range of statistics than companies 
have available, and to analyse them in more detail. Technical support provided by reinsurers can, in 
this way, provide benefits to entire industries. Stephen Bates, an engineer working for an international 
underwriter, reports that the reinsurers' engineers, informed by their claim statistics, were able to 
provide significant assistance to companies operating in such various fields as tunnelling and the 
manufacture of electricity generators. Also gratifying was support on safer construction methods for 
rebuilding houses in Afghanistan after an earthquake. 

• 
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4.5.3 Long-term savings products 

As we discussed in Section 4.2, the primary purpose of long-term savings is to secure 
a comfortable retirement. Products designed for long-term savings generally reflect this. 
although they can often be used for other purposes. 

We start this section with traditional life insurance products, and then consider 
superannuation and various forms of investment-l inked contracts. 

4.5.3.1 Traditional life insurance savings products 

Traditional life insurance savings products dominated the long-term savings market in the 
191t! century and for much of the 20'b century. In exchange for a level premium payable for 
a fixed term (generally the term of the policy), these products generally pay a Slllll insured 
at the end of the policy term or on the earlier death of the insured. These products are often 
ll'ith-prC?{it, or parliclj)(Jlillg, mean ing that they share in the distribution of profits. allocated 
largely at the discretion of the company. 

Where tradit ional policies share in profits, the usual mechanism is to add bonuses to 
the sum insured. These bonuses can be reversiollw:v, meaning that they are permanent 
additions to the sum insured. or terminal, meaning that they only vest in the policyowner 
on the termination of the contract. Often, bonuses are paid in cash (dividends) or used 10 

reduce the premium. The identification and distribution of profit is discussed in Chapter 16. 

Three main forms of traditional savings policies are offered: 

• endoll'ment insumnces - that pay the sum insured on death or on survival to the end 
of the policy term; 

pure elldOlrmellfs - that pay the sum insured on survival to the end ofa fixed term and 
usually give a return of premiums with interest on earlier death; and 

• deferred annuities - that pay an annuity when the annuitant reaches a pre-determined 
age. Today, many versions of this contract operate with the option to take cash at maturity 
rather than the annuity, effectively making them primarily an investment product. 

4.5.3.2 Superannuation funds 

SlIperannllation fllllds, also called pension or provident funds, are savi ngs vehicles 
established for the purpose of providing lump sums or pensions at retirement. The practice 
of granting pensions to retiring employees arose in the 19'h century and in 1898 Bismarck 
introduced the first government-funded national scheme for Germans over the age of65. In 
earlier centuries. however, retirement was the prerogative of the wealthier classes. 10 

Superannuation funds - of many different kinds - are now very common. This reflects the 
continued growth in living standards, the increased length of healthy retirement and the 
tendency to treat superannuation contributions made by the employer as deferred pay. 

10 The Oxford English Dictionary gives 1529 as the first time that the word pension was used to refer 
to a ret irement benefit. The author, Cardinal Wolsey, did not, however, enjoy much of a retirement, 
as it appears that he died at about 55, on his way to be tried for treason. 
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In most countries, saving via superannuation funds has tax advantages, generally 111 

exchange fo r constrai nts such as limited access to the money before a reasonable retirement 
age and the requirement to take most of the benefit as an annuity, 

Defined benefit or defined contribution? 

Many funds, internationally, provide defined bene filS, generally in relation to the employee's 
length of service and his or her salary at retirement - for example, a lump sum of 15% x 
years of service )( fina l salary or a pension of 1/60 x years of service )( final salary. 

Defined benefit funds usually also pay benefits on death, disablement, early retirement, 
ill-health retirement, resignation and redundancy. The basis for calculating each benefit 
is defined in the scheme's rules or trust deed. Some benefits may be expressed as an 
accumul~!on of contri butions with interest. 

Benefits based on salary may be calculated with reference to the average salary over a 
period. Many other variations are also possible. 

From an employee 's perspective, the value of a defined benefit fund is that the employer 
takes the risk that extra contributions will be required to meet the promised benefits. 
However, it is hard to know what the superannuation is worth to the employee, especially 
because resignation benefits are often very much less generous than retirement benefits. II 

Many employers and employees now treat superannuation as a form of deferred pay. This 
being the case, it makes sense to operate t~e superannuation fund as a vehicle to invest 
this deferred pay. In this structure, apart from insurance benefits (whose cost may be met 
either by the employer or by the employee), benefits are usually the accumulated value of 
contributions, being the employer's defined coll1ribuliOlls and any contributions from the 
employee, whether defined or vol untary. This structure is also known as money purchase. 

For the same level or contributions, a defined contribution structure can be expected to 
support higher resignation benefits and lower retirement benefits than a typical defined 
benefit structure. Thererore, when defined contributions replace defined benefits. either the 
cost of the fund (level of contributions) will increase or the retirement benefits will become 
less generous. 

Employer-sponsored superannuation funds 

A superannuat ion fund established and sponsored by an employer can be structured as 
either defined benefit or defined contribution and may well have elements or both styles. 
For exampl e. a company's superannuation fund might have a defined contribution section 
ror the commissioned sales rorce (whose income is very variable) and a defined benefit 
section ror the rest or its staff. In countries where there has been a strong move to defined 
contribution structures, public sector employers (governments, statutory authorities. etc) 
are often slower to make that change. perhaps because the retirement benefits or at least 
some public sector employees are relatively generous when compared to either resignation 
benefits or salaries. 

II In meny defined benefit superennuation funds, resignation benefits may simply be the return of 
the employee's own contributions, with interest. Even in Australia, where minimum benefits are 
somewhat higher, it would be usual for the resignation benefit to have a lower funding cost than the 
retirement benefit. 

• 
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Industry o r multi-employer superannuation funds 

In many countries. illdusflJ'fimds or 1I111/li-employerfimds have grown up to manage the 
superannuation of employees in specific industries. Typically. trade unions representing 
employees in such industries have negOliatcd agreements with the employers so that the 
employees have a right to have contributions paid to the industry fund. This enables a 
worker to change employers without having to change superannuation arrangements. 

Public offer superannuation funds 

In many countries. individuals are compelled or offered tax concessions to make their 
own reti rement arrangements. In Australia. individuals can direct the contributions made 
on their behalf into pubUc offer/mills. These are run by a separate trustee company. often 
owned by a large financial institution. In other countries. they can be called retirement 
annuities, personal pellsiolls or. in the UK recently. stakeholder pel/siolls (with fees limited 
by law). In the US. 401(k) plans fulfill a similar purpose.1 2 In all countries. the funds 
are normally invested in iJ1\'estmel1t~lillked arrangements, which are discussed in Section 
4.5.3.3 below. 

4.5.3.3 Investment-linked arrangements 

Various products have been developed in more recent times to give customers access to the 
investment performance of asset portfolios. 

Unit trusts 

Vllit (/,II.\'(S (called mlltllal(lIl1ds in the US) are legal trusts that pool investors' interests in 
assets determined by their constitutions or trust deedsY Typically, the investment profile 
of the trust wi II be one of: 

diversified - active investment management across a range of asset sectors in 
accordance with stated aims and constraints; 

indexed - an attempt to match the performance of an index, such as the S&P 500 Total 
Return Index; 

sector- active investment management within an asset sector such as cash or domestic 
eqllities. again with stated aims and constraints: and 

specific pll/pose - the trust is established to invest in a specific asset such as an office 
building or an infrastructure project. 

Investors participate in the trust by means of lI11its, which define their share of the trust. 
Units are frequently revalued and may be sold back to the trust (for 1l11/isre(l, or opel/, 
trusts) at the market value of the underlying assets. Listed or closed trusts. which arc called 

'2 401(k) plans are also designed to encourage investment in the individual's employer, but of course 
this exposes the employee to the risk of losing both job and savings if the company fails. This 
famously happened to Enron employees, for example. 
lJ Unit trusts can be managed by a commercial manager, with a separate trustee with particular 
powers to look after the interests of investors. In Australia, the roles of manager and trustee have 
been combined into one role, the single responsible entity, but the obligation to abide by the rules of 
the unit trust still applies. 
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illl"eslmellf 1rI1:"/S in some countries, are bought and sold on the stock exchange at prices 
that might differ from the underlying value. For both types, there are periodic distributions 
of ill vestment income and these must be reported in the investor's tax return. 

For investors, the major benefit of this pooling of funds is the ability to diversify their 
ill\ eSlinents or access specific opportunities with relatively small holdings. 

Investment-linked life insurance policies 

Li fe insurers recognized that unitization was an efficient mechanism for passing 
pooled investment performance through to individual policyowners. This gave rise to 
;1II'esfmelll-lillked life insurance policies (called \'ariable life in the US) that operate in a 
similar n'f:nner to unit trusts and provide similar advantages. 

The key difference is that the pooling mechanism is within the policy nnd therefore does 
not necessari ly give rise to periodic cash distributions to the policyholder. Unit prices are 
gencrally calculated at least weekly, often daily, and the change in prices reflects all sources 
of investment return, including unrealized gains. Unit prices also reflect the tax payable by 
the life insurer in respect of the investment return credited to these policies. 

Investment-linked policies generally offer a choice of sevcral investment options, often 
including funds managed by managers unconnected to the life insurer. Policyholders may 
switch managers at lillIe cost. 

Bei ng li fe insurance policies. these contracts may also include rider helle/irs. such as teon 
insurance. 

Pooled superannuatio n trusts 

In Australia, pooled superalllluatioll trusts (PSTs) operate like unit trusts, except that the 
un its accumulate value net of tax at the rate applicable to superannuation funds. They are 
available on ly to superannuation funds. and usually also offer a range of investment options. 

Master trusts 

A master trust is a unit trust that only imests in other un it trusts. As public offer funds and 
other investment-li nked products developed, the range of available investmcnt options was 
generally limited to those available from the product provider - eg the life insurer. In order 
to access the investment performance of another fund manager, the investor had to tnke his 
or her money out of one product and reinvest it in another. This could be very expensive In 

exit and entry fees and could also create a tax liability. 

With the introduction of master lrusls. it became possible to aCcess a wide range of 
investment options. provided by various fund managers. 

Wrap funds 

A wrap fund or service. achieves the same effect as a master trust, but the imestor holds 
the underlying assets in his or her own name. It provides a sophisticated administration 
system. usually for wealthier clients. 

• 
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4.5.3.4 Other long-term savings products 

There are various other designs for long-tenn savings products. some of which are 
di scussed below. 

Investment account policies 

These life insurance policies arc more like bank deposits and are capital guaranteed rather 
than unitized. [n the US, they are called guaramee(I im'estment contracts (G IC). Interest 
rates may be predetermined or, like bonuses. can be credited to the policy on the basis of 
profits earned by the li fe insurer from time to time. Over the long term. the policyowner 
can expect to receive a rate of return equivalent to that earned by the supporting assets less 
fees, taxes and a charge for the capital guarantee. 

Group versions are called deposit administration (DA) contracts in some countries. 
Individual versions (including ullitized witll-profit or aCCllllllllalioll aceO/IIIT contracts) may 
have greater equity backing and pay terminal bonuses if market conditions are favorable. 

Universal life 

This product, which was developed in the US, unbundles the savings and insurance 
components of traditional life insurance policies. It is effectively an investment contract, 
often with a guaranteed minimum interest rate, combined with a (generally large) term 
insurance rider. 

4.5.3.5 Direct investment 

Long-term savings products are all ways to enable the individual to access the investment 
returns from a pool of assets. Sometimes the link is very clear, whi le at other times it is 
hidden behind capita l guarantees. company discretions or opaque distribution mechanisms. 

The alternative of investing directly, through stockbrokers, is available to an increasing 
number of individuals as transaction costs fall and education and awareness increase. 
While direct investment is not a topic of th is chapter, it is important to be aware that 
product issuers and sellers are in competition with all reasonable alternatives. 

4.5.3.6 Derivatives 

Derivative instruments, whose cash flows are based on the price of some underlying asset 
or index, have become particularly popular in the past 30 years. While they can perform 
much the same function as insurance contracts, they are included in this section because 
they are invariably seen as investment instruments. They are used to enhance investment 
returns (with an increase in risk) and as tools for risk reduction. 

Flltures contracts have a long history of use in agricultural markets.14 where farmers 
have wanted to reduce their exposure to commodity fluctuations, and consumers have 
been happy to lock in acceptable prices. They have expanded to mining commodities 
and oil fo r the same reasons, while burgeoning foreign exchange futures contracts 

1. The origins are lost in time, but Aristotle (around 350BCE) tells the story of Thales, who successfully 
speculated on the future price of olive presses. The intention of Thales was not to become wealthy 
but merely to demonstrate that philosophers were smart enough to do so if they wanted 101 
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have made it possible to make currency conversion rates more predictable for users of 
these products. Traded futures contracts are standardized. making trade in them much 
easier and safer as the exchange provides some guarantees of counterparty risks. 

Option commcls are perhaps no less ancient. but trade in options did not take off until 
the creation of the standardized, listed stock or share options on the Chicago Board 
Options Exchange in 1973. Options can provide producers with a more secure hedge 
than a future as they protect from situations where production fail s for some reason 
(such as drought). 

Options are often used in investment markets. One use is to provide short-term hedges 
to protect funds in transition ben.veen one investment strategy and another. They can 
also be used to provide guarantees that investments will not lose va lue, without giving 
up some opportunity for upside profits greater than that earned on interest-bearing 
asse&. They have gained particular popularity in providing the basis for investment 
guarantees that provide investors with a return somewhere between that of equity and 
fixed interest portfolios. 

• COllfract.l· for differellce (CFDs) payout on the movement in the underlying price, 
enabling the purchaser to obtain the performance of an asset for a fraction of the 
outlay and without incurring the transaction costs associated with buying and selling 
the underlying asset. CFDs can be used to hedgc portfolios in a similar manner to 
futures contracts. 

SW(IPS and swapliolls arc used to convert borrowings to a structure that is likely to be 
less expensive or has become more appropriate to the borrowers' and investors' needs. 
The most common swaps are of fi xed for floating interest payments, but there is also 
a large market in credit deJoult swaps that indemnify the investor against particular 
credit losses. 

Exchange-traded jimds (ETFs) are derivatives that are equivalent to a unit trust 
passively invested in a particular index. They are available in many stock markets to 
cover both the entire market and various sectors. ETFs often have a cost advantage 
over unit trusts in that there is no cost of trading the underlying assets, although the 
providers are like ly to want to hedge their position and therefore face these costs 
themse lves. There is also no "basis error" or "cash drag" because they can exactly 
match the index. 

Investment options invariably replicate an alternative strategy that holds the underlying 
assets, but are used because of greater liquidity in the derivative markets, or for reasons 
of tax or reduced costs of trading. The greatest users for hedging purposes are the trading 
desks of banks who cannot trade in the underlying instruments (because they are unlisted 
arrangements with their banking clients), and who use the derivatives to reduce their 
exposure to interest rate, foreign exchange and credit risks. Derivatives provide a quick 
and inexpensive manner of dividing these risks amongst the international banking industry. 

4,5.4 Retirement income products 

Savings for retirement are built up during the working life. A person reaching retirement 
needs products that convert these saved assets into an income. Annuities convert lump 
sums into regu lar payments, They can be divided into immediare annuiries that commence 
when the lump sum premium is paid. or deferred alllllliries that will commence payment 
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at a later date (oftcn chosen to be the retirement date) and that can be funded by regular or 
single premiums. 

4.5.4.1 Term certain annuities 

Term cerlaill {ll/lll1ilies provide a guaranteed regular income for a fixed term, in exchange 
for payment of a lump sum. The income is typically paid monthly and may be fixed or 
periodically (usually annually) increased. Typically. the increase might be : 

at a fixed rate (eg 5% per annum): 

indexed to inflation (generally a price index such as CPI); or 

determined as a share of investment profits. 

In Australia. the purchase price may be returned at the end of the term, in which case this 
product is identical to a deposit or debenture but can be classified as an annuity by the 
regulations governing eligibility for the social security age pension. 

4.5.4 .2 Lifetime annuities 

Lifetime a1llluities pro\ide a guaranteed regular income for the remaining life of the 
annu itant. in exchange for payment of a lump sum. As with tenn certain annuities. the 
income is typicillly paid monthly and may be fixed indexed to inflation (generally CPI) 
or annually increased at a fixed rate. When payments are made to a couple. the annuity 
may reduce to a set proportion (eg two-thirds) on the death of either annuitant. Often, 
the annuity provides for a guarantee period (typically five or 10 years) during which the 
annuity will be paid regardless of whether the annuitant is alive. 

Lifetime annuities obviously protect against the risk of living too long. They are, 
however, not popular in many countries, which has puzzled economists: people seem to 
be acting illogically. 

There are a few possiblc explanations, apart from the possibility that many people are 
indeed shortsightcd when estimating their life expectancies. including: 

incomplete markets - because insurers have not historically differentiated by stale 
of health. those with lower life expectancies have avoided the poor value offered by 
annuity policies: 

desire for control - older people want control of their money for unpredictable 
expenses; and 

the bequest motive - people want to leave moncy to their children. or at least to be able 
to promise benefits 10 children in exchange for care and love. 

Wadsworth el al (2001) discuss the problem and suggest some solutions, based on an 
extension of the principles of rariahfe alllllliries. which are discussed below. 

4.5.4.3 Variable annuities 

Variable al1llllitie.\' (usually called allocated annuities in Australia) are investment-linked 
policies that provide income from assets held on behalf of the policyholder. The value of 
these assets increases with imestment income and capital growth and is reduced by fees 
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and annuity payments. Eventually. the assets will be exhausted but the annuitant hopes 
to receive more than from other annuities because of an expectation that the investment 
relUms will be higher than those effectively provided by the other annuities. Allocated 
annuities are also called allocaled pensions. 

The relUrns from variable annuities can be guaranteed in a variety of ways. induding: 

Guaranteed Minimum Death Benefit (GMO B): 

Guaranteed Minimum Accumulation Benefit (GMAB); 

Guaranteed Minimum Income Benefit (GM IB ): and 

Guaranteed Minimum Withdrawal Benefit (GMWB). 

Where a variable annuity is sold as a deferred annuity, much of the focus may be on the 
accumulaMon phase and like many deferred annuity policies nowadays, the proceeds are 
often taken as a lump sum rather than as an income stream. 

Exercise 4.4 
(a) Draw up a table that links the needs and risks set out in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 

with the products set out in Section 4.5. 

(b) Find out what products are sold by a few of the financial institutions known 
to you. See if you can match them to the descriptions in Settion 4.5. 

(c) Can you identi fy any products in Section 4.5 which are not widely available 
in your country? Why do you think that they are not available? 

Hint: Is there a need? Is it met in some other way? Is there another reason? 

(d) Give some examples of when you would think it would be appropriate to use 
derivative instruments rather than insurance or a replicating portfolio of the 
underlyi ng assets. 

4.6 Other sources of financial security 

The institutions providing financial security other than through the sale of financIal 
products to individuals can be viewed collectively as a country's social security system. It 
is important to understand their role when considering how financial products can meet the 
needs of consumers. 

4.6.1 Families 

The family acts as an Important source of financial security for many people. This IS both 
true for the immediate fami ly (spouse. parents and children) and for the extended family 
(including grandparents. adult brothers and sisters. cousins and their various permutations). 
The family appears 10 become less important as insurance markets develop. and 
people become \ .... ealthier. This has enabled individuals to provide specifically for 
their dependents. for their own disability and retirement. and to borrow to make major 
purchases such as a house. 
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The wealthy often seem to want to create a dynasty. and the bequest motive (discussed 
in 4.5.4.2) drives much of their fi nancial planning. The poor. on the other hand are often 
relianl on their chi ldren to maintain them in their old age. Regardless of income. as older 
people lose their ability to look after themselves, so families normally playa greater role 
in caring for them . 

The three main intergenerational flows appear to be: 

from parents to children until they leave home; 

from children to old and frail parents; and 

from parents to children as loans or bequests. 

The other major type of flow. not necessarily intergeneralional. is from the wealthier to the 
needier members of the immediate or extended family. These flows may take the form of 
loans or donations. 

Strains can exist in these financial relationships, especially where the cost feels high or 
unaffordable. Families are probably more secure if they can transfer some of their risks to 
other institutions. There is an important role for the Slate and the private sector to help to 
provide this security. 

4.6.2 Governments 

This chapter discusses the role of direct state provision of insurance and other financial 
products. Its other role in regulation and consumer protection is discussed in Chapter 7. 

Money and banking 

Most governments retain a monopoly on the issue of money through their central banks,15 
which are also lenders of last resort. Bailouts in 2008 showed that they are a lso providers 
of bank equity in times of significant stress. 

Governments may also intervene to provide low-cost savings accounts to poorer people 
(through the post offices in a number of countries). 

Political pressures make it difficult for governments to collect bad debts; they therefore 
often make unprofitable loans. A common example is the offering of loans for tertiary 
education that relieve liquidity constraints on the really young. These loan programs 
usually replace alternative schemes that require outright subsidies, so cost is not a lways a 
major concern.11> 

15 Visitors to Scotland could, however, be surprised to be given banknotes issued by three private 
banks. 
15 Milton Friedman suggested in the 1940s that the repayment of educational loans could be made 
income contingent. All graduates would repay the same percentage of their income for a period. This 
would mean that the better-paid graduates would subsidise those less well off, but the loss in utility 
would be more evenly spread. If the percentage and term of repayment were set appropriately, the 
return to the lender could be made acceptable. Yale University tried a variant of this approach with 
some success in the 1970s. Other variants are used by the HECS-HELP scheme in Australia, and the 
TEFSA scheme in South Africa. The salary-linked mortgages discussed in 4.5.1.3 are closer to human 
capital contracts, which are available to fund more lucrative degrees in some countries. 
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Social assistance 

The dividing line between the extended family and the community is blurred, but 
members of communities have presumably always enlered into mutual arrangements that 
incorporated some risk sharing. These arrangements were formalized over time. In the UK, 
local parishes were made legalty responsible in the early 17ot. century for the local poor. 
The benefits were never generous, but there was still a tendency for poor people to select 
parishes with better benefits. For this and other reasons, these responsibilities have been 
centralized over time. 

Today, probably all governments provide some grants designed to prevent destitution. They 
are paid out of general tax revenue, or perhaps foreign aid. Payments can be made on an ad 
hoc basis - such as after floods, fires or droughts. They can also be structured and paid to 
all people i 1 a category likely to be needy. Thus benefits can be paid to caregivers of young 
ch ildren and the disabled, to the unemployed, older people (whether healthy or frail) and 
to the disabled. 

Soc ial assistance payments relate to need, not to the contributions of the beneficiaries. For 
instance, a fixed amount might be paid to a single person, slightly less than twice as much 
to marri ed couples and less, pro rata, to larger families. They may, however, depend on 
length of residence in the country. 

Government grants are usually means tested; the amount paid depends on the mealls 
(income and assets) or needs of the benefici<!-ries. This is intended to reduce the cost and 
target the poorest. The difficulties of auditing the income of poorer people are, however. 
immense. One just has to think of determining income from odd jobs and the renting of 
rooms, and irregular interest, pensions and transfer payments from other family members. 
Transfer payments can be one-off gifts, but migrant laborers will often send large portions 
of their income to their families at home. 

Statutory insurance schemes 

Governments can set up a variety of insurance schemes with benefits that depend on 
compulsory contributions. They can be administered by government or by specially 
licensed providers. Typically, contributions are deducted by employers before paying 
salary or wages - eg National Insurance contributions in the UK and the Medicare levy in 
Australia. A further form of statutory insurance cover is legislated minimum payments by 
employers in certain circumstances, such as parenta l leave. 

Contingencies that may be covered in th is way include: 

parenthood - parental leave: 

unemployment - minimum redundancy payments (but note that government payments 
are generally paid out of consolidated revenue and are therefore covered under "social 
assistance" above); 

medical costs - public medical insurance; and 

death or injury in workplace or road accidents. 

The contributions may be aCllIarially/air - ie equal in present value to the expected benefits 
- or there may be cross·subsidies. Generally, there will be intentional cross-subsidies from 
rich to poor and from low risks to high risks, but other less justifiable cross-subsidies can 
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also arise. One of the roles that the actuarial profession plays in many countries is to help 
identify these cross-subsidies, which may be unintentional but will often be enthusiastically 
supported by the beneficiaries. 

Retirement provision systems 

In developed countries particularly, governments will have designed a retirement provision 
system. In addition to pensions provided out of consolidated revenue as part of "social 
assistance" discussed above. most governments also act to compel or encourage additional 
retirement contributions, either from employers or individuals. Many countries operate 
earnings-related pay-as-you-go schemes where current contributions go to pay current 
pensions with little or no accumulation of assets. [n a growing number of cases, there is 
also compulsory investment in money purchase arrangements. 

Issues offaimess and cross-subsidies also apply to both benefits and taxation arrangements, 
and actuaries frequently play an important role in debating these issues. Barr and Diamond 
(2008) provide an insightful review of the major issues, while Asher (2007) applies the 
ideas of this chapter in more detail. 

4.6.3 Employers 

We have already seen that employers may be used by governments to collect premiums 
for statutory insurance and retirement savings schemes. Employers also have the option to 
provide non-statutory benefits. 

Group superannuation and insurance 

Employers can offer a more attractive remuneration package by allowing their employees 
to participate in a company superannuation fund or a group insurance scheme. These have 
several advantages over individual products, 17 including: 

cheaper administration - almost all the information required for administration can be 
obtained from the employer's personnel records and contributions can be collected in 
one monthly amount from the employer. Large superannuation funds are also able to 
negotiate lower investment management fees. James et al (1999) gives some indication 
of comparable cost levels; 

life, disability and health insurance without medical questions - if every employee 
is covered by the group scheme. there is no opportunity for anti-selection. so these 
questions are not required. This also represents a cost saving; and 

salary-linked benefits - if the superannuation fund is a defined benefit fund it will 
usually provide retirement benefits related to members' final salaries. This feature is 
not available under individual life insurance contracts. 

Keeping charges low, or rather ensuring value for money, can make a difTerence of 20 
percent or more to the eventual retirement incomes. You can check this by considering the 

11 Note that the benefit may only be achieved if membership of the scheme is compulsory - eg group 
life. 
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long-term benefit of reduc ing fees by one percentage point (eg from an average of 2% to 
an average of 1%). 

Other cover 
Employers Illay also offer other types of insurance cover. However. this \\ill genera lly be 
provided by individual policies either tailored for the company (eg to cover specific risks) 
or offered at a discount achieved through the employer's purchasing power. 

Exerc ise 4.5 
(a) Find out what social assistance is offered by the government in your country 

('f. state, and the rules that are used for determining who is entitled to what
especially any means tests. 

(b) In futu re, is the role of the family in the provision of social security likely to 
be greater or smaller? Give reasons. 

(c) Do you think that businesses, run to achieve a profit. can provide social 
securi ty as well as, or better than, government? Give reasons. 

(d) "Individual choice is to be preferred notwithstanding the cost savings 
available from group contracts:' Discuss. 

4.7 Practical implications for actuaries 

As we said at the beginning of thi s chapter. actuaries work in managing financial security 
systems that provide people with appropriate financial products. Many countries require 
insurance premiums and pension contributions to be calculated by actuaries. but actuaries 
may playa variety of other roles in the design. production and distribution of these products. 
Whatever their involvement, they are likely to be more productive if they understand the 
purpose for which the products will be applied, and have an idea of the different types of 
product that are avai lable - both locally and in other countries. Thi s understanding will 
help to suggest new ideas, to adapt product features so that they are more likely to be 
attract ive and useful to consumers and investors. and to design products so that they givc 
the best va lue for money - and produce the greatest profits. 

4.8 Key lea rning po ints 

In this chapter. we have looked at the following elements of the financial services system: 

• The financial life cycle provides a framework for understanding that the needs of 
individuals for insurance and savings products change over their lifetime. Young adults 
arc marc likely to need insurance cover for their incomes and to borrow money. As 
they age. saving becomes more important and they are more likely to need property 
insurance cover. 

The necd to raise and preserve capital drives the needs of businesses for different 
financing instruments and for insurance. 
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Different products have been developed by insurers to meet the needs for insumnce of 
income against death and disability. the loss of property and medical costs. 

Different financial instruments and banking, investment and superannuation products 
have been developed to meet needs for borrowing and saving. 

Families also playa role in meeting financial needs over the life cycle by sharing 
resources and risk. 

Group schemes run by employers or government can provide insurance, savings and 
other assislance - with government help especially for poorer people less likely to 
have been able to provide for themselves. 
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Fred's Coffee Shop - The Context of Actuarial 
Wo rk 
In Chapter 5, you will learn how important it is to consider the context in 
which you are working. The cOl/text can also be referred to as extl:r/w/ forces; 
these are things that are outside your control but that you must take into 
account. The chapter discusses many examples that affect the work of actuaries 
but no list can cover every possible aspect. You will need to develop your own 
understanding of the relevant context for each work situation. 

Let's apply the idea to Fred's coffee shop. There are external forces that will 
influel1.[e how he should nln the shop. One major area is regulation. Is it 
even leSai for Fred to set up a shop? Does he have to get permission and meet 
certain standards? Regulation is usually such a significant part of the context 
for actuarial work that we have a chapter devoted to it, Chapter 7. Other than 
regu lation, what are some of the other external forces that Fred has to take into 
account? 
Think about th is for a few moments; then read on. 

Fred needs to take account of the market that he is entering. The local culture 
will be an important facto r - do people in the area like coffee? Is the demand 
for expensive, high·quality products or for low·cost basics? This may depend 
on the state of the economy, so he needs to be aware of the economic outlook. 
The economy will also affect the cost and availability of financing. The middle 
of a credit crunch may not be the best time to raise money for a new business. 

What is the competit ion? 
When is income tax due, how is it calculated and will Fred be liable for any 
sales taxes? The tax system will not only affect the viability of his business but 
also influence what records he needs to keep. 
He has to be aware of the available technology and the directions in which this 
may develop. Should he take cash payments only or invest in the necessary 
equipment and contractual relationships to take credi t/debit card payments? 
Can the coffee· making equipment be updated for new styles of drink? 

The physical environment will also be important. Fred will need compact 
eqUipment if space is restricted. He needs to consider access and safety - for 
himself, his employees and his customers. 
These are just some of the many factors that Fred has to be aware of and take 
into account in his planning. He also has to be aware that these things aTe 
all subject to change, so his solutions need to be as flexible as possible. For 
example, it may be better to rent premises on a short·term lease with an option 
to renew, rather than enter into a long lease or buy a site. Think about the 
context in which Fred's shop operates as you read Chapter S. 
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Ch apter 5: The Context of Actuarial Work 
bV John Shepherd 

5.1 Why consider the context? 

5.1.1 Int roduction 

'" 

Consider the following headlines. They appeared in one issue of a major city newspaper 
(SMH, 2008) early in 2008. 

Econolnic growth is expected to be slower 

Growing number of people in mortgage stress 

H I V rates to soar 

Elderly sufTer long wait for home care help 

Huge number of Texans cast early Presidential vote 

Researchers cast doubt on mega-tsunami theory 

Higher interest rates here to slay 

No end to selling on Wall Street 

There's an inconvenient truth about rising immigration 

Subprime worsens for major bank 

Each headline highlights a story Thai is potentially relevant to the work of some actuaries. 
In any newspaper in any big ci ty on any day we could identify a simi larly diverse set of 
stories reporting events, developments or trends likely to impact actuarial work. 

Most actuarial work concerns a risk-bearing entity like an insurance company or a 
retirement benefit plan. Actuaries provide solutions to risk-related problems and those 
solutions have to work in a particular context. We have to know the context, because it is 
part of understanding the problem. Understanding the problem is the first step in designing 
a suitable solut ion. We have to also know how the context has changed in the past, because 
that influences how we lise past experience as a guide in developing a model of the risk 
process. The model captures and represents the most critical clements of the real world 
processes (ie the context) that atTect the risk-bearing entity. The model is used to project 
what may happen in the future. 

We have to understand the context so we can anticipate how it might change in the future. 
This will help us to build better models of the future. It will also help us to recognize risks 
and opportunities that may arise from changes in that context. 

Even the most soph isticated model can never fully capture the complexity of the real "vorld. 
The context, or environment. is made up of a diverse and intricate array of elements (or 
external forces). The context changes over time. The context varies from country to country. 
Within a particular country, the context ditTers from practice area to practice area. For a 
given practice area. the context ditTers from company to company and from client to client. 
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For example. suppose you are a consuhant who performs actuarial reviews for several 
defined benefit retirement plans. You must know the environment or context within which ali 
the plans operate (eg relevant legislation. reguialions and taxation niles, current economic 
conditions and trends, actuarial practice standards, etc). This environment or context is 
common toall the plans you review. However, you must also know each plan and its particular 
circumstances (eg its trust deed or other defining document, its benefit structure, its size, the 
demographic profile of its members. the nature of the work performed by members. the 
attitudes of the trustees, the sponsoring employer's outlook and concerns, etc). 

Exercise 5.1 
For each of the ten headlines listed above. WTite a brief note on how you think the 
underlying event, development or trend might impact on the work of actuaries. 
Identify and explain one impact for each headline. 

Because the context varies across many dimensions, there is no all-purpose, black-and
white, standardized recipe for actuarial work. [fwe are going to have a framework such as 
the Actuarial Control Cycle we have to keep it flexible. We have to define the framework in 
terms of the basic principles of actuarial work. That is why th is book focuses on the basic 
principles. In practice, every actuarial problem or task is different. Textbook solutions and 
processes rarely match neatly a set of real-world circumstances. What we need is a thorough 
understanding of the basic princi ples of actuaria l work, enhanced by the experience of 
applying those basic princ iples in a range of different si tuations. 

5.1.2 Context: external fo rces 

Another way to th ink of the context is in terms of the eXlernalforces that affect the product, 
service or scheme on which an actuary is working. These forces are external in the sense 
that they are usually outside the actuary's control or sphere of influence. In a dynamic 
world the forces change over time. Such changes can create downside risk (threats) or 
upside risk (opportunities). 

For example, one element of the context - one of these external forces - is government 
policy. Suppose the government of a developing country announces that it is considering 
introduc ing a new law to make th ird party personal injury liability insurance compulsory 
fo r all motorists. This would be seen as an opportunity (upside risk) for general insurers 10 
participate in a potentially profitable new market. 

On the other hand, the same government may decide also to fix the maximum premiums 
that can be charged for the new compulsory insurance. If these maximum premiums are 
believed by general insurers to be inadequate to cover expected claims then the risk will be 
seen as downside. 

Being able to recognize, understand, anticipate and allow for external forces is a critical 
capabil ity for an actuary. In this chapter we identify common elements of the context of 
actuarial work. or common external forces and discuss how these elements or forces may 
affect the work we do as actuaries. 
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5.1.3 Context is not static 

The iterative nature of the Actuarial Control Cycle reminds us that the context is never 
fi.xed. The context changes over time. Each time an actuary investigates a retirement benefit 
plan's finances, or estimates the outstanding claims of a ponfolio of home insurance 
policies. or reviews the premium rates for term life insurance policies. the task becomes a 
nc\\ problem to be solved because the context has changed. The degree of change can vary 
from slight and insignificant to considerable and material. 

Changes in the context generate new problems and challcnges for actuaries. Such changes 
can bring upside or downside risk. They can generate new kinds of risk requiring new 
approaches to analysis. quantification and management. 

The feedback mechanism in the Actuarial Control Cycle framework is needed to deal 
with the ir\lpac! on our work of the changing environment. Economic conditions change, 
new legislation is passed, social attitudes shift, technology evolves, consumers become 
more discerning. or a host of other factors vary. If we could predict such change, our 
Actuaria l Control Cycle would not need a feedback mechan ism. There wou ld be no point in 
comparing emerging experience with what was assumed, because they would be identical. 
Change in the real world is unpredictable. This produces the future uncertainty that creates 
the need for actuarial expenise . The feedback mechanism represents a learning process for 
the actuary and for the company or scheme being advised. 

The problems that actuaries tackle are rarely one-dimensional. Like most real-world 
problems. they can be viewed from a number of perspectives. The actuarial perspective has 
been primarily a financ ial and a mathematical one. Most problems also have social, cultural , 
psychological, historical. industrial, political, geographical and other dimensions. The 
actuary who is aware of these perspectives, and who allows for them in developing problem 
solutions and recommendations, wi ll give bener actuarial advice to employers and clients. 

Such an understanding of the broader context can lead to wider applicat ion of actuarial skills. 
For example, some Australian consulting actuaries have advised clients in an environment 
that may seem unusual for actuaries - the electricity market. During the late 1990s, some 
previously government-operated electricity industry functions were privatized, leading to 
the development of a market in which the price of electricity is set in (almost) real time, 
according to supply and demand. Wholesale prices can be very volatile. Actuarial skills 
have proved to be valuable to electricity generators, distributors and regulatory bodies, in 
a number of different ways out lined in Hinton (1999). 

5.2 Components of the context 

Table 5. [ is a summary of components of the context of actuaria l work. It is not exhaustive. 
Other items, not listed here, will sometimes be important. The li sted items will not all 
be imponant in all circumstances. The components are not separate and independent. 
but interconnected and interwoven. They do not form a static backdrop like the scenery 
on a stage. Instead they make up a dynamic. multi-dimensional environment which both 
affects and is affected by actuarial practice. Other schemes might be used to group the 
components; they are interrelated and can be viewed from other perspectives. 

In the rest of th is chapter we discuss some of the listed components, one by one. We must 
remember. however, that they are not separate and unrelated. They often interact and they 
someti mes create confl icts or pressures for an actuary. 

• 
' .. . . . . _ .. . . 
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Table 5.1 Summary of components of the context of actuarial work 

Broad category Components Chapter/Section 

Professional context · Code of conduct Chapter 3 

· Practice standards 

Regulatory environment · Laws of the country andlor province Chapter 7 

· Supervisory authorities 

· Regulations 

Government and judicial · Government policy Section 5.4 
context · Taxation 

· Social assistance and social insurance 

· Judicial decisions 

Physical environment · Climate and natural hazards (eg storms, Section 5.5 
earthquakes) 

· Pandemics (widespread, severe outbreaks of 
disease) 

· Man-made disasters 

· Technological developments 

Economic and social · Economic structure, conditions and trends Section 5.6 
environment · Demographic structure and trends 

· Work and employment patterns 

· Social factors and trends 

· Industrial Uabor union) issues 

Industry and business · Range of products and services offered Section 5.7 
environment · Convergence of financial institutions 

· Product distribution and intermediaries 

· Accounting standards and practices 

· Competition 

· Industry associations 

· Stakeholders 

· Corporate culture 

· Globalization 

Exercise 5.2 
Think about the components of the context (or external forces) li sted in Table 5.1 
above. Can you think of other ways of classifying or summarizing the components 
into groups? 

\ 
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5.3 Two special components 

Two major elements of the context of actuarial work - professionalism and regulation - are 
sO fundamentally important that we give them their own chapters in this book. 

In most countries. an actuary is recognized as a professional, with special privileges and 
responsibilities. The implications of this for an actuary's approach to and conduct of his! 
her work is very important. We have discussed these implications in depth in Chapter 3. 
so they will not be specifically discussed here, except perhaps where it interacts with other 
aspects of the actuary's working environment. 

It is worth noting, however, that famil iarity with the context of the work being done can 
be seen as a professional responsibility for an actuary. For example, Professional Standard 
PS300 of " le Institute of Actuaries of Australia deals with the valumion of general 
insurance claims and states (paragraph 5.1.2) that an actuary performing such a valuat ion 
must consider "the relevant economic, legal and soc ial environments and trends." 

Governments often regulate financial institutions and their activities. Regulation may be 
imposed through a combination oflegislation (laws passed by parliament) and supervision 
by statutory bodies known as supervisory authorities, or reg/fla,o,..~. These are given 
specific responsibilities and powers. The regulatory environment has a major impact on 
actuarial work. It is also an area where many actuaries work. Regulation is discussed at 
length in Chapter 7. 

5.4 Government and jud icial context 

5.4.1 Government 

Changes to a nation's laws can have an impact on areas where actuaries are involved. For 
example, the introduction of compulsory wearing of seat belts in motor vehicles. or the 
random breath testing (for high levels of alcohol) of motor vehicle drivers. may ha\e a 
dramatic effect on both the incidence and the severity of motor vehicle accidents. This in 
turn may impact the cost of motor vehicle insurance claims, as well as the cost of claims 
under medical and other classes of insurance. 

Changes to laws can often be anticipated because they tend to Aow directly from the 
policies of the government of the day. Being aware of government policy as it evolves and 
understanding the forces shaping it can help an actuary to advise clients or employers on 
possible future legislative , regulatory and other changes and their likely impac!. Simi larly, 
it can be useful to be aware of the policy platform of polit ical parties which are not in 
government but which may win government. or may attain a position ofinAuence in future. 

For example, New Zea land held a general parliamentary election in November 2008. Prior 
\0 the election the major opposition party, the National Party, announced that, if elected. 
il would investigate the desirability of privatizing some parts of the country's Accident 
Compensation Corporation (ACC) scheme. Such privatization would be likely to create 
opportunities for general insurance companies. 

Actuarial professional associations monitor government policy development. They often 
participate in public debate on policy directions and provide advice to politicians and public 
servants on issues related to actuarial work. Actuaries often serve on government advisory 

• 
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bodies. aClUarial standards boards, committees of inquiry and boards of regulatory and 
supervisory authorities. where actuarial expertise is relevant. 

Governments in different countries take widely varying approaches to regulation. In some 
countries insurance companies have little or no flexibility in product design. in pricing 
and in valuation of liabilities because the government (or the regulator empowered by the 
government) mandates standard policy wordings, controls premium rates and prescribes 
valuation methods and assumptions. In other countries insurers have freedom to make their 
own decisions on these and other aspects of the business. 

5.4.2 Taxation 

Taxation is nearly always part of the context of actuarial work. There are very few examples 
of financial products, schemes or arrangements where taxation is not an important 
consideration for all parties involved. Governments sometimes encourage certa in financia l 
behavior by corporalions or individuals (eg personal saving during working lifetime 
for retirement) by giving favorable taxat ion treatment to such behavior. Such favorable 
treatment does not necessarily mean a complete absence of taxation. although retirement 
funds in the UK and the US accumulate on a basis that is almost tax-free or tax-deferred. 

Financial institutions, like other business enterprises, arc subject to the taxation regime of 
the countries or states in which they operate. Some measure of company earnings is usually 
the basis for taxation, but the measure can vary widely from country to country. 

The nature, extent and operation of taxation are usually defined by legislation, supplemented 
by a set of regulations and interpreted by a host of rulings from taxation tribunals and 
courts. Taxation is discussed further in Chapter 7. 

As well as understanding and allowing for the implications of current taxation law and 
regulations, an actuary should aim to be aware of possible future changes to taxation 
regimes. Such changes are often flagged well in advance, when governments initiate 
reviews of taxation. either across the board or as it affects particular parts of the community. 
Following and understanding the public debate assoc iated with such reviews may help 
actuaries to bring to the attention of their clients and employers the sensitivity of their 
forecasts and projections to possible future changes. 

Taxation can affect product pricing, valuing policy or scheme liabilities, determining profit. 
analyzing expenses and projecting likely future cash flows - in short, just about every job 
an actuary undertakes. Taxation considerations can be important for product design. The 
customer, or even the provider, may benefit frol11 a tax break (eg by paying or incurring less 
tax) if a product is designed in a certain way. For example, in the US there are adverse tax 
consequences for a universal life policyholder if contributions (premiums) are too large. 

5.4.3 Social assistance and social insu rance 

Governments often provide social security benefit programs such as old age pensions. 
disability pensions. free or subsidized health care. unemployment benefits and work injury 
benefits. In some cases, workers are required to make some individual contribution toward 
the cost of the benefits provided. In other cases, benefits are financed from taxation revenue. 

Social insurance is usually a government-sponsored scheme that involves contributions by 
(or on behalf of) the person who is covered. For social assistance (or social protection). 
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however, there are usually no contributions required. Social assistance benefits are designed 
to address needs and eligibility is based on need. 

The availability, nature and extent of social security benefits can impact the demand for 
fi nancial services. From time to time, governments come under pressure to decrease (or 
increase) the relative level of social security benefits. (In fact, such pressures may conflict 
because people often want both higher benefits and lower taxes!) If benefits are reduced, 
individuals tend to tum to financial service providers to enhance their personal financial 
security programs. If benefits arc raised the opposite effect may result. 

Different approaches to soc ial security have been used in different countries. In China, 
unti l the movement toward free enterprise in recent decades, many millions of people were 
protected by a "cradle-to-grave" system of social security (ie protection for the whole 
of life, frocn bi rth to death). Most economic enterprises were state-owned. A very high 
proportion of the total population was either employed by state-owned enterprises (SOEs) 
or was a dependent of an SOE employee. Each SOE was responsible for the welfare of its 
own employees and their dependents for life. This included provision of old age pensions 
to retired workers on a pay-as-you-go basis. 

From time to time a government may expand orcontract the range of social security benefits 
it provides. Thi s is likely to reduce or increase the opponunities for banks, insurers and 
other financial institutions to offer products and services meeting those needs. 

5.4.4 Judicial decisions 

Judicial decisions are rulings made by judges in courts of law. In countries with a common 
law system (discussed in Section 7. 1.1) judicial decisions can be particularly Important 
when new legislation is enacted in determining just how the new legislation is going to 
work. The interpretat ion of an insurance policy's wording may become the subject of a 
judicial ruling. For example, suppose a life insurance company markets a crit ical illness 
insurance policy designed to provide a cash payment if the insured is diagnosed with a 
serious illness like pulmonary hypertension or cancer. The critical illnesses are listed in the 
policy. The premium is set on the assumption that the policy covers only the set of medical 
conditions listed. If that set of conditions is not precisely and carefully worded, a court may 
subsequently rule that the policy covers a condition that the company never intended to be 
included. The resulti ng unanticipated claims could damage the financial soundness of the 
life insurance company. 

Judges' (or juries') decisions on the amount of damages payable often have a large impact 
on insurers, affecting the amounts of claim payable. Levels of claim payments in the 
liabili ty classes of general insurance (eg public liability, product liability, professional 
indemnity and employer's liability or workers compensation) are particularly impacted by 
judicia l decisions. 

5.5 Physica l environment 

5.5.1 Cl imate and natural peri ls 

Natural perils have an obvious impact on general insurance. in particular, and on other 
insurance classes as well. Earthquakes. cyclones, bushfires. floods, droughts. hurricanes, 
typhoons and tornadoes often lead to catastrophic events that generate huge claim costs 
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for insurers. There has been growing concern that global warming and climate change may 
lead to an increase in the frequency and severity of severe natural hazards. 

Providing insurance against the financial impact of some of these perils can be problematic. 
For example, earlhquakes are known to be very likely to occur in certain identifiable locations. 
and extremely unlikely to happen elsewhere. People who live in high-risk locations may Wllnt 

insurance against earthquake: those who live in low-risk locations will not be interested. 
Such a (isk cannot be spread across a sufficiently wide spectrum of the community through 
private insurance. Government may decide to intervene and provide ad hoc payments after 
earthquakes occur, financed by the whole community through tax revenue. 

Earthquakes and floods, for example, are not a problem for insurers until people want 
to live or work in affected areas and request insurance cover against those peri ls. In 
pricing such insurance actuaries will need to estimate the extent and the cost of possible 
damage. This wi ll depend on the building regulations for affected areas. Economic and 
demographic forces are likely determinants of whether people want to move there while 
legislation determines the building codes for earthquake- and flood-prone areas. This is a 
good example of how elements of the context ( in this case, the physical, economic, social 
and regulatory environments) interact. 

Some actuaries have worked together with climatologists, seismologists and other scientists 
to develop improved models for measuring the risks associated with natural hazards. For 
example, de Alba et al (2008) reported the development of a composite model to estimate 
the probable max imum loss and the risk premium for earthquake cover by a Mexican 
general insurance company. The overall model combined models of seism ic activity, local 
geological conditions and buildi ng structural vulnerability with the insurer's actual portfolio 
of insured buildings to generate a distribution of possible earthquake damage outcomes. 
Allowance was also made for various forms of reinsurance. This is a good example of 
how actuaries often need to work with experts in other fields to develop solutions to the 
problems they tack le . 

5.5.2 Pandemics 

A pandemic (derived from two Greek words meaning "all peoples") is an epidemic of 
infectious d isease that spreads globally, or on a very wide geographical front, through 
human populations. Throughout recorded history the re have been many pandemics. 

In recent times the most serious pandemic has been HI V, the virus that causes A IDS. HIV 
spread from Africa to Haiti , then to the US and then to much of the rest of the world. 
Projections of worldwide deaths from AIDS have numbered fro m tens of millions to 
hundreds of millions. Africa ha s been particularly hard hit by HI V For example, the 
Actuarial Society of South Africa (2008) estimated that 5.6 million South African s were 
HI V positive in 2008. 

Since the outbreak of HIV there have been several pandemic concerns. In 2003 SARS 
(Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome) - an atypical form of pneumon ia - triggered rapid 
action by health agencies. in 2005 the avian flu (H5NI virus) showed signs of spreading 
across species barriers and cases were found of humans being infected (with high fatality 
rates). In 2009 the outbreak and s pread of a new strain of influenza A ( H I N I virus) was 
declared a pandemic by the World Health Organization. 

Pandemics affect actuarial work . Health insurance companies can expect much higher 
claim costs. Life insurance companies may experience greater numbers of deaths as well as 
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more and higher disability claims. Lenders may find repayment defaults increasing. Asset 
values may fall. Financial institutions may suffer from the absence through illness of key 
staff - a form of operational risk. 

5.5.3 Man-made disasters 

Not all disasters can be regarded as natural. Acts of terrorism and war are obvious examples 
of man-made disasters that cause loss of life, injury. disability and extensive property 
damage. In addition. large numbers of deaths and injuries, as well as serious damage to 
property, occur each year around the world in man-made incidents like fires and explosions 
in oil refineries, mines and chemical plants (Swiss Re. 2008a). Transport disasters (aircraft 
crashes. train crashes and derailments, and shipping disasters) are other examples. Outer 
space can a ~o be the setting for disasters involving space vehicles or satellites. If insurers 
are to insure the resulting deaths, injuries, disabilities and property damage. actuaries must 
find ways to quantify the risks involved. 

5.5.4 Technological developments 

Technological development, especially in computing and communications. has had a major 
impact on actuarial work since the early 1970s. Until then. many developments in actuarial 
science were focused on finding better ways to calcu late the present value of expected future 
cash flows. Improvements in the storage capacity, processing speed and cost of computers. 
and the development of easy-to-use software like spreadsheets, has meant that what was 
once the cornerstone of actuarial work (commutation functions, assurance and annuity 
functions and a complex system of symbolic notation) has almost disappeared from use. 

Technological change influences product design and product improvement. Take, for 
example, the development of unit-linked life insurance policies. Regular revision of unit 
prices, and their use in determining the number of units purchased by additional premiums 
and in calculating policy cash values, became feasible only when fast and powerful 
computing technology became available. Also, as communications technology improved, 
unit prices were revised more frequently. 

Marketing and sales techniques have also been greatly affected by technological 
developments. The direct marketing of financial products aims to reduce new busine~~ 
acquisition costs. It depends heavily on technological support no matter what distribution 
channel is used. Use of the internet for financial product promotion. marketing, quotations 
and sales is now establ ished and will no doubt grow. 

Technological change can have a major effect on mOTlality and morbidity. The development 
of new drugs can significantly reduce risks of sickness. di sability and death from particular 
causes. New machines and technologies for diagnosis, for surgical procedures and for 
treatment can have similar effects. New treatments can become available for previously 
untreatable conditions. 

Developments in medical technology are clearly important for life insurance and annuity 
business. Improving diagnosis, treatment and medication means increasing longevity which 
means reducing life insurance clnims and greater annuity costs. However, for medical and 
hospital expenses insurance the overall impact is less clear. Newer technologies tend to be 
more expensive and can lead to increases in claim costs but improved treatment may lead 
to reduced need for treatment. 
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Technological development brings with it a wide range or new physical assets to be insured 
(eg space satellites, rockets and other space vehicles). Insurers have 10 decide how to 
price and underwrite insurance of these new assets, usually with no prior experience or 
data 10 work from. Technological change also makes many items obsolete and so creates 
difficulties in valuation and replacement for insurance claims management. 

5.6 Economic and social environment 

5.6.1 Economic conditions and trends 

Actuaries' employers or clients are often financial institutions or schemes whose funlre 
experience will be greatly affected by economic conditions and their changes over lime. To 
forecast future cash Rows arising from the business, assumptions are needed for a range of 
factors including economic variables like investment earning rates and inflation rates. Curren! 
economic conditions and likely future trends will influence the choice of assumptions. 

Some areas where economic effects are of great importance are obviolls: investment returns 
for investment and savings products, salary inflation for defined benefit retirement plans 
and expense inflation for long-term fixed premium insurance policies. 

Other influences can be less obvious. Insurance claims, for example, are significantly 
affected by economic factors. Changing demand and supply conditions affect the prices 
of goods and services, which influence the cost to the insurer of claims for the repair 
or replacement of damaged or stolen property. Economic boom-and-bust cycles are 
important. In times of recession, wh ich tend to lead to increased unemployment, claim 
costs for personal injury under workers compensation insurance may rise because injured 
employees cannot be brought back to work on alternative duties. Periods of recession may 
also lead to business failures and higher interest rates, which may encourage more theft, 
fraud and arson. 

The economic structure of a country's population is an important aspect of the context. 
For example, countries with a high proportion of middle income families wi ll support a 
diversity offinancial service providers. Consumers likely to move into higher income bands 
will have different and increasing needs during their lifetime. Although India's population 
includes a relatively small proportion (about 25 percent) of economically active citizens. 
foreign insurers are interested in India 's newly deregulated insurance markets because 25 
percent of more than a billion people const itutes a very large market. 

Exchange rate movements can affect the cost of claims on property insurance policies. 
For example, consider motor vehicle insurers in Singapore that may insure cars imported 
from Germany, Sweden, France, Japan and Italy. The Singapore insurers will be faced with 
claims based on repair costs that depend on currency exchange rates, because replacement 
parts for the imported veh icles will have to be imported from overseas. 

Economic conditions are also related to demographic trends. For example, researchers have 
reported that mortality rates appear to increase when incomes fall following an economic 
crisis. Cutler et al (2002) found that, during periods of economic crisis in Mexico during 
the I 980s and 1 990s, mortality rates increased for the elderly and for the very young. 
They suggested that economic crisis leads to reduced incomes, which means less spending 
on food medical services and medication, leading to poorer nutrition, poorer health and 
higher mortality. 
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Exercise 5.3 
Suppose you are the actuary responsible for sett ing premium rates for motor 
vehicle insurance. (Assume for the purpose of this exercise that only property 
damage is covered - damage to the insured vehicle and to third party property. 
No liability or medical coverage is provided.) The insurance company's Chief 
Financial Officer (CFO) asks what you thi nk are the three most relevant 
components of the context in which you operate. Draft a one page memo to the 
CFO listing and explaining your choice. 

5.6.2 Demographic structure and trends 

Demograp~ic structure and trends influence the types of product and service that financial 
institutions can market. 

Demographic structure and trends afTcctthe choice of assumptions for actuarial projections 
of future cash flows. Current levels of, and future changes in. fertility, migration, mortality, 
di sability and unemployment are important factors whcn investigating the financial 
condition of a national old age pension scheme. for example. 

A current demographic trend often mentioned is that of the ageing population, seen as an 
important issue in most developed countries. In such countries, fertility rates and mortali ty 
rates are falling. People are living longer. Therefore. in future there will be relatively fewer 
persons in the working age groups and more in the retired age groups. If current economic 
and social security structures continue unchanged in a country with an ageing population, 
the costs of old age pensions, health care and aged care (as a percent of GOP) will grow, 
and tax revenue (as a percent of GDP) will fall. The extra cost to governments of this 
fundamental demographic change is projected to be significant (though varying from 
coumry to country). There will be implications for many areas where actuaries work. 

Partly in response to concerns about ageing populations and increasing costs of state· 
provided age pensions, many governments have moved to equalize (at the older age) male 
and female eligibility ages for commencement of age pensions. Forexample, both Australia 
and the UK dec ided to change gradually the female el igibility age from 60 to 65. In both 
countries. the male eligibility age has been 65 for many years. A second external force at 
work in this trend has been the desire to remove discrimination by sex. This is another good 
example of how external forces can interact. 

Brown et al (2002) developed a model relati ng the expected age at retirement for 
workers in Canada to a Wealth Transfer Index (WTI). Ret irement age is the age at which 
workers cease to be economically productive. The WTI , wh ich is expressed as a ratio of 
consumption demand to labor productivity, represents the demand for wealth placed on 
the labor force from the aged, the young and the unemployed. The .authors suggest that. 
from a macroeconomic viewpoint, average age at retirement varies in such a way as to 
allow an acceptable level of transferred wealth from workers to dependents. They argue 
that retirement age can be regarded as a balancing item in an economic subsystem that 
conti nually seeks equilibrium. Where will the additional production of goods and services, 
to support the growing proportion of retirees, come from? It will be produced suggest 
the authors, by workers who remain longer in the workforce. They fo recast. for Canada. a 
general decrease in median retirement age until 2017, followed by an increase during the 
period 2017-34. 
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Exercise 5.4 
You arc advising the government department responsible for primary school 
education (ages five to II) in your state, province. territory or country. You are 
asked to summarize the external forces likely to impact the demand for trained 
teachers over the next 50 years. Make a list of the major external forces and 
briefly explain why each onc will be important. 

5.6.3 Work and employment patterns 

In most industrialized countries, it was nOl uncommon until relatively recently for 
employees to spend a full working lifetime with one employer. However, in recent decades, 
there has been a trend toward greater job mobility. at least for people wi th developed and 
va lued skill sets or qualifications. It is now often regarded as desirable for employees to 
experience several jobs in different organizations in order to develop their skills and gain 
wider experience. Also, as the incidence of corporate downsizing, mergers and acquisitions 
increases. the likelihood of forced job changes becomes greater. 

Traditional defined benefit retirement plans, designed to fit a working lifetime with one 
employer, failed to meet the needs of more mobile workers. They also did not serve the needs 
of lower skilled and unskilled workers. Changes like compulsol)' preserl'Uliol/ have been 
introduced in response to these needs. Preservation ru les require an individual's retirement 
benefits to bc accessible (in cash) only aftcr thc individual has reached preservation age 
(typically 55 or 60). This eliminates the possibility of workers cashing in their accumulated 
funds each time they change employers. 

In some countries (eg Australia), legisl3lion against age-discrimination has made it illegal 
to specify a maximum retirement age. This effectively means that mandatory retirement 
is out of the question (except in certain exempted professions and occupations). This has 
obvious implications for the design of retirement benefit plans. 

Employment patterns are closely linked with other components of the context, such as 
economic conditions and structure, cultural factors, social attitudes and conventions, 
demographic characteristics and technological change. Encouraging workers to postpone 
retirement (ie increasing the avcrage agc at retirement) is a tactic sometimes used by 
governments seeking ways to lessen the impact on public finances of an ageing population. 

The concept of reriremenl as a distinct life event occurring upon attainment of some typical 
retirement age, marking the end ofa full-time working-for-income phase and the beginning 
of a full-t ime retirement phase, is under challenge. The practice of gradual or phased 
retirement. where workers reduce their hours worked as they get older, is becoming more 
common and is likely to continue to do so. 

However. before gradual or phased retirement can become the norm solutions wi ll have 
to be found to some of the existing legal, economic and cultural barriers to gradual 
retirement. For example. social security rules and superannuation scheme rules may need 
to be modified to recognize, encourage and support phased retircment. Employers, as well 
as workers themselves and their families. may have to change their attitudes to retirement. 

For some time now many countries have experienced significant growth in female 
participation in the workforce. This trend has had an impact on many areas of actuarial 
work. New savings, investment and insurance products have been dcsigned to meet the 
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needs of working women. More flexible and more equitable retirement saving schemes 
have been developed 10 allow for the fact that many women experience breaks in their 
working careers while bearing and raising children. 

5.6.4 Social factors and trends 

Here arc some examples of how social factors (eg community values and attitudes, cultural 
factors). and changes in them over time, can impact on actuarial work: 

the preference shown by retiring workers (noted over several generations in some 
countries but not necessarily prevalent in all countries) for a lump sum benefit rather 
than an income benefit (which affects the design of retirement benefit plans); 

c01i~munity disapproval of discrimination based on sex, marital status. religion, 
disability. race and other factors has led to anti-discrimination legislation in many 
countries. and ongoing public debate questions the right of life insurers and retirement 
benefit plans to be exempted from such legislation (eg in order to use sex as a rating 
factor for life insurance pricing, and in order to provide different benefits for males 
and females making the same superannuation contributions); 

calls for de facto partners and same-sex panners to be recognized along with 
married opposite-sex partners, for benefits payable to spouses from health or 
retirement benefit plans; 

constraints on the questions that insurers can ask applicants for insurance (eg sexual 
orientation or sexual preference); 

the development in low-income markets within emerging or dc\"cloping economies 
(eg India) of miCl'OinSllrtlllCe and micl'Ojinllncl;!, under which very small amounts 
of insurance cover or loan are provided in return for very sma ll amounts of 
premium or repayment; 

the shift in Western culture toward a greater focus on the rights and the welfare of 
individuals and away from traditional systems of pooling and sharing. This is seen in 
some countries in the demise of mutual enterprises (mutual life and general insurance 
societies. friendly societies. building societies) and the rapid move toward an individual 
account format for savings through life insurance and through retirement benefit plans 
(this shift: may be attributable to economic as well as cultural forces); 

the attitude of members of the community to insurance, and especially to claiming 
(for example, people who think of, say, their home insurance as an arrangement 
whereby "their" premiums are being accumulated for "them" by the insurer, so that 
they have a right to some return of their outlay, in the form of an overstated loss when 
they make a claim); 

the extent to which people believe that under-insuring (nominating a sum insured 
that is lower than the true value of the property being insured) is a prudent method of 
reducing their expenses; and 

the level of criminal activity. such as burglary, other theft and fraud in a community 
has an obvious impact on the level of general insurance claims. 

It has been estimated (Swiss Re. 2008b) that approximately 1.5 billion Muslims throughout 
the world are underserved by insurance providers. Islamic law scholars regard comentional 
insurance as inconsistent with theshariah (Islamic law). so various formsoflslamic insurance 

• • 
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have emerged. The most common form is known as f(lkaful. The underlying basis oftakaful 
is mutual assistance and join! risk bearing. so it has a lot in common with mutual associations 
like friendly societies. Policyholder (takaful) funds are kept separate from shareholder funds 
and investments are made on a shariah-compliant basis (avoiding compan ies engaged in 
inappropriate activities and avoiding interest payments). Islamic banks also operate on 
shariah-compliant principles. For further information read the article "Takaful: An Islamic 
Alternative to Conventional Insurance Sees Phenomenal Growth" on the CD. 

Exercise 5.5 
Suppose you are advising the Government of the People's Republic of China on 
financing and providing retirement incomes for its older citizens, now and in 
the future. Research the context and make a list of what you think are the most 
important elements of that context (ie the critical external forces) that will impact 
on this task. Briefly explain each element. 

5.6.5 Industrial issues 

Industrial issues are matters over which there is dispute between employers and 
representatives of employees (eg labor unions). Such disputes may be industry.wide, or 
restricted to a particular business enterpri se. Employee benefits, such as superannuation, 
death or disability insurance, and medical or dental cover. may be the subject of negotiation 
from time to time. An actuary may be asked to advise one or other of the parties to the 
dispute, or to recommend a solution which is acceptable to both parties. 

Industrial pressure from labor unions can lead to increased wage and salary levels, which 
in turn impacts on the cost of retirement benefit plans. 

The involvement of labor unions adds an extra stakeholder perspective to the financial 
management of superannuation schemes. For example. Ferris et a1 (1995) paimed out 
that actuaries might find their work for retirement benefit plans being subjected to close 
scrut iny by labor unions. The authors explained that the development of industry-based 
retirement benefit plans, and the emergence of large surpluses in some of these plans, 
has helped to bring retirement benefit plan finances to the attention of unions. Increased 
scrutiny of the work of actuaries is to be welcomed. Appreciating the perspective of the 
unions and providing valuable advice to all parties requires actuaries to have good listening, 
understanding and communication skills. 

5.7 Industry and business environment 

5.7.1 Range of products and services offered 

Since much actuarial work is concerned with financial products and services, these form 
a key part of the actuarial work environment. Chapter 4 described the range of financial 
products and services and discussed the consumer needs they are designed to meet. Some 
of the external forces we are identifying in this chapter impact the needs of consumers and 
hence also influence the products and services developed to meet those needs. 
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5.7.2 Convergence of financial institutions 

COIll'ergellce is the term used to describe the trend observed in many countries since the 
1980s for pre\iously distinct classes of financial institution to become similar. This trend 
has come about as each class has broadened the range of financial products and services 
it offers. The aim has been to provide one-stop shopping for customer$. by attempti ng 
to meet all their financial needs. This full -service approach is sometimes known by the 
German word alljillall:. Banks have added life and general insurance. and retirement 
benefit and funds management to their traditional product range. life insurance companies 
have introduced general insurance and reinsurance, as well as banking products (deposits. 
loans, credit cards, etc) and funds management. 

The trend has created financial service institutions that consist of units and subsidiaries in 
a varietY'i>fspecific businesses. Recognizing and analyzing the risks faced by a full-service 
enterprise, as well as the interdependencies and corre lat ions between them, is a challenge 
for managers, investors, rating agencies, regulators and actuaries. 

5.7.3 Product distribution and intermediaries 

Financial products and services are made available to consumers through a range of 
distribution channels or intermediaries. The mix of channels, and their relative importance, 
varies between countries. Actuaries who design or price products need to take account of 
the distribution channels to be used. For example. direct distribution tends to work better 
for simple products (like term li fe insurance) because the consumer can understand the 
product and does not need an intermediary (agent or adviser) to explain it. More complex 
products can be more difficult to understand so an agent or adviser is more likely to be 
needed to explain the product to the client. Further, lower expense assumptions can be used 
when pricing direcdy distributed products because there will be no commission to be paid 
to an intermediary. 

5.7,3.1 Sole agents 

Sole age/lts are sales intermediaries who represent and sell the products of just one 
product provider. They are also known as tied agents, or cap/iI'/! agellfs. Usually. they arc 
extensively trained by the company they represent and arc paid largely on a commission 
basis in proportion to the amount of new business they sell. Sole agents may have 
other jobs. or. at least. work only part-time (eg many life insurance agents in Japan 
are also housewives). 

Sometimes. sole agents are authorized to sell the products of one or two other companies 
as \vell. This is likely when the company to which they arc tied does not offer a full 
range of products (eg no annuities. or no income protection insurance). Sole agents are 
representatives of the company providing the product. 

• , 
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5.7.3.2 Multi-agents 

These are individuals or firms who are authorized to sell the products of a number of 
product providers. Successful, well-established tied agents will often make the move to set 
up their own multi-agency practices. Their successful past performance enables them to 
obtain agency agreements with several companies. Like sole agents. multi-agents usually 
receive commissions from the companies whose products they sell and are regarded as 
representatives of the company. 

5.7.3.3 Brokers and financial planners 

Brokers are intermediaries who pro\ide advice to consumers of financial services or 
financial instruments. Stockbrokers provide advice to clients on investment in shares or 
other financial instrumeO!s. Insurance brokers provide advice on insurance, savings and 
investmeO! products. Stockbrokers receive a fee or commission from their client. while 
insurance brokers may receive commissions from the companies providing the products 
they sell. 

Financial plallllers provide advice to their clients across the whole spectrum of financial 
planning needs. They focus on providing an individual, a family or even a small business 
with a comprehensive financial plan. Such a plan may include recommendations on an 
insurance program. financial planning for retirement. a savings and investment program, 
tax minimization, estate planning and so on. 

In some countries insurance brokers and financial planners are increasingly choosing to 
charge their clients on a fee-for-service basis. For example, planners may charge a fee of 
$500 to $1,000 for the first consultation and preparation of a financial plan. Additional 
advice will carry an additional fee . Suppose the cl ient agrees to a plan that includes the 
purchase of products on which the product provider pays commission. The commission 
received from the provider may be offset against the adviser's fee (so the client pays 
less to the adviser), or the full commission may be passed on to the client (with the 
client paying the full fee to the adviser). Either way, all fees and commissions should 
be fully disclosed. 

Insurance brokers and financial planners are representatives of their clients (not 
representatives of the companies providing the products and services). 

Agents, brokers and financial planners (all types of intermediary) usually have to be licensed 
or registered. They may also be subject to regulation and supervision on matters such as 
the adequacy of their knowledge and experience for acting in that capacity, the handling 
of client moneys and the nature and quality of the advice they give. They commonly are 
required to disclose fully to their client all fees, commissions and charges they will either 
receive or charge. 

Some actuaries have developed successful practices as financial planners. An actuary's 
education in recognizing and quantifying risk provides a good platform for the role of 
financial planner. 
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5.7.3.4 Commissions and sales 

For as long as intermediaries (agents. brokers and other advisers) have been paid 
commissions for sell ing insurance and other financial products there has been controversy 
over the extent to which commissions influence what products are sold. Ethical advisers 
will always put the needs of their client (the consumer) first , even ifit means recommending 
a product with a lower commission. Unethical advisers put their own interests ahead of 
those ofthcir client, in several possible ways including: 

• recommending products with high commissions even if they do not fit the 
clienl's needs: 

encouraging an unnecessary change of product or fund so that they can receive a 
coml1 ission: and 

recommending a higher premium product because it pays a higher commission. 

Many countries have introduced extensive legislation and regulations designed to improve 
the quality of advice and service provided by intermediaries to their clients. Some of the 
measures used are minimum standards of education and training for advisers. requiring 
advisers to be licensed. forcing disclosure of commissions and other remuneration, 
requiring standard processes (eg written analysis of client's needs), introducing coolillg 
offperiods (ie a period - perhaps two to four weeks - during which. a consumer who has 
agreed to buy a product can change her mind. cancel the purchase and receive a refund 
of any money paid), minimum standards of product information disclosure and requiring 
advisers to provide written statements of advice. 

5.7.3.5 Direct distribution 

Any distribution method that does not involve an intermediary is known as direct 
distribution. The obvious attraction for product providers is that there is no commission 
payment required rewarding an intermediary for time and effort. The costs of selling the 
product are significantly reduced. 

Direct distribution has three basic forms: 

• personalized contact, targeted to an individual (eg direct mail, telephone marketing); 

advertising designed to elicit a response (eg a newspaper, magazine or television 
advertisement inviting customers to "ring this number," a poster in a bank branch); and 

customer-initiated contact, usually the result of general brand advenising, word-of
mouth recommendation. convenience of branch location, etc (eg customer phones 
a large, well-known company to buy term life insurance, or accesses a website to 
arrange motor vehicle insurance through the motorists' association he belongs to. or 
walks into a bank branch to open an account). 

The internet plays an important role in direct distribution for relatively simple products 
like term life insurance, motor vehicle insurance and home insurance. Many insurers 
use websites to provide information. including premium quotations. Comparison websitcs 
are popular with many consumers because they help to find the lowest premium for 
the desired cover. 
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5.7.4 Accounting standards and practices 

Company accounts have to be prepared in accordance with accounting standards (called 
Generally Accepted Accounti ng Principles (GAAP) in some countries and Financial 
Accounting Standards (FAS) in others). Accounting standards affect virtually all types of 
actuarial work. They may set out the general nature, to a greater or lesser degree. of the 
assumptions to be made when performing a valuation of almo~t anything \\hose \'alue is 
included in financial statements. This includes, for example, the liabilities of a retirement 
benefit plan and the outstanding claims of a general insurance company. 

For example, in Australia the accounting standard AAS25 specifies the types of assumptions 
that must be used 111 liability and asset valuations shown in retirement benefit fund accounts. 
An actuary may choose to use difTerent assumptions in performing an actuarial review for 
funding purposes. However, the actuary will need to explain to the trustees and sponsoring 
employer why the accounts show different values to those in the actuary's report. 

Accounting standards may address the way in which insurance companies report their 
activities. In general insurance, for example, aspects affected are likely to include 
the definition of premiums, accounting for deferred acquisition costs, accounting for 
reinsurance payments, apportioning management expenses and determining outstanding 
claim liabilities (Hart et ai, 1996, p. 26). If prudential regulations for general insurers call 
for a different approach to estimating outstanding claim liabilities, then a different value 
will be determined from that appearing in the published accounts. 

A movement toward global accounting standards has been gathering momentum for some 
years. The International Accounting Standards Board (lAS B) has developed Internat10nal 
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). At the time of writing. these standards have been 
adopted by more than one hundred counlries including those of the European Union. 
Russia, South Africa, Singapore, Turkey, Australia, Hong Kong, Malaysia and PakIstan 
while Japan, India, Canada and the US are all moving toward adoption. 

5.7.5 Competition 

The clients and employers that actuaries ndvise often operate in a commcrcial environment 
where competition is strong. This may result in pressure on actuaries involved in product 
pricing to recommend premium rates that are competitive, perhaps at the expense of 
profitability or e'>en adequacy. Ferris el al (1995) identified other situations in which 
actuaries may feel such pressure. The existence of actuarial professional standards, 
however. does help to mitigate these pressures. 

In some classes of general insurance, an absence of adequate, relevant and reliable data 
may mean Ihal expected claim costs and even expected management expenses cannot 
be known with any reasonable degree of certainty. In these circumstances people in thc 
company who want to argue for competit ion·based pricing may feel that they have a strong 
case. However, in these circumstances an actuary should be careful to suitably quality a 
pricing report in the light of the uncertainty arising from the data. 

Competition can be strong in some life insurance product markets. De Ravin (1996) 
surveyed actuaries with pricing responsibilities at 24 Australian life insurance companies, 
operating in very competitive markets. One of the survey questions was "Would you say 
that in the past year you have felt more pressure to achieve profits or sales?" 
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Eleven respondents (46 percent) said "About equal." while seven (29 percent)said ··Profits." 
and six (25 percent) said "Sales:' 

Competition can also be strong across (not just within) financial market sectors. For 
example. in recent decades. competition for savings products from banh. mutual funds, 
unit trusts and other savings vehicles has had a profound effect on the life insurance and 
superannuation sectors. 

5.7.6 Industry associations 

In many countries industry-based associations of companies have been formed in the 
finance sector to promote thc role and collective interests of their members to government. 
to the media and to the community. On behalf of their members, these not-for-profit 
organizl~ ions take part in debates on public policy, make submissions to government on 
matters like regulation and taxation, liaise with regulators and publish research reports. 
Table 5.2 provides examples of industry bodics from a number of countries. 

These associations may also be providers of education, training and accreditation for 
people working in the industry. The industry base may be life insurance. general insurance. 
banking. funds management, retirement benefits or any other financial sector. 

The activities of industry associations may affect actuarial work in several ways: 

• member companies may adhere to voluntary codes of conduct in areas such as 
customer service and sales; . 

associations sometimes provide data collection and reporting services to members 
and this aggregated data can be useful for pricing products and valumg policy 
liabilities: and 

they may set up mutual emergency funds or levy agreements whereby all members 
make a commitment to help to support a fellow member that encounters finanCial 
difficulties. 

The mission statement of the Insurance Council of Australia is fairly typical of industry 
bodies of this type: 

The Insurance Council of Australia's mission is to influence ethically, and 
expertly, the political. social and economic environment, in order to promote 
members' roles in providing insurance protection and security to the community. 

In some countries an insurance industry association may have a quasi-regulatory role. 
For example, membership of the industry association may be compulsory for all licensed 
insurers and members may be obliged to use standard policy wordings and standard 
minimum premium rates for <t particular class of business (say. homeowners insurance) . 

• 
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Table 5.2 Examples from several countries of financial sector industry bodies 

Country Industry Industry bodies 

Australia · Banking · Australian Bankers' Association (ABA) 

· life insurance, reinsurance and funds · Investment and Financial Services 
management Association (lFSA) 

· General insurance and reinsurance · Insurance Council of Australia 

· Insurance education and training · Australian and New Zealand Institute 
of Insurance and Finance 

· Superannuation · Association of Superannuation Funds 
of Australia {ASFA) 

Canada · General insurance (non-government) · Insurance Bureau of Canada nBC) 

· Life insurance and health insurance · Canadian Life & Health Insurance 
Association (CLHIA) 

· Banking · Canadian Bankers Association (eBA) 

Hong Kong · General insurance, life insurance and · Hong Kong Federation of Insurers 
retirement provision (HKFI) 

Singapore · Ufe insurance based financial · Insurance and Financial Practitioners 
planners (agents) Association of Singapore (lFPAS) 

· Life insurance · Lifa Insurance Association of 
Singapore ILIA) 

· General insurance · General Insurance Association of 
Singapore IG1A) 

UK · Banking · British Bankers Association (BBA) 

· Wholesale general insurance and · International Underwriting 
reinsurance Association of London (lUA) 

· Insurance and pensions · Association of British Insurers (ABI) 

Exercise 5.6 
Choose a country not already listed in Table 5.2 and compile a list of its financial 
sector industry bodies. Include two additional columns - one dcscribing each 
body's mission and objectives and another outlining its major activities. 

5.7.7 Stakeholders 

Broadly speaking. actuaries - whether they work as employees or as consultants - provide 
advice to risk·bearing entities. The entities may take the form of companies. government 
departments, non·govemmental organizations. friendly societ ies. retirement benefit funds, 
etc. The stakeholders in these entities are important elements of the context of actuarial 
work. A stakeholder in an entity is any indh-idual or organi zation that is affected by the 
activities of that entity. 

In the case ofa (non·mulUal) company the primary stakeholders are the shareholders (the 
owners of the company). management (who run the company on behalf of the owners). 
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the employees and customers. In the case of an insurance company the primary customers 
are the policyholders. Other stakeholders include reinsurers, competitors, banks and 
other lenders who provide the company with credit. various anus of government (eg 
financial supervisors. taxation authorities), financial analysts, rating agencies. trade unions 
(representing the interests of employees) and suppliers of goods and services (eg owners 
of rented office space, IT service providers). Some people argue that every entity should 
consider both the wider community and the environment to be stakeholders. 

Another important stakeholder is the actuarial profession itSelf. Each member of the 
profession benefits from the profession enjoying a high reputation. Thus it is imponant (to 
each member) that all other members maintain. and even enhance, that reputation. 

Often the interests of different stakeholders will confl ict. For example. shareholders may 
see thei l"t§hort·term interests best served by higher prices, to generate higher profits and 
thus higher dividends and share prices. Customers (policyholders) will want prices to be as 
low as possible without unduly riski ng insolvency. The shareholders, however. will usually 
recognize that a strategy focused on shon-term profits might jeopardize their ability to 
continue to earn profits in the longer term. 

Exercise 5 .7 

List the stakeholders in each ofthe following entities that an actuary might advise: 

(a) an industry superannuation fund established to provide retirement benefits 
in the form of accumulated contributions for workers in the construction and 
building industry; 

(b) a prudential regulatory authori ty empowered by government to supernse 
banks. insurers. superannuation funds and all other financial institutions: 
and 

(c) a country's Treasury Depanment which is considering introducing a loan 
scheme for university students under which students can borrow the cost 
of their tuition fees and repay them gradually through the PAVE (pay-as
you-earn) tax system after graduation when their annual income reaches a 
minimum level. 

5.7.8 Corporate culture 

The culture of thc organization within which an actuary works is also an imponant 
ingredient of the context. Corporate culture has been expla ined as "the way we do things 
around here." It consists of the combination of beliefs, values, ethics, rules. procedures 
and processes of the organizat ion. Elements of corporate culture range from the basic 
vision. mission and philosophy set by a firm's founders to written standards of practice for 
writing a repon. building and documenting a spreadsheet model. peer reviewing the work 
of colleagues and meeting with existing or prospective clients. 

Since the organizational culture is outside the control of an individual actuary but affects 
the actuary's work. it is an external force in the sense of this chapter. Corporate culture 
is not always positive. Since its spectacular failure in 2001 the US company Enron has 
been cited often as an example of a company whose culture turned sour. On the surface 

• , 
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its corporate values were stated 10 be respect, integrity. communication and excellence. In 
reality. according to many critics. its activities were high-risk, ruthless and deceptive. 

Corporate culture is not necessarily uniform throughout a whole organization. Different 
subcultures may be discernible at different levels in the organizational hierarchy or in 
different functional areas (eg actuarial and marketing). The risk of a clash of cultures is 
often raised as a potential problem area when two companies merge. 

5.7.9 Globalization 

In terms of economic and financial conditions and trends in particular. no country can 
regard itself as being immune from the effects of international events and changes. 

Consider the year 200 I, for example. Global economic growth was slow around the start 
of the year, following the collapse of the high-tech bubble, and it worsened as the year 
progressed. The realization grew that Japan's economy, one of the world's largest, was in 
recession. Predictions for US and world economic growth were cut back. Then the terrorist 
attacks of September II disrupted the nonnal operation of financial markets everywhere, 
creating great uncertainty, heightening risk aversion and lowering consumer and business 
confidence. The attacks themselves led to the largest ever claims on the international 
insurance market and produced solvency concerns for some insurers. Later, the major US 
energy company Enron filed for bankruptcy and the government of Argentina defaulted on 
its debt (the largest ever sovereign debt default). 

These events, and others, helped to focus attention in all countries on the importance of 
contingency planning, disaster recovery, sound corporate governance, effective auditing 
and improved regulatory supervision. Nevertheless, less than a decade after the turbulent 
year that was 2001 the world was rocked by the financial and economic upheaval of2007-
09. The chain of events that unfolded was another dramatic reminder of the complexity and 
interdependence of the global environment. 

Housing and credit booms in the US came to an abrupt end. Defaults occurred on 
mortgages classified as subprime because the borrowers had little or no creditworthiness. 
Investors lost confidence in the value of large quantities of complex financial products 
designed to securitize subprime mortgages and other debt. Asset values fell. The global 
financial system came under great stress. Key financial institutions failed were bought at 
deep discounts or needed large injections of capital to survive. Some governments became 
bankrupt and many others ran up huge debts. Stock markets crashed and became very 
volatile. There was a widespread decline in economic activity. The loss of jobs, wealth and 
economic output was enormous. 

This is not the place for an analysis of the causes of this global financial crisis. Many 
causes have been cited and given varying weights by analysts. From the perspective of this 
chaptcr we note that: 

economies and financial markets are closely interrelated across national borders; 

many investors do not properly assess risk in times of sustained market growth; 

financial products can be \cry complex and difficult to understand: 

regulation does not always keep pace with innovatIon; and 

most economic forecasters failed to predict the worst financial cnsis since the 
Great Depression. 
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For some time financial regulation has been developing a global dimension. In 5.7.4 we 
noted the trend toward global financial reporting standards (IFRS). Banking regulation is 
also moving toward global standards. The Basel II Accord aims to establish an IIlternational 
standard for specifying the amount of capital banks are required to hold. Basel II takes a 
risk-based approach to determining the amount of capital. In a similar vein is Solvency II 
(often referred to as "Basel for insurers") - a set of standard regulatory requirements for 
insurance companies operating in the European Union. 

Finally there is the rapid development toward a global actuarial profession. There are 
agreements in place between several pairs of national actuarial bodies to recognize 
each other's full professional qualifications. In addition, the International Actuarial 
Association (IAA) has adopted a minimum common core educational curriculum. 
In order W be recognized as full members of the lAA, national actuarial organizations 
must demonstrale that their actuaries satisfy at least th is minimum curriculum in the 
process of their qualification. 

5.8 Practical implications for actuaries 

Widely respected UK actuary Frank Redington (1968) said: 

As a profession we are apt to be accurate, cautious. consistent and reticent. and 
in these lies our strength; but if they do not leave enough room for impulse and 
imagination. they can be a weakness. The actuary who is only an actuary is not 
an actuary. 

How docs this relate to this chapter? Redington's observation emphasizes the need for 
an actuary to be able to see various dimensions of a problem or task and the external 
forces that operate in each dimension. It is not good enough to see only the financial or 
mathematical aspects w1thout also being aware of the other relevant aspects. 

This does not mean that every actuary needs to be also an economist. a sociologist. a 
lawyer. a medical practitioner. a geneticist and so on. However. it does imply that 
an awareness of all these perspectives and a wi llingness to seek advice (\\-here 
appropriate) from others who are experts in those areas will often help an actuary to devise 
better solutions to problems. 

Actuaries have much to gain by learning to work together with experts from other fields 
(for example, statisticians. economists, geneticists, climatologists. environmentalists. 
engineers and health professionals) in developing better models that better represent 
the complex world in which actuaries aim to "make financial sense of the future" (The 
Actuarial Profession. UK). 

5.9 Key learning points 

The main point of this chapter is 110f to identify all the components of every context 111 

which actuarial work might take place - all of the external forces. The main point is for you 
to see that if you are to become Ihe best actuary you can be you need to develop for yourself 
the capability to analyze the context of each project you tackle and each job you undertake 
and to recognize the crilical components. 

• • 
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Actuarial work never happens in a world as simple as that implied by the assumptions and 
methodologies that underpin most of the models used by actuaries. 

Other key learning points arising from thi s chapter are: 

• Problems and tasks that actuaries tackle always have a context. 

• Within that context, external forces (outside an actuary's control) affect both problem 
and solution. 

• The context is not static; the external forces change over time. 

Therefore an actuary cannot rely on standardized solutions and techniques. 

• Knowledge of standard actuarial techniques is necessary but not sufficient. 

An understanding of the underlying principles of actuarial work is also required. 

Allowing for possible change in the context is critical to finding a good sol ution 
to a problem. 

External forces are not always easy to identify or to understand. 

Being able to see a problem from different perspectives is a valuable skill for an actuary. 

Being able to work together with experts in other fields greatly enhances an 
actuary's value. 
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Fred's Coffee Shop - Applying Risk Management 
Chapter 6 is devoted to applying risk management to the operation of financial 
services firms. As such, this chapter does not directly relate to Fred However, 
there are a few general ideas that apply to all businesses. 

One idea is to prioritize risks and, in particular, identify those risks with a high 
severity when they occur. Should such risks occur, they are likely to ruin the 
business; thus, they should receive high priority. Risks with a low freqllency 
and low severity may be ignored. High frequency risks can be part of the budget 
process, although a high frequency risk where there is a possibility of high 
severity should be given special attention. 

For Jted, a top priority risk might be the possibility of a lawsuit filed by a 
customer. He will need to take steps to m in imize that possibility and also buy 
insurance against this risk. 

Another example is the possibility of theft. If Fred anticipates that it will be 
a frequent but low-cost occurrence, he might just invest in more se(:urity 
and improved locks and window bars. If theft is potentially a very expensive 
occurrence, he should seriously consider also buying insurance. 

A financial services firm will be asked by various parties such as regulators and 
stockholders to quantify the risks that it faces. While Fred may get the ur~e 
to apply his actuarial ski lls to quantifying the risks facing his coffee shop, it is 
unlikely that he will have the data to assess the specific risks to his shop. On the 
other hand, there may be small business associations in his area or an insurance 
broker who can help him understand the magnitude of the risks. 

As you read Chapter 6, can you think of other risks that should be a high 
priority for Fred? What might he do to mitigate these risks? 
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Chapter 6: Applying Risk Management 
bv Stuart Wason 

6.1 Introduction 
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"AII of life is the management of risk. not its elimination." is a quote widely attributed to 
Walter Wriston, former cha irman ofCilicorp. Indeed, risk is inherent in all areas ofhurnan 
endeavor. We readily identify the presence of risk in developing a space program and 
launching both equipment and humans into outer space. Equally however. risk is prescnt in 
everyday commercial and personal activities. Risk results from the presence of morc than 
one potential outcome from a course of action. 
In his boo~Agaill.\·1 the Gods: The Remarkable StOl), a/Risk, Bernstein (1996) tells the story 
ofa group of thinkers who showed the world "how to understand risk, measure it and weigh 
its consequences [and by so doing] converted risk-taking into one of the prime catalysts 
that drives modem Western society." Bernstein argues that, without the development of the 
instruments of risk management (eg probability theory), our complex and highly integrated 
world could not function. Liquid capital markets, insurance, pensions. engineering: 
achievements and many more examples could not ex ist withoUi risk management. 
Claridge and Griffin (1997) point out that risk includes both upside as well as downside 
effects. This point was also made in Chapter 2 (eg 2.4.2). 
Despite this, many risk management processes and techniques tend to be aimed at 
minimizing downside risk. 

It is human nature to be averse to outcomes that are, in our view, less favorable than 
desired. In fact, we are prepared to reduce the expected (mean) outcome of a venture in 
order to reduce the likelihood of an unacceptably adverse outcome. This is the basis on 
which insurance is possible, given that the cost of insurance (the premiums) exceeds the 
expected value (in claim payments) by the insurer's loading for expenses and profit. Indeed 
insurance is a tool for risk management. 
Some risks cannot be insured, or the cost of insurance is higher than a business or an 
individual is prepared to pay. Other forms of risk management are therefore required. We 
discuss some of these in this chapter. in the context of financial services businesses and 
their customers. 
There are many different definitions of risk. Claridge and Griffin define risk as follows: 

Risk is the possibility of failing to meet objectives. [ ... ] Degree of risk can 
be measured by the likelihood and extent to which objectives will not be met 
and is affected by. amongst many other factors, constraints imposed upon 
the entity. (p 144) 

Claridge and Griffin assert that risk only has meaning in the context of objective:-.. B) 
implication, there can be neither success nor failure for an ent ity with no objectives. While 
this may appear to be a strange concept. consider how you would assess the success or 
failure of an activity such as an evening at the casino. Even without any statement of the 
objectives, you will form a view of what these would be (eg "do not lose more than I can 
afford"). In fact. individuals and businesses always have objectives, even when they ha\e 
not been explicitly stated. 
For effective risk management, we need our objectives to be clearly stated. We also need to 
understand how and when we intend to achieve these objectives and what our underlying 

• • 
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assumptions arc. The better we understand all this. the greater our chances of managing the 
risks and achieving the objecti\cs. 
[n a business. some readily identifiable objectives (eg "achieve $X billion funds under 
management within three years") will be supported by business plans setting out how 
they will be achieved and highlighting the key assumptions and risks. Other, often 
more fundamental. objectives may simply be implici!. eg "remain solvent," Individuals 
are frequently advised to set goals and map oul how to achieve them. This is simply the 
personal equivalent of a business plan and the first step toward personal risk management. 
Claridge and Griffin also asser! that constraints are a prerequisite for the existence of risk. 
Trivially, this must be true because an ent ity with no constraints will always be able to 
ach ieve its objectives. 
In practice, constraints always ex ist and the valuable insight is that two entities with the 
same set of objectives but different constrai nts will be exposed to different types or degrees 
of risk. For example, if both entities aim to ach ieve a 15% return on capital by selling 
similar investment products, but one is restricted to operat ing in one state while the other 
can sell nationwide, then the former will be exposed to greater risk. 
To be effect ive, a risk management process must be continuous and fully integrated into the 
structure of the entity. Risk management must have the active support and encouragement 
of the entity'S most senior management. including its board of directors (the board). 
Boards have a fundamental concern for the future of the organizations they serve. They 
continually assess the competence and good judgmem of the senior management group 
that will develop, execute and amend strategy. Management is all about making decisions 
in the face of uncertainty. Best governance practices in many countries now require boards 
to ensure an effective risk management process is in place in their organization. 
Risk management should occur at all levels in an organization, by both management and 
employees. For the most part, risk wil! be managed through the organization's normal 
command and control structure and its attendant standards, policies and operating procedures. 
Some organizations structure this process with more formality than others, but all 
organizations manage risk in this multi~step process whether they recognize it directly ornot. 
The feedback loop for a continuous risk management process might be as illustrated 
in Figure 6.1. Note the simi larity to the Actuarial Control Cycle and the importance of 
communication throughout the risk management process. 

Figure 6.1 Risk management process 

Objectives 

/ Envision 
/ Process ~ 

Control Risks Identify Risks 

( Communicate ) 
Monitor Risks Assess Risks 

~ Str:;:~ies./ 
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Exercise 6.1 

Imagine that you are a loan officer at a bank responsible for mongage lending to 
homeowners. Describe the risk management process according to the diagram 
outlined in Figure 6.1. 

For maximum effectiveness, all participants in the risk management process must share 
a common understanding of the ri sks to which their business is subject. Important in 
developing this common understanding is the use of common terminology for describing 
risk types. Unfortunately. while there is some degree of standardization in terminology. 
there remain many different ways of identifying types of risk. In this chapter. we shall use 
a framework prQPosed by lorion (200 I). 

Jorion takes all ofthe enterprise· wide risks to which a company is subject and divides them 
into bl/siness riJks (those which are directly related to the products sold by the company) 
and IlOn-bl/sine.}·s risks (those not directly related to the products sold). Non·business risks 
are those related to the running of the business in general and not to the spec ific products 
sold by the company. Non·business risks include evelll risks andfinancial risks. A portrayal 
of Jorion's general view of enterprise risks is illustrated below. 

Figure 6.2 A general view of enterprise risks 

Enterprise·Wide Risks 

Business RIsks Non-Business Risks 

Product Risk 
M.cro.conomic Risk Event Risks Financial Risk. 

Techno logical Ri,k 

leijal Risk MMket Risk 
Repu t&tion R,sk Credit loss OperatiM.1 Risk 

Dinster Risk Liquidity Risk Foraign EKch.nge 

Regula tory/Politic , I 
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Exercise 6.2 
The following list shows some of the activities of a fi nancial inst itution. How 
wou ld you classify them in the context of Jori oo's fisk management framework? 

(a) Marketing activities, incl uding the design and pricing of products. 

(b) Distribution, inc luding the deve lopment and management of sales channels. 

(e) UndelWriting, being the assessment and acceptance of risks. 

(d) Customer service and other adm inistration. 

(e) Claims management. 

(f) Financial management, including financial reporting and expense control. 

This chapter ill ustrates the application of the risk management process in a range of 
commerc ial situations in the fi nancial services sector including life insurance, general 
insurance, superannuation, funds management and banki ng. Many concepts introduced 
within the insurer sect ion are also applicable more broadly to other businesses or areas 
of practice. Th is chapter presumes the prior establishment of an appropriate governance 
structure for risk management with the firm (eg including board responsibility fo r overall 
risk appetite and lim its). 

Section 6.2 discusses different types of risks for various applicat ions in the financ ial 
services sector. Although the classifications used come from a different source, it is useful 
to consider how the categories match up with Figure 6.2. 

Section 6.3 discusses the next step in the risk management process, risk assessment. Risk 
assessment refers to the measurement of a risk's impact on the busi ness. 

Section 6.4 discusses the methods fo r treating or managing risk providing examples from 
the financial services sector. 

In this chapter, we refer to the worldwide financial turmoi l that began in 2007 as the global 
finallcial crisis (GFC). Section 6.5 discusses the lessons learned from the GFC. 

Finally, Section 6.6 discusses the practical implications of this chapter for actuaries while 
Section 6.7 summarizes the chapter. 

6.2 Identifying risk 

Before we can manage risks. we must identify them. Once identified these risks can be 
incorporated in the risk management process and their impact on the entity or process can 
be optimized. At th is stage of the process. we must also prioritize the risks. 

Some of the most important risks for an organization are the ones that it has not yet 
identified. It is easy for an organization to be lulled into thinking that nothing has changed 
in its business and hence to overlook changes to its risk profi le. There are many examples 
of organizations that did not fully identify all their risks (eg Claridge and Griffin note 
that Barings. which collapsed in February 1995 under the losses accumulated by rogue 
trader Nick Leeson, would have been solvent had the loss position been identified just two 
months earlier). 
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II is important to continuously consider the possibility of new or emerging risks as well 
as the cont inued relevance of previously ident ified risks. The GFC also demonstrated the 
di fficulties involved in identifying risks arising from increasi ngly complex securities in 
which the ultimate investor is considerably distant from the original borrower (more on 
this later in this chapter). Many investors in these securities relied upon others (eg rating 
agencies) to inform them oflhe risks. It is now apparent that use of the work ofothers in 
identifying or assessing risk is not a substitute fo r the investors' own due diligence. 

It is also important to note that risk mitigation techn iques (to be discussed later in this 
chapter) are used to manage risk. However, in many cases the risk mitigation technique 
used does not simply remove risk; rather it transforms the fisk in some fashion or even 
exchanges the current risk for other types of risk depending on the technique used. For 
example, reinsurance is used by life insurers to remove mortality risk from their books but 
the insurer assumes a counterparty risk exposure to the reinsurer. 

The ident ification and priori tization of risks begins with the gathering of information 
from individual employees/team members about their concerns, uncertaint ies or issues 
regarding the entity or process under review. These views should be supplemented with 
feedback from relevant stakeholders who contribute to, participate in or make use of the 
process under review. A unique risk identifier should be assigned to each risk along with a 
clear statement of the risk that describes: 

the circumstances causing uncerta inty; 

the tangible outcome of that uncertainty; and 

any risk dependencies within the entity or process. 

In describing the circumstances causing uncertainty, sufficient context should be provided 
to enable others to clearly understand the risk. 

Identify Risks 

Objective: 

Identify and prioritize the key risks 

Methodology: 

Brainstorming 

Focus groups 

Interviews 

Periodic risk reporting 

Surveys 

Deliverables: 

Statement of prioritized key risks 

The following sections provide examples of identified risks for insurers, banks, fund 
managers and superannuation funds. These examples of the risk ident ification process for 
SOme specific businesses can be useful to a risk manager in other types of endeavor in 
illuslraling the risk identification process. 
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6.2.1 Identifying insurer risks 

The International Actuarial Association (fAA) and the International Association of 
Insurance Supervisors (IAIS) have developed simi lar views of the key risks faced 
by insurers. In particular. they are working together to develop a common glossary of 
insurance terminology. The glossary is maintained by the IAIS but can be accessed by 
connecting links from either the lAA website (www.actuaries.org) or the IAIS website 
(www.iaisweb.org). Foundation work by the lAA on a risk assessment framework for 
insurers was published in 2004 (A Global FlUmell'ork of Insllrer So/l'enc)' Assessmellf -
informally referred to as the "Blue Book"). 

Insurer risks could be categorized under six major headings. namely: 

underwriting risk (sometimes called insurance risk); 

credit risk; 

market risk; 

operational risk; 

liquidity risk; and 

strategic/event risk. 

This list is not necessarily a complete list of the risks to which an insurer is exposed - for 
example, it does not address the significant risks in distribution processes. Nevertheless, 
it does represent a growing global consensus on the categorization of the Illost sign ificant 
risks faced by insurers. 

The extent to which an insurer is more greatly exposed to these categories of risk depends 
very much gn the nature of the business undertaken by the insurer. For example, an insurer 
selli ng long-term or savings-related insurance products will be more subject to market and 
credit risk (eg permanent life insurance or payout annuities) than an insurer selling short
term products for which the obligations are likely to be extinguished within a year (eg auto 
insurance). 

It can bechallenging to identify the true source fora risk. For example, adverse underwriting 
experience could be due to a variety of causes such as: 

incorrect pricing; 

• risk profile of business assumed varying from that assumed in its pricing; 

underwriting practices actually used varying from those expected in the pricing; 

actual risk experience of the business assumed varying from that assumed in its 
pricing; and 

faulty claims management. 

In this example. the adverse underwriting experience could well emerge as a result of 
a number of operational risks (eg underwriting practices and claims management) in 
addition to the traditional sources of underwriting risk (eg incorrect pricing and variance 
of experience from that expected in pricing). 

These high~level categories of risks (though not their exact nature) are also faced by the 
banks. although much of underwriting risk is unique to insurance. 

Insurer risk management seeks to address all six categories of risk. Insurance regulators 
are similarly concerned with an insurer's management of all of its risks but only some 
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categories may be appropriate for capital requirements (typically the fi rst four) while the 
others would be addressed by other fonns of supervisory review. 

It is worth repeati ng that, while risk management is about managing the upside as well 
as the downside potentia l of risks, certain insurer stakeholders (such as regulators) will 
naturally tend to focus on the downside of risks. 

Each risk is listed as ifit existed in isolation, independent of the other risks. However there 
are situations. for example in life insurance, where products are spec ifically designed and 
managed with the asset and liability risks modeled together in an integrated fashion. In 
addition, there are important considerations for combining the impact of the various risks 
across Ihe whole company. 

Exercise 6.3 

The following list shows some of the activities of a financial institution. How 
would you classify them in the context of IA AiIAIS categories of risk? 

(a) Marketing activities, including the design and pricing of products. 

(b) Distribution, including the development and management of sa les channels. 

(c) Underwriting, being the assessment and acceptance of risks. 

(d) Customer service and other administration. 

(e) Claims management. 

(f) Investment management. 

(g) financial management, including financ ial reporting and expense control . 

Underwriting fisk 

Insurance companies assume risk through the insurance contracts they underwrite. The 
risks within the lIIufenrritillg risk category are associated both with the perils covered by 
the specific line of insurance (fire, death, motor accident. windstorm, earthquake, default) 
and with the specific processes involved in the conduct of the insurance business. The Blue 
Book chose not to li st all the specific hazards, but rather to focus on more generic risks that 
are applicable to a1\ (or at least most) lines of insurance. 

These risks, wh ich genera lly fall inlo the category of plVducl risk in the business risks 
section of Jorion's risk framework (Figure 6.2), are: 

underwritillg process risk - risk from exposure to financial losses related to the 
selection and approval of risks to be insured; 

pricil/g risk - risk that the prices charged by the company for insurance contracts will 
be inadequate to support the future obligations arising from those contracts; 

product design risk - risk that the company's insurance contracts expose ilia risks that 
were not anticipated in the design and pricing of those contracts; 

claims risk (for eaeh peril) - risk that many more claims occur than expected or that 
some claims that occur are much larger than expected resulting in unexpected losses. 
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This includes both the risk that a claim may occur. as well as the risk that the claim 
might develop adversely aft er it occurs; 

economic enl'irrJlllI/ent risk - risk that the environment will change in a manner that 
has an adverse effect on the company; 

lIet retention risk - risk that higher retention of insurance loss exposures results in 
losses due to catastrophic or concentrated claims experience; 

• policyholder behavior risk - risk that the insurance company's policyholders will act 
in ways that are unanticipated and have an adverse effect on the company; and 

reserving risk - risk that the provisions held in the insurer's financial statements for its 
policyholder obligations (also claim liabilities, loss resen'es or technical provisions) 
will prove to be inadequate. 

Credit risk 

Credit risk is the risk of default and change in the credit quality of issuers of securities (in 
the company's investment portfolio), counterparties (eg on reinsurance contracts, derivative 
contracts or deposi ts given) and intermediaries, to whom the company has an exposure. 
This category. which largely corresponds to credit loss in the risk framework, includes: 

• business credit risk - risk that a counterparty fails to perform an obligation. This 
includes the risk that a reinsurer fails to meet its obligations to the company under a 
reinsurance contract; 

im'ested assel credit risk- risk of non-performance of contractual payment obligations 
or adverse changes in creditworthiness of invested assets; 

political risk - risk that changes in government policies or actions afTect Ihe 
creditworthiness of financial instruments held by the insurer; and 

sovereign risk - risk of default or adverse change in creditworthiness of securities 
issued by governments or government entities. Although sovereign risk cou ld be 
included with invested asset credit risk, it is often separatcly identified due to its 
importance. 

Market risk 

Market risk arises from the level or volatility of market prices of assets. It involves the 
exposure to movements in the level of financial variables such as share prices. interest 
rates, exchange rates or commodity prices. It also includes the exposure of options to 
movements in the underlying asset price. Market risk also involves the exposure to other 
unanticipated movements in financial variables or to movements in the actual or implied 
volatility of asset prices and options. This category, which corresponds to market risk in 
the risk framework, includes: 

interest lUte risk - risk of exposure to losses resulting from fluctuations in interest rates; 

spread risk - risk that interest spreads will fluctuate; 

equiry alUl properly risk - risk of exposure to losses resulting from fluctuation of 
market values of equities and other assets: 

currency risk - risk that relative changes in currency values decrease values of foreign 
assets or increase the value of obligations denominated in foreign currencies; 
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basis risk - risk that yields on instruments of varying credit quality, liquidity. and 
maturity do not move together, thus exposing the company to market val ue variation 
that is independent of liability values; 

reilll'eS/lnellf risk - risk that the returns on funds to be reinvested will fall below 
anticipated levels; 

cOllcellfratiOIl risk - risk of increased exposure to losses due to concentration of 
investments in a geographical area or other economic sector; 

asset/liability managemellt (A LM) risk - risk that fluctuations of interest and inflation 
rates have differcnt effects on the values of assets and liabilities; and 

off-balallce sheet risk - risk of changes in values of contingent assets and liabilities 
such as swaps that are not otherwise reflected in the balance sheet. 

Operational risk 

Operational risk. which broadly corresponds to the equivalent item in the risk framework. is 
the risk associated with events such as fraud, systems failure. litigation or regulatory breach 
within the company. Loss data for this risk can be difficult to obtain since it has not been 
required in the past for risk mode ling. Capital management focuses significantly on those 
operational risk events that are infrequent but of high severity. More frequent operational 
ri sk events (which tend to be smaller) can be significantly mitigated or exacerbated by the 
quality of interna l controls and guidelines. Operational risks include: 

hUlllall capital ri.\·k - risk that the insurer will not be able to obtain and maintain 
sufficient we ll-trained personnel: 

lIIallagemelll co"'rol risk - risk that the insurer fails to have appropriate management 
discipline or internal controls resulting in inappropriate actions by the insurer or its 
representatives; 

!>ystem risks - risk that computer systems failures impair the company's ability to 
conduct normal business; and 

.wvtegic risks - risk that arises from the company's inability to implement appropriate 
business plans, to make decisions, to allocate resources or 10 adapl to changes in ils 
business environment. 

liquidity risk 

Liquidit), J'isk is the exposure to loss in the event that insufficient liquid assets will be 
available from amongst the assets supporting the policy obligations to meet the cash flow 
requirements of the policyholder obligations when they are due. This category, which 
corresponds to the equivalent category in the risk framework. includes: 

• liq/lidariol/ mIlle risk - risk that unexpected timing or amounts of cash needed may 
require liquidation of assets when market conditions would result in loss of realized 
value; 

• affiliared compa"y risk- risk that investments in affiliated companies may be difficult 
to sell or that affiliated companies may drain financial or operating resources from the 
company; and 

capital market risk- risk that the company will not be able to obtain sufficient funding 
from capital markets. 
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Event ri sk 

£\'em risks are risks outside the control of the enterprise, which can have a significant 
negative impact on the enterprise. [n some classifications, some spec ific event risks are 
separately identified. This category. which matches the equivalent one in the risk framework. 
inc ludes: 

legal risk - the risk that unforeseeable lawsuits or adverse judgments can disrupt or 
othcnvise negatively atTect the operations or condition of the company; 

repUlatioll risk - risk that negative pUblic ity. whether true or nOl, causes a decline in 
the customer base, costly litigation and/or revenue reductions: 

d;sasler risk - risk that a major external event such as earthquake, fire or flood can 
have a negative impact on the systems of the company that impairs the ability of the 
company to conduct its business in an orderly manner; 

regularO/y risk- risk that legislative act ions, tax changes, court decisions or regulatory 
ru lings will alter markets or competitive abili ties; and 

poli/fcal risk - risk that act ions by governments or government entities will impair the 
company's ability to conduct business. 

As mentioned earlier, insurers are subject to additional risks. Two further categories of risk 
are discussed below. 

Distribution risk 

Dis/ribllfiOI1 risk covers the risk to which distribution channels expose the business. This 
risk can be considered to fall into three categories, namely: 

volume of business sold - generally, the risk is that sales volumes are low and. hence, 
cost per sale is high. However, if new business creates a cash flow strain on the 
company then high volumes are also a risk; 

natu re of business sold - a number of risks have been identified under underwriting 
risk above. Distribution is the entry point for these risks, which will be reduced if the 
distribution channels are likely to reach the "right" customers; and 

reputation/compliance - many of the compliance issues and other risks to a company's 
reputation arise around the point of sa le . 

Expense fisk 

All businesses face the risk that expenses are too high, with an adverse effect on profits. 
Th is can generally be managed by a combination of budgeting, expense control, expense 
al/alysis - gain ing an understanding of what drives the level of expenses - and specific 
cost-cutting projects. Often. scale can be the issue. especially for a small insurer that seeks 
to offer a wide range of products. 

A more subtle expense risk is the risk that expenditure is too low in certain areas where it 
adds value. For example, a reduction in underwriting or claims management expenditure 
may lead to higher claims costs. 
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6.2.1.1 Ufe insurance risks 

The degree 10 which insurers are exposed to each of the risks described above will vary 
depending on the specific nature of the insurance business conducted. Life insurers tend 
10 engage in the sale of products affording financial protection of various sorts to their 
cUSlOmers or policyholders. The significance of the savings element versus the pure 
protection element varies greatly from product to product. Consequently. some products 
with a very high savings element (eg some types of deferred annuities or variable annuities 
with guarantees) can be quite similar to, and share many of the same risks as. financial 
products sold by banks or other fund management businesses. 

Because the products offered by life insurers are frequently long-term in nature. there 
could be an additional risk that the definitions of claimable events will become obsolete. 
If the tife insurer cannot change these definitions, the cost of claims could increase very 
significantly. For example, the conditions covered by tral/llia insurance are intended to 
he traumatic events, often requi ring major surgery, which have a significant impact on 
the insured 's life and lifestyle. Advances in medical science mean that some conditions 
that would have met these characteristics a few years ago now only require minor surgery 
without even an overnight stay in hospital. Similar advances can be expected in future. 

The long-term nature of some life insurance products (eg lifetime annuities or long term 
care insurance) exposes the insurer to considerable reinvestment risk since the contracts 
Illay have single or fixed premiums even though suitable assets with sufficient duration to 
match the fulure contractual obligations are not available when the product is sold. 

A significant life insurer risk is that of changes in policyholder behavior. The withdrawal 
behavior of policyholders in the presence of significant financial options (such as can be 
embedded in universal life and variable annuity products for example) under varying future 
economic scenarios can result in significant financial uncertainty to the insurer. 

Unique to life insurers, their retirement income products carry IOllgel'ity risk. With liretime 
annuities. the longevity risk is held by the life insurer (and its reinsurer. if applicable), 
while with term certain annuities and some forms of variable annuities, the annuitant takes 
the risk. 

6.2.1.2 Health insurance risks 

Where prospective customers can be underwritten, the risks in offering health insurance arc 
similar to those in other short-tail insurance products, ie those whose claims are generally 
settled quickly, such as term insurance, home insurance and automobile insurance. 

In many cases, however. there is little or no scope to underwrite each person applying for 
health insurance. In this situation the key risk is anri-selectioll. Anti-selection occurs when 
persons in better health opt for cheaper or less comprehensive forms of coverage while 
those in poorer health will remain covered and are insensitive to premium increases. 

Health insurance products are also subject to the future evolution of health care (eg costs. 
types of procedures, utilization patterns, medical inflation, health care financing and 
changing consumer perceptions about health care). 

6.2.1.3 General insurance risks 

General insurance provides coverage for a wide variety of risks including home, automobile. 
commercial and professional liability insurance. Most commonly, general insurance is 
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written for a one-year term. Some types of coverage provide mostly for high- frequency 
but low-amount claims. Significant components of both home and automobile insurance 
provide for these types of claims. General insurance also provides protection against 
catastrophic losses, such as from earthquakes or floods. 

Important specific risks in the management of general insurance are I'o/alility risk, 
IIncertainty risk. risk of extreme el'ents and super.imposed illflatiol/ , 

Volati lity risk 

Volatility risk is the risk that, given the probability di stribution of total claims, the total 
amount of claims will differ from its expected value. Volatility risk is caused by the 
randomness of frequency, severity and time to payment of claims and related expenses. 
The volat ility risk ofa portfolio is higher if the range of insured amounts is higher, as more 
vuriability in insured amounts leads to a higher degree of randomness in the severity of 
individual clai ms. Also heterogeneity in policyholder characteristics (eg kilometers driven 
each year. alcohol consumption patterns) contributes to volatility. 

On the other hand volatility risk relative to the portfolio size decreases if the size of a 
portfolio is increased. Thiscan be explained by the law of large numbers. However, volatility 
risk may not vanish entirely with increasing size of a portfolio owi ng to correlations 
between policyholders. 

Uncertainty risk 

The lI11certaillly risk in the general insurance claims process can be di vided into three 
parts. Fi rst, the parameters of the distributions used are prone to misesti mation. Such 
misestimatibn can be quantified using statistical theory. 

Secondly, the parameters driving the claims process are not constant over t ime. They 
may fluctuate as a result of changes in the environment - legislation, weather and climate 
cond itions. rising expenses, etc. For instance, in a dry summer, there will be an increased 
frequency offi re incidents. The fluctuation of parameters over time can be observed through 
previous experience. However, modeling such fluctuations ranges from straightforward to 
very complex. For instance, weather condi tions can often be modeled reasonably well, but 
changes in a legal system cannot. 

Thirdly, there is model risk - the risk that the chosen distribution and other model 
assumptions are not correct. Although it is not easy to further quantify model risk (another 
model would be needed for it), it can be said thut some risks can better be modeled than 
others. Hence, there is more model risk for risks that cannot be modeled well (eg the 
changes in a legal system as mentioned above). 

Extreme events 

Extreme el'elllS are events occurring with a low frequency and a high severi ty. Because 
of the low frequency of catastrophes, catastrophe risk cannot be estimated on the basis of 
statistical evidence dating back only a few years. 

Estimating the total risk of a portfolio based solely on stat istical evidence of a number 
of past years may ignore extreme event risk if no extreme events have occurred in those 
years and thus underestimate the total level of risk. If an extreme event is included in the 
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experience data, est imating risk and expected liabilities on the basis of that experience may 
lead to an overestimation of both. 

Estimation of natural catastrophe risk is extremely difficult, as detailed and specific 
knowledge about the stochastic nature of such catastrophes is in most cases unknown. 
The dependency structure between the individual risks is important but almost always 
unknown. Because of the scarcity of experience data. the parameter uncertainty and model 
risk are usually large. 

General insurance risk management frequently re lies on layers of reinsurance coverage to 
manage extreme event risk. This can expose the general insurer to significant counterparty 
risk in the event that a reinsurer fails. 

Super-imposed inflation 

The risks discussed above can apply to all general insurance products. There is another 
specific risk for long-fail business. Long-tail claims are those that generally take a long 
time to settle. Indeed, some of them may not be known to the insurer until years after the 
claim event - examples include asbestosis claims and some medical indemnity claims. 
Liability and indemllit)' covers are the main types of long-tail business. 

While the costs of mas I claims can be expected to increase with inflation, the cost oflol1g
tail claims can be very significantly affected by super-imposed illjlalioll. This extra growth 
in claims costs can come from various sources including increases in the levels of damages 
awarded by courts. 

6.2.2 Identifying superannuation risks 

As specialists in the financial measurement and management of risk and contingent events, 
actuaries are also actively involved in the operation of superannuation funds. As with any 
business. risk is inherent in the operation of superannuation funds. This section will touch 
on some of the unique aspects of risk management in a superannuation fund particularly 
one offering defined benefits. 

Risks can arise from any part of the management of a superannuation fund including: 

plan design; 

investment policy; 

• asset selection and allocat ion; 

asset/liabili ty modeling; 

plan valuat ion; 

plan administration - including, for example, commutation of pension el1tillements; 

• member education; 

compliance and tax filings; 

financia l management, including pension accounting; 

performance assessmenl; and 

plan funding. 
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The tvvo basic forms of superannuation fund are defined benefit and defined contribut ion 
funds. Defined benefit funds require the plan administrator or the trustee to constantly 
assess whether the combination of current assets, future rates of contribution (from both 
the fund sponsor and the members) and future plan experience (including investment 
performance and expense levels) will be sufficient to provide fo r the defined benefits. 
Defined contribution schemes require an assessment of whether the investment options 
provided to fund members represent an appropriate range of choices with acceptable rates 
of investment performance. 

Defined benefit fund risks 

The main objective ofa defined benefit fund might be stated as being to provide reasonable 
benefits at a reasonable cost (ie employer contribution rate). Provided that the benefits 
are reasonable and the employer remains in business, the major risks faced by the fund 
member (employee) relate to his or her career with the employer, includ ing the cost (in 
benefits forgone) of resignation. Therefore, we shall consider the employer's risks. 

In essence, the key risk is that th e cost of the fund is excessive and affects the viability not 
just of the defined benefit plan but of the sponsoring employer. Past financial crises have 
resulted in substantial pension plan funding shoflfalls that, in some cases, significantly 
contributed to the insolvency of the sponsoring employer. Th is may happen through 
adverse experience in: 

investment performance - poor investment performance will resull in higher rates of 
contribution by sponsors of defined benefit funds. Poor performance can be the result 
of several factors, including asset allocation, reinvestment rate of return and asset 
default ~xperience (credit risk); 

salary inflation - rapid growth in salaries, particularly those of higher-paid and longer
serving employees, will increase the cost of benefits; 

pension inflalion - pensions are usually linked to a price index such as CPI, so high 
inflation (at least relative to investment returns) wil l increase costs; 

pensioner longevity - higher than expected rates of mortality improvement resuh in 
higher costs; and 

other experience - various other factors can affect the cost of the fund although they 
wi ll not generally be as significant as those listed above. 

Employers (and fund trustees) manage these risks by setting contribution rates, monitoring 
experience and reviewing the fund ing. The role of actuaries is critical in this process. 

Different approaches to fund ing the benefits carry different risk profiles. Funding methods 
are discussed in a subsequent chapter, but it is worth making some brief observations at 
this stage. 

First, it is important to understand that risk depends on our perspective. Reducing risk in 
the superannuation fund may vastly increase risk to related parties outside the fund. For 
example, making excessive contributions to the superannuation fund will greatly increase 
the security of benefits in the fund, but it will reduce the company's profit and may even 
lead it into insolvency. In turn, this presents a larger risk to the members of the fund (the 
employees of the company). Also, provid ing lump sums rather than pensions transfers 
longevi ty, investment and price inflation risk to retiring members. 
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Secondly, the fundamental rationale for funding is that the investment earnings on 
contributions will exceed the growth rate of benefits (ie salary inflation). In times of 
high inflation or low investment earn ings or in jurisdictions with high tax rates (or no tax 
concessions) this may only be achievable within the fund by taking significant investment 
risks (ie by taking the risk that investment performance will be well below what is required). 

Combining these two observations, there may be circumstances in which the IOII'er risk 
option for the fund, in the context of its environment, is to make relatively low contributions. 
A form of this approach is practiced in many public sector superannuation funds that are 
pay as you go (PAYG) - ie contributions are merely sufficient to meet current benefit 
payments and expenses. 

Note that we do not advocate PAYG funding or any particular funding approach. The 
discussion above is to highlight that the issue must be viewed in context. 

Defined contribution fund risks 

By fixing the contribution rate, the impact of adverse experience falls on the members of a 
defined contribution fund. The question for each member - whether in a company.sponsored 
fund an industry fund., or a personal superannuation fund - is "what retirement income will 
my accumulated fund purchase compared with my needs or my pre·retirement income?" 

It is arguable that the members should manage this risk in a similar way to the sponsor of 
a defined benefit fund. That is. they should determine the contri bution rate (or shape of 
rates) as pan of a financial plan that is expected to meet their current and future lifestyle 
objectives and then monitor the progress of the fund (and their overall circumstances). 
reviewing their financ ial plan from time to time. This is not common practice at present 
but the increased reliance on defined contribution funds means that there is a strong 
need. Eventually. advisers (including actuaries) will find a way to meet that need and get 
adequately remunerated for doing so. 

Within the general class of investment risks for members of these funds, a specific risk is 
that of poor selection of investment strategy or investment manager. We shall consider this 
risk in the next subsection. 

6.2.3 Identifying funds management risks 

Chasing superior performance 

Fund managers. including lire insurers as managers of savings and retirement income 
products, typically gencrate most of their profit from the difference between fee income and 
expenses. Expense risk is similar to that for insurers (6.2.1). particularly in relation to scale. 

A key driver of fee income is the volume ofjimds IInder management (FUM). so the fund 
manager's objectives will usually focus on growing FUM. I 

FUM, in turn. is driven by three factors: 

inflows - investments from new and existing customers increase FUM; 

1 Similar issues apply to master trusts and other retail fund administration vehicles, where the 
driver of fee income is funds under administration (FUA). For the purposes of this subsection we will 
discuss FUM and assume that this expression incorporates FUA. 
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outflows - when customers draw down or transfer their funds or payments are made 
on retirement income products. FUM is reduced; and 

investment perfonnance - growth in the investments, whether income or capital gains. 
increases FUM. 

Investment performance can also have a powerful indirect effect on FUM. If investment 
performance is poor, especially relative to competitors, inflows will reduce and outflows 
will increase. If the fund manager is a sector specialist, then other sectors are "competitors" 
- eg poor stock market returns will induce investors 10 swi tch to cash or fixed interest assets. 

This central importance of investment performance means that the fund manager is likely 
to pursue any opportunity to improve or enhance its performance. This clearly opens the 
door to all manner of risks, of which the following are the more obvious: 

Assets that offer the potential for additional return have a downside risk as well. That 
risk is all the more dangerous if it is not apparent For example, some highly rated 
tranches of securiti zed mortgages proved to have unexpectedly high risk under the 
stress of the GFC. 

The pursuit of extra performance may lead the manager to invest in assets that are 
not allowed under its iI/vestment mandate, the rules by which it has agreed to operate. 

• Despite the risks. the manager may be lucky for a considerable period of time. If this 
good fortune is perceived to be the result of sk ill , the manager wi ll be blind to its 
investment performance risks and slower to take remedial action when its luck turns. 

Asset/liability mismatch risk 

Issues in relQtion to the mismatch of assets and liabilities are discussed in Chapter 14. For 
now, the key point to make is that the existence of any form of guarantee may be expected 
to make the investment more attractive. However, this is only of real benefit to the fund 
manager if the true cost of offering the guarantee is lower than the value placed on it by 
the investor. 

For example, investment banks have often constructed products, based on derivatives, that 
offer the investor a proportion of the gain in a stock market index and an underlying capital 
guarantee. For the investor, the effective cost of the capital guarantee is the proportion 
of the index gain forgone (plus any dividend yield if an accumulation index is not used). 
This charge must cover the actual cost of the guarantee plus the investment bank's other 
expenses and profit requirements and may even have to cover distribution costs - and yet 
there are times when people arc prepared to buy these products. 

Therefore, the risk to consider is that any performance guarantees in the products have 
been retained by the manager and have been mis-priced. Indeed, an important subset of this 
risk is that guarantees exist that have not even been identified. 

Customer expectation risks 

Fund managers make Iheir money from the difference between asset fees and 
expenses, This difference can be expected to be greater when there are more funds under 
management. Therefore, the loss of customers is a significant risk. Accordingly, fund 
managers should be aware of the risk that customers experience investment returns that are 
below their expectations. 
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A fund manager's customer. whether an individual or an entity such as a superannuation 
fund, selects an investment stralegy and one or more investment managers to implemenl Ihal 
strategy. Usually, Ihis is done by selecting from the pooled investment funds operated by 
different managers bul the risks are similar if the manager has been given a specific mandate. 

Other than risks relating to the general perfonnance of asset sectors, the risks include: 

that the investment strategy does not suit the customer's objectives - perhaps the best 
way to manage this risk is for the customer to ensure that he or she gets good advice 
and that it is discussed and understood; 

that the implementation of the strategy does not suit the customer's objectives fund 
managers measure success in terms of relative performance against benchmarks, 
before tax and fees, whereas the CUSlOmer experiences investment performance after 
these deductions and may have the objective of beating salary inflation by x%. This 
can lead to the situation where the manager is proud of achieving a gross return of ·5%, 
against a benchmark of ·1 0% - but the customer receives ·6% after lax and fees and 
compares this with salary growth of 4%. If the customer had more direct control over 
the investment decisions, it is likely that these decisions would give more weight to 
issues such as the tax effect of the decision and the likelihood of negative returns; and 

that the fund manager select ion was poor- generally. you might expect this to become 
obvious through poor investment performance, but short·term performance is not a 
reliable indicator of the quality of the manager. The real issue is whether the manager's 
internal processes, including its methodology for selecting assets, are likely to add 
value. Customers can manage the risk of selecting a poor manager by reviewing 
external ratings of the manager and by use of expert advisers. 

6.2.4 Identifying banking risks 

The risks faced by banks depend on the businesses in which they operate. Typical types of 
business wi thin a global bank include: 

domestic banking; 

• international banking; and 

• capital markets. 

Domestic banking 

Domestic banking might focus on customer segments such as retail, small business and 
commercial, as well as credit card operations and mutual funds. The dominant risk faced 
in domestic banking arises from the credit risk inherent in loans of all types (eg mortgages, 
credit cards. lines of credit, home equity lines of credit and commercial loans). These 
operations are also subject to market risk as a result of any mismatch between the term 
of their assets and liabilities. A key challenge for this business is to maintain an adequate 
spread between the interest earned on the assets versus that paid out on the liabilities (eg 
demand deposits and Gles). 

International banking 

International banking would include the local banking operations in foreign markets. 
It faces similar risks to domestic banking but within the foreign markets in which the 
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bank has operations. Overall the global bank would face currency risks from conducting 
its foreign operations. It may also face additional operational and regulatory risks 
from those operations. 

Capital markets 

Capital markets might focus on businesses such as corporate loans, derivatives, special 
asset classes, broker services and investment banking. Through its operations in these 
businesses. the bank is subject to I\"areho/lsillg risk (risk of loss from securities it has 
created but cannot be sold to investors) as well as underwrifing risk (risk orloss through 
providing a guaranteed price when new securities are underwritten and issued publicly). 

The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BeSS) has developed views of the key 
risks faced generally by banks. 

For the purposes of this chapter. banking risks can generally be categorized under five of 
the six major headings in Section 6.2.1. namely: 

credit risk; 

market risk; 

operational risk; 

liquidity risk: and 

strategic/event risk. 

This list is not necessarily a complete list of the risks to which a bank is exposed; 
nevertheless. it does represent a global consensus on the categorization of the most 
significant risks faced by banks. 

6.3 Risk assessment 

Having identified the key risks of a business, an imponanl next step in applying risk 
management involves risk asscssment. Risk assessment refers 10 the measurement of a 
risk's impact on the business and should not be confused with a subsequent step in which 
the trealment or management of the risk is considered. 

Assess Risks 

Objective: 

Assess exposure to loss from key risks 

Understand risk dependencies 

Methodology: 

Qualitative models 

Quantitative models 

De/iverab/es: 

Understanding of gross and net risk exposures 

Development of risk models for scenario testing 
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While the topic of risk assessment is introduced in 2.8, three aspects of risk assessment 
will be examined in this section to highlight their application in risk management. These 
aspects are: 

quantitative versus qualitative assessment; 

experience data; and 

design of a risk model for decision making. 

6.3.1 Quantitative versus qualitative assessment 

It is normally preferable to be able to quantify the frequency and severity of each risk to the 
greatest extent possible. However, for some risks this is not fully practical (eg impact of a 
product recall on the reputation of an organization). In this situation it is preferable to use a 
qualitative approach to risk assessment rather than relying on a few opinions. A qualitative 
technique for assessing the key risks illustrated in Chapter 2 is the heat map which 
uses individual and group ratings of each risk according to agreed scales of frequency 
and severity. 

Wherever possible, it is important to attempt to assess both the quantitative and qualitative 
aspects of risk. For example, the assessment of credit risk is frequently conducted using 
sophisticated risk models based on substantial amounts of underlying experience data. 
Such assessments can be quite complex and require significant technical expertise. The 
results of such models need to be considered along with qualitative judgment on topics 
such as model risk, controls, expertise and external market information. 

6.3.2 Experience data 

Risks vary in their impact as a result of differences in their probability of occurrence as 
well as in their severity. These in turn are derived by studying the underlying experience 
data related to the risk exposures and the resulting losses. 

Example 6.1 
Credit risk: The probability of default of a rated security will tend to vary 
depending on the rating and prevailing economic conditions. The severity of loss 
given default will also vary with the prevailing economic conditions. 

U ndcrwriting risk: For disability income insurance, the probability of disablement 
varies consi derably due to risk factors such as age, sex and occupational class. The 
severity of the loss depends on the length of time the claimant remains disabled 
and unable to rerurn to work. This in turn will depend on the policy definition of 
disability and the economic conditions. 

Risks that are frequent in their occurrence (eg certain types of medical reimbursement 
claims such as prescription drug and dental claims) will have considerable claim data from 
which to assess the probability of their occurrence. Other risks occur so infrequently (eg 
major earthquake) that their probability of occurrence may be difficult to estimate and 
require models and/or regulatory or professional guidance for their estimation. 
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Even when loss ex perience data does exist (for probability of occurrence as well as severity 
of loss) the risk manager must assess the credibility of the data for the risk being assessed. 

If the business does not have sufficiently credible experience of its own, it may be 
appropriate to consider relevant industry or market data. Life insurers can make use of 
relevant industry mortali ty and lapse experience to supplement their own. The risk manager 
must take care in using such supplemental data to ensure that it is indeed appropriate for the 
intended purpose. The use of population mortality in place of in sured lives mortality, for 
example, could represent a significant difference in loss experience and result in incorrect 
risk management decisions. 

Sufficient or credibl e volumes of loss experience data can also be gained by using a longer 
study period. However the use o f a longer period has a number of pros and cons that the 
risk manager must weigh. If the longer study period involved life insurance mortality, these 
might include: 

period now includes an unusual flu epidem ic; 

length of period masks an underlying mortali ty trend of mortality improvement; 

period masks a change in the product mix, target market or sales distribution; 

• period contains c laims of unusually large amounts; and/or 

longer period serves to smooth out volatility in experience by clai ms year. 

Exercise 6.4 
A general insurer is reviewing its motor vehicle damage claim experience for the 
most recent calendar year. You have been asked to comment on the pros and cons 
of using experience over a longer period of time (eg two full calendar years) to 
re-price this insurance product. What would you say'? 

Insurers frequently make use of reinsurer experience, as a supplement to their own, in the 
design and pricing of new products if that reinsurer has proven expertise and experience 
with the risks inherent in those products. 

Risk models 

A very important tool in the application of risk management is the development of a risk 
model. For example, risk models are in common use by banks and insurers for risk and 
capital management. While the fo llowing paragraphs use insurance reference materia ls 
to describe risk models, many of the concepts are equally applicable to other types of 
busi nesses as well. 

A risk model is frequently called an illfernal model, which is defined in the joint CEA, 
Groupe Consultatif Glossary fo r insurers as follows: 

An internal model is a risk management system of an insurer for the analysis 
of the overall risk situation of the insurance undertaking. to quantify risks 
and/or to determine the capital requi rement on the basis of the company 
specifio risk profile. 
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Risk models are used for a variety of purposes within an insurer, including: 

valuation of insurance liabilities; 

financial condition analysis; 

stress and scenario testing; 

analysis of asset/liability investment practices and policies; 

analysis of market risk; 

pricing of insurance products; 

evaluation of reinsurance programs; and 

evaluation of various management strategies. 

'" 

Risk models used by insurers can also be complicated by the presence of significant 
dependencies between financial market performance, insurance risk, operational events 
and management options. The nature of these dependencies may change significantly in 
times of stress. 

In the design ofa risk model, it is important to have a framework for risk management with: 

time horizons; 

risk measures; 

confidence levels; and 

tenninal provisions. 

Time horizon 

In assessing risk, it is necessary to define the time horizon over which extremely adverse 
experience is assumed to occur. This should not be confused with the need to consider 
the full time period of risk exposure. The time horizon is typically established based on 
regulatory or accepted reporting practice, and reflects some reasonable time frame during 
which management and/or supervisory action is expected. For example, in formulating 
a capital requirement, a supervisor will take into account the time horizon between the 
date when the insurer'S financial statements are prepared and the expected date by which a 
supervisor could take effective action if this was deemed to be necessary. Si nce this time 
hori zon depends upon local business practices, the supervisor's resources, legislation and 
the legal system, this horizon may vary from one jurisdiction to another. For example, 
European supervisors have chosen a time horizon of one year for Solvency II. 

In some cases the time hori zon is set to longer periods or even the entire lifetime of the 
risks. A time horizon longer than one year may be useful when assessing the impact of 
risks that may take some years to fully emerge (eg a full economic or underwriting cycle) 
or for management's response to changing circumstances. For example. some supervisors 
require insurers to conduct a multi-year future financial analysis involving ad\erse 
scenarios. Regardless of the length of the time horizon, the remaining risks beyond 
the time horizon according to the stressed assumptions (ie assessed in the light of 
the projected experience in the time horizon) will often be provided for through a present 
value amount or terminal provision. 
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Risk measure 

Figure 6.3 An illustration of VaR and TVaR 
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A risk measure is a numeric evaluator that can be used to help determine the financial 
impact of the risk. The most useful risk measures for solvency assessment will exhibit 
a variety of desirable properties (eg consistency). Of course, one risk measure cannot 
adequately convey all the information necessary for the management of a particular risk. 
A risk measure that exhibits several desirable properties for various (but not aU) risks is 
rail I'uille al risk (TVaR), also called TaiiVor, conditiol/al rail expectation (eTE) or even 
policyholders' expected sllOrrjali. In many situations. this risk measure is better suited to 
insurance risks than value a( risk (VaR), a risk measure commonly used in banking. since 
it is common for insurance risk distributions to be skewed with lumpy or fat tails. An 
advantage of using TVaR as a risk measure is that. given an appropriately represented risk 
distribution. it provides an indication of the potent ial size of catastrophic losses above a 
certain confidence level when distr ibutions are not normal. Thi s is ilJustrated in Figure 6.3. 

While the insurance regulator will specify the risk measure(s) to be used for assessing 
regulatory capital requirements, the insurer may well set up its own measures to fit its risk 
management objectives. 

Confidence level 

The selection of an appropriate confidence level for an insurer to use in an internal model 
will depend on the spec ific use of the model, its time horizon and choice of risk measure. 
In the design of an economic capital model. the insurer may be guided by the work of rating 
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agencies in assessing insurers and the substantial volume of credit rating and defauh data 
available from these agencies. In the case of internal models used for regulatory capital 
requirements, the insurance regulator will generally specify a confidence level for the 
industry to usc. 

H is important to note that the degree of protection afforded by a given confidence level 
needs to also consider the length of the time horizon over which it is to be applied. For 
example, a 99010 confidence level measured over a one year time horizon with what would 
be a current estimatc tcrminal provision after one year (in the hypothetical circumstances 
then relating to that confidence level) may be a weaker requirement than a 95% confidence 
level measured over the entire lifetime of the remaining risks. It is generally accepted that 
the confidence level required will decrease as the time horizon lengthens. 

A challenge in the use of higher confidence levels is that, by definition, they are considcring 
increasingly rare evcnts for which there may be little cxperience data or knowledge of risk 
dependencies under extreme circumstances . 

Term inal provision 

A terminal provision must be calculated whenever the time horizon is shorter than the 
full lifetime of the insurer's obligations. It can represent a very material portion of the 
total balance sheet requirement, particularly when the time horizon is short compared 
to the ultimate runoff (eg a horizon of one year for most life insurance products). The 
considerations involved in determining the tenninal provision at the end of the time horilOn 
may vary by the specific lise of the internal model. but typically include: 

• conservatism - depending on the use to which the measurement framework is bemg 
put (eg forcapilal requirements). it should include an appropriate level of conservatism 
(in excess of the then current estimate at the end of the lime horizon) to allow directly 
or indirectly (eg by calculating a cost of capital) for the uncertainty or volatility of the 
current estimate. The method and amount of the conservat ism may differ depending 
on whether the model is being used for regulatory or economic capital purposes; 

reflecting the position at the end of the time horizon - the risks allowed for in each 
terminal provision should be assessed in the light of tile relevant (potentially stressed) 
assumed condi tions at the end of the time horizon as wcll as including provision for 
subsequent future risk; and 

risks that do not fully develop within the time horizon -life insurance risks take years 
to develop (eg a deteriorating mortality trend), or develop quickly but take years to 
have a significant impact (eg product guarantees). The terminal provision should make 
appropriate allowance for risks that could develop or otherwise have an impact after 
the time horizon. There is a need to consider any correlation of adverse outcomes 
within the time horizon to adverse outcomes beyond the time horizon. Such a material 
correlation is common for claim liability estimates for property/casualty business_ 

6.4 Risk treatment 

Following the identification and assessment of all the known risks to a business. the next 
step in applying risk management is to consider the appropriate treatment of those risks. 
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Deciding on the appropriate treatment requires the development of appropriate risk 
management strategies. These strategies would be developed within the organization's 
overall risk appetite and risk tolerances. 

Risk Treatment 

Objective: 

Execute the optimal risk management strategy 

Methodology: 

Project implementation best practices 

Deliverables: 

Action steps 10< executing strategy including goals, 
responsibilities, resources, reporting, scope, schedule etc 

Assigning responsibility for dealing with risk with in an organization can frequently be 
a challenge by itself. Those assigned responsibility must have the requisite knowledge, 
experience and authority to execute those responsibilities. Their risk management 
responsibilities must be aligned with their goals and responsibilities within the organization. 
Assigning responsibility for risks ensures that no known risks are ignored and that the most 
effective resources within the organization are selected. 

Risk managers need to be aware of the risk management strategies they are permitted to 
use, as well as the scope allowed for their actions. For example, in a financial services 
institution, is the use of derivatives to hedge foreign currency risk permitted? Are there 
appropriate limits placed on their use'! 

The objectives in selecting risk management strategies incl ude: 

consider the important risks first; 

ensure that the consequences and sources of risk are well defined; 

ensure that risk dependencies are considered; 

design strategies that minimize risk and cost while maximizing opportunity and value; 

ensure that the strategies considered take into account the risk implications of the 
strategy itself; 

select the optimal strategy from among the prioritized strategies; 

• consider risk management process improvements: and 

develop a work plan for implementation. 

Each strategy for the treatment of risk has its own risk implicat ions. Frequently the inherent 
risk is transformed or exchanged for another risk or set of risks in some way. This can leave 
the business with residual risks and/or with additional risks. For example, the outsourcing 
of administration to a third party. while removing the primary burden of administration 
from the business. introduces the business to counterparty risk as well as potential risks to 
its reputation in the event that the outsourcer fails to perform as expected. In the end, the 
principal business remains responsible to its customers. 

Strategies for managing risk fall into the following major categories: 
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(II'oid - eliminate. stop. prohibit or sell the risk exposure; 

reraill - accept and sclf·insure the risk exposure. eg by integrating it with other risks 
or by diversifying risks: 

redllce - mitigate or cap portions of the risk exposure: 

trallsfer - insure, hedge, securitize or outsource the risk exposure: and 

exploit - expand and diversify the risk exposure. 

Risk management process improvements should include techniques for monitoring 
risks and the effectiveness of risk treatment (also called risk mitigation) strategies 
on a regular basis. 

The remainder of th is section on risk treatment expands and provides examples of the 
application of these risk strategies and concludes with a discussion of reinsurance. a special 
type of risk treatment uscd significantly by insurers. 

6.4.1 Avoid 

Any business can seek to eliminate its exposure to certain risks by simply avoiding them. 

For example, the political risks associated with a particular country can be avoided by not 
operating in that country. The risks associated with certain businesses. products or asset 
classes can similarly be avoided by a deliberate decision to avoid them. Not aU risks can 
simply be avoided. All businesses are subject to trends in our economic environment (eg 
inflation. economic growth. broad equity growth. interest rates and savings patterns) that 
impact all businesses. 

Insurers can also seek to avoid risks through prudent product design, underwriting and 
business acceptance processes. Through these actions, insurers seek to focus their sales on 
a portion of the total insurance buying market in order to avoid certain types of risk. For 
example. life insurers can avoid risks associated with lifetime benefit periods for income 
protection policies by not offering such an option. General insurers can avoid certain 
risks or levels of risk by providing for exclusions in their contracts (eg damage to homes 
caused by floods). 

A superannuation fund or fund manager can seek to minimize its risks by avoiding 
investment in certain asset classes. For example. ethical funds may refuse to invest in 
certa in industries such as armaments, tobacco or liquor. 

Banks may choose to avoid the risks associated with investment banking and focus their 
business on personal and commercial banking instead. 

Some reasons for seeking to avoid certain risks are: 

risk appctite - the risks in question are not within the risk appetite set by the board; 

strategic plan - the risks in question are not within the strategic plan developed by 
senior management; 

financial capacity - the organization lacks sufficient financial capacity (eg capital and 
liquidity) to withstand the risk: 

ski lls - the organization lacks sufficient internal resources to identify, assess and treat 
the risk: and 
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effective processes - the organization lacks appropriate processes to identify 
inappropriate risk management decisions sufficiently early that remedial action may 
still be affordable. 

The desire to avoid certain risks is frequently complicated by the actions ofcompelitors who 
accept such risks and appear to be successful in managing them and earning a profitable 
return. Each organization must weigh the benefits of competing head to head with its 
competitors (ie riding with the herd) versus striking an independent path for reasons such 
as those mentioned abo\c. 

Exercise 6.5 
You are Chief Risk Officer for ABC Life Insurance Company. Your CEO has 
asked your advice about entering a new product line that your nearest competitor 
has been selling in great volume for the last year. Your CEO complains that ABC's 
sales are falling due to the competitor's new product. This new product includes 
complicated market options which the insurance consumers love. However, you 
know that the recruitment of specialized and highly technically trained staff, not 
to mention new processes and capital requirements will be needed. Outline what 
you might say to your CEO about the pros and cons of avoiding this new risk. 

6.4.2 Retain 

Businesses are formed to bear risk and earn a profit (hopefully) in doing so. It is therefore 
likely that th~y will seek to retain risks that are core to their business expertise. 

Among the reasons for a business to retain risk would be the opposite of those mentioned 
in the previous section: 

risk appetite - the risks in question are within the risk appetite set by the board: 

strategic plan - the risks in question are within the strategic plan developed by senior 
management; 

• financial capacity - the organization has sufficient financial capacity (eg capital and 
liquidity) to withstand the risk: 

skills - the organization has sufficient internal resources to identify. assess and treat 
the risk: and 

effective processes - the organization has appropriate processes to identify 
inappropriate risk management decisions sufficiently early that remedial action may 
still be affordable. 

Benefits of retaining risks. especially across similar or complementary businesses. include: 

diversification - if the risks in question are uncorrelated then the benefits of risk 
diversification can be achieved: and 

economies of scale - a focus on similar businesses can be of assistance in developing 
a tightly focused business strategy and develops economies of scale in business 
operations. 
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For example. general insurers can diversify the risks associated with natural disasters by 
assuming insurance coverage from a wide variety of geographic regions. Life insurers can 
seek to diversify the risk of mortality improvement in their reti rement products by also 
selling life insurance products. Individual asset credit risk or equity market risk exposures 
held by superannuation funds, fund managers, banks or insurers can be diversified by 
holding a wide variety of these instruments. 

Note that a business holding these assets remains subject to a general deterioration in 
credit quality or market risk across the market. Insurers who underwrote substantial 
vol umes of variable annuity business with substantial market guarantees discovered in 
2008 that these risks were not diversifiable -the general market decline increased the "in 
the money" position of each and every contract. The same story held true for pension funds 
holding significant volumes of equit ies in their portfolios. This substantially worsened the 
funding position of these pension plans and placed an additional fi nancial burden on their 
sponsoring employers who were already struggling with the GFC. 

Businesses can decide to retain risks that are beyond their risk appetite or tolerances as 
long as there are acceptable ways of immediately transferring some of that risk (as we shall 
see in 6.4.4) at an acceptable price to others. 

Insurers a"empt to narrow the range of insurance risk that they assume through a 
deli berative process of underwri ting new insurance risks that assists the insurer in pricing 
the risk appropriately. Insurers conduct regular studies of their emerging experience and 
use that information to modify their product design and/or pricing. 

[n many cases, however, insurers have little or no scope to underwrite, in which case 
the key risk is anti-selection. Ways of managing this risk for health insurance, for 
example, include: 

broad coverage - if most people are insured, the average cost becomes more 
predictable and more manageable. However, the better risks need to be encouraged to 
stay, which is one reason for seeking government action to keep a high proportion of 
the population in health funds; 

exclusion periods (ie avoid) - health funds generally apply exclusion periods before 
they will pay certain claims that are largely under the control of the customer: 

anc illary benefits - by offering discounts on fitness club memberships or on certain 
sporting goods, some health funds seek to attract and retain better risks (ie healthier 
or younger members); and 

complex products - health insurance products often include long lists of claimable 
events. This can reinforce the sense that the products represent good value and it can 
make the likely cost of claims more predictable. 

Obvious risk management approaches to treat risk once it has been retained include 
"reduce," "transfer" and "reinsure" (a form of "transfer"). These are discussed in the coming 
sections of this chapter. For example, in general insurance there may be the need for some 
or all of: premium increases; reinsurance; active cla ims management; close monitoring and 
frequent review of outstanding claims provisions: and the avoidance of long-tail classes. 
Less obviously, the company or the industry can seek to influence the cost of claims by 
lobbying governments to make favorable changes to legislation. 
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6.4.3 Reduce 

Businesses can reduce their risk exposure in the event that the inherent risk retained is 
beyond their risk tolerances. The risk reduction can be accomplished in many diffcrem 
ways depending on the objectives of the business, including: 

disposition/sale - the inherent risks can be reduced through sale of a part of the 
business; and 

• new business reduction - a reduction in the amount of new business should reduce the 
risk being assumed. 

Superannuation funds could reduce their exposure to equity markets by disposing of a 
portion of their equities and reinvesting in alternative asset classes such as fixed income 
securities. Of course, any such disposition will have risk/reward trade-offs for the 
superannuation fund, its members and the sponsoring employer that need to be considered. 

Insurers can also reduce their exposure to certain products by reducing the volume 
of new sales. This can be accomplished through a combination of a more stringent 
selection process and re-pricing/redesign of the product (eg by introducing limits into 
the product design). 

The sale of a business unit that no longer fits with the strategic plan, or that poses significant 
risks, can free up capital and resources forlhe primary objectives of the overall organization. 

Risk reduction can also occur through improvements in operating practices. The use of 
improved information management systems can improve claim costs. 

6.4.4 Transfer 

The most COmmon way for businesses to treat risk that is beyond their tolerances or 
capabilities is to transfer that risk. We shall discuss reinsurance in Section 6.4.6. Other 
means of accomplishing this transfer include: 

sharing experience with customers - contractual agreements with financial services 
customers that some part of their plan performance (eg investment return) will be 
borne direct ly by them rather than being guaranteed by the financial services provider; 

hedging - using derivatives or other financial instruments to offset market risk; and 

special plllpose entity (SPE) - a legal entity used for a specific business purpose, 
while protecting the parent entity from excessive risk. 

Sharing experience 
Certain types of financial/insurance products are designed to share emerging experience 
with the customer in some defined manner. In the case of mutual funds (for banks) or 
variable annuities (for insurers), there is direct sharing of investment performance with 
the customer. Some of these products may also provide the customer with various options 
and/or floor guarantees. In the case of participating life insurance products. the customer 
shares in emerging experience through a scale of policyholder dividends or bonuses, which 
is adjusted on an annual basis. 

Hedging 
Hedging is used by financial services providers to offset a variety of market risk exposures. 
It is important to note that the degree to wh ich the inherent risk is mitigated depends on the 
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specifics of the hedging program. For example, the hedging of long-term equity exposure 
using short-term puts still leaves the business exposed to a variety of risks including basis 
risk and increased operational risk required for managing the hedged portfolio. 

Special purpose entities 

Increasingly, businesses are transferring some of their assets and liabilities into a special 
purpose enti ty (S PE), also known as a special purpose vehicle (SPV). An SPE has limited 
liabil ity (usually in the form of a limited company), so its losses do not directly affect 
the originating institution. SPEs are usually sufficiently separate thai they are also not 
affected by the originator's perfonnance. Risk managers need to carefully consider the 
risks actually transferred, the pennanence of those transfers and under what conditions the 
risk might revert back. 

Thus, an SPE can be a risk management tool for an originati ng institution or for others who 
wi sh to invest in a specific aspect of the institution's business without being exposed to the 
whole institution. 

The Joint Forum (2009) discusses SPEs in some detail, with examples of their uses including: 

securitization of assets for external investment - including Residential Mortgage
Backed Securities (RMBS), Commercial Mortgage-Backed Securities (CM BS) and 
Col1ateralized Debt (or Loan) Obligations (COOs, CLOs); 
joint ventures, especial1y those carrying high risk; 

• quarantining assets for tax or regulatory reasons - for example, it can be beneficial to 
hold a specific asset in a separate company so that it may be more readily traded; and 

risk-linked securities, particularly insurance-linked securities known as Catastrophe 
Bonds (CAT Bonds). 

The fo llowing example, drawn from the Joint Forum paper, describes the operation of 
CAT Bonds. 

Example 6.2 Catastrophe Bonds (CAT Bondsl 

A relatively recent innovation in the market for structured finance has been the 
use of SPEs by insurance firms for the purpose of transferring certain insurancc 
risks, whose potential losses would have historically been either absorbed by the 
finn's capital position or transferred to a thi.rd party via a reinsurance contract, 
into the broader financial market. The first transactions came to market in the mid 
1990s and since that time the market has shown steady, if not dramatic, growth. 
The earliest of these bonds, so called "CAT bonds," or "act of God" bonds were 
designed to al10w insurers a mechanism to manage catastrophic risk of loss. eg 
hurricanes, earthquakes, etc. 

Structurally, these transactions appear very si milar to most structured finance: 
a bankruptcy remotel SPE is created, assets are held by the SPE and notes are 
issued into the financial markets. Figure 6.4, which comes from Swiss Re Capital 

2 A bankruptcy remote company within a group is one which could become insolvent without 
affecting any other company in the group. 
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Markets, shows a si mplified form of a typical structure. In this structure, the 
SPE conducts two actions simultaneously. It issues notes to investors<%l. and it 
enters into a reinsurance contract with the client<D. The proceeds from the noles 
issued are invested in high quality. short-term securities and deposited in a trust 
account collateralizing the transactionCll. The actual returns generated from this 
account are swapped with a highly-rated swap counterparty@).Throughtheswap 
mechanism, the bonds become floating rate notes from which interest rate risk is 
largely removed. Over the term or the bonds, the periodic interest payments paid 
by the SPE to the investors consist of two parts: the premiums paid by the client 
and the floating-rate returns earned by the principal which are guaranteed by the 
swap counterparty. At the conclusion of the bond term, if the covered events have 
not occurred, the principal is returned to investors. 

Figure 6.4 Insurance securitization structure 

General Cat Bond Structure 

Conllnglnl 
claim payment 

What makes these insurance securitizations unique is the nature of the transfer 
involved in these transactions. Unlike an asset-based securitization where 
physical and legal ownership of a portfolio of assets is transferred to the SPE, in 
an insurance securitization, what is being transferred, to all intents and purposes, 
is a potential insurance liability. 

The securitization notes define the conditions for the SPE to provide funds to the 
direct insurer in the event of a loss and the amount of these funds. The amount 
of risk is defined by the trigger point and exhaustion point specified in the notes. 

Investors in insurance secutitizations are attracted to the relatively high yields 
offered by these securities, and are especially attracted to the fact that there is 
almost no correlation with most existing portfolios of financial assets. That is, 
whether or not an earthquake occurs in Europe is not correlated with overall 
business cycle activity, unlike the risk in most corporate security portfolios. 

Finally, these securities allow investors to participate in the market for insurance 
risk and return opportunities without having to be exposed to the general overall 
risk of an insurer, as they would be if they were buying its debt or equities. Many 
investors find this attractive. 
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Exercise 6.6 
As the regulator for insurance companies, you have become concerned at the 
aggregme level of market risk assumed by one of the companies you supervise. 
The market risk is inherent in the design of a large block of variable annuity 
products with substantial accumulation and income guarantees. The CRO of the 
insurer has indicated that a hedging program has been introduced to mitigate 
some of the risk. In preparation for a meeting with the eRO, you are preparing a 
list of questions to ensure that you fully understand the e:ffectiveness of the hcdge 
in mitigating risk. What questions would you ask? 

6.4.5 Exploit 

'" 

A risk may represent an opportunity. This could be a clear opportunity for the outcome to 
be more favorable than antic ipated or it could simply be an opportunity to exploit a relative 
advantage. eg the cost of accepting a particular risk may be lower than it would be for some 
or all of the competition. 

Where an opportunity exists and the insurer has the capacity to exploit it. then it probably 
makes sense to do so. One example might be the active pursuit ofriskier, capital-intensive 
business on the basis of access to cheaper capital. 

6.4.6 Reinsurance 

Re;1/SU17.IIICe refers to insurance purchased by an insurer to provide prOieclion against 
some or all of certai n risks oflhe insurance policies issued by the insurer. In exchangc for 
the assumption o f these risks. the reinsurer receives payment in the form of reinsurance 
premiums or allowances from the direct writer of the business, the insurer. This section 
draws on CAS (2001) and on Tiller and Tiller (1995). 

From the perspective of the insurer. the direct writer of insurance policies. reinsurance 
provides for a transfer of risk to the reinsurer. The extenr of the transfer depends on the 
specifics of the rei nsurance agreement or treaty. It is important to note that reinsurance also 
creates risk for the insurer. Reinsurance exposes the insurer to the risk that the reinsurer 
defaults on its obligations through insolvency. Depending on local legislation or case la\\, 
the insurer may find that many other classes of creditors will rank higher for distribution of 
proceeds from the liquidated reinsurer. Additionally, the terms of the reinsurance ngreement 
may not match exactly those of the underlying insurance contracts. Heavy reliance 011 
reinsurance may expose the insurer to increased costs in tightening reinsurance markets. 
The insurer must evaluate these risks. 

Beyond all of the ri sks normally associated with being an insurer, a reinsurer faces some 
unique challenges. Reinsurance products are difficult to price (especially in the general 
insurance market, where there are often complicated layers of reinsurance cover) owing 
to the limited data available on which to base the pricing. Additional risk arises in general 
insurance from the low claim frequency and high claim severity of many reinsurance 
coverages and from the lengthy time delays between the occurrence, reporting and sett lement 
of many covered loss events. It is especially important for the reinsurer to understand the 
insurer's target market. its pricing and all of the layers involved in its reinsurance program. 
In addition. the reinsurer is exposed to the risk of default by the ceding insurer. Depending 
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on local legislation or case law. the reinsurer may find thai many other classes of creditors 
will rank higher for distribution of proceeds from the liquidated insurer. Potentially critical 
to the reinsurer in thi s circumstance is the legal right (allowed in some cases) to offset any 
funds il owes to the liquidator by the amounts that the ceding insurer owes it. 

Reinsurers must monitor the profile of their insurance risks very carefully, for prec isely Ihe 
reasons that they were ceded in the first place. They will often rel/Vcede a high proportion of 
the risks and, in turn, accept retrocessions from other reinsurers. Some of the most complex 
and signif'icant risks thus become spread over a very large number of reinsurers. This is why 
major disasters seem to affect all major reinsurers, no matter where they are based. 

Reasons to purchase reinsurance 

Reinsurance is one of the most important risk management tools available to all types of 
insurers. In a reinsurance arrangement, the insurer cedes risks to the reinsurer. Reinsurers 
can do the same thing by a retrocession to other reinsurers. including their parent company. 
Reinsurance is purchased for reasons that include: 

increasing new business capaci ty - one of the most common reasons for the purchase 
of reinsurance is to enable an insurer to issue larger insurance policies than it would 
prudently issue on its own. since the reinsurance will reduce the impact of several 
large claims occurring in a short period of time; 

limiting catastrophic claims - catastrophic coverage generally provides for the 
reinsurer to pay claims in excess of a certain limit. subject to a minimum number 
of claims and subject to a maximum amount of reinsurance per event. This coverage 
provides protection against concentrated claims arising from a single event (eg storms, 
earthqUflkes. plane crashes. etc); 

limiting 10tal claims - some insurers, especially smaller ones. need stop loss 
reinsurance to limit the aggregate cost of claims in a given year; 

• transferring investment risk - insurers may reinsure a block of business to effect a 
transfer of investment risk from the insurer. This can occur because of the growth of 
interest-sensitive life and annuity products. either to take advantage of reinsurer asset 
management capabilities or to avoid a large concentration of assets arising from a 
single product or annuity; 

gaining product expertise - upon entering a new line of business. product or territory, 
an insurer may request the assistance of a reinsurer with existing experience in that 
market. In exchange for their advice, the reinsurer will participate via reinsurance in 
the future profitability oflhe business sold; 

gaining underwriting advice - onc benefit provided by reinsurers is their experience in 
underwriting. This can prove valuable during the design. pricing and underwriting of 
products, especially new, novel. large or complex ones; 

• divesting a product line - an insurer wishing to exit a certain business, product or 
territory may choose to cede that business by means of an assumption re insurance 
agreement or through indemnity reinsurance: and 

financ ial results management - insurers may be able to use the financial reporting 
impact of reinsurance agreements to achieve earnings and surplus objectives and also 
to minimize taxes. 
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Types of reinsurance 

A reinsurance agreement between an insurer and a reinsurer is called a reinsurance rreazv. 
The treaty defines the type of reinsurance being undertaken. The most important types of 
reinsurance are: 

indemnity/assumption - most treaties are called indemllity agreemellls. Such 
agreements are binding only forthe companies. The policyholders of the insurer have no 
contractual relationsh ip with the reinsurer. On the other hand, (Issllmplion reinsurance 
entails the permanent transfer of insurance liabilities to the reinsurer. Policyholders 
are notified that the assumption reinsurer has assumed the legal responsibility for the 
business and that all future premiums and claims are to be the responsibility of the 
assumption reinsurer; 

propor,iollal/nol/-proportional- reinsurance may be offered on either a proporfiol1al 
or a IIvlI-proportiol/al basis. Proportional reinsurance provides for the ces.\·ioll of a 
portion of the coverage by means of a formula based on the ceding insurer's retention 
limit (eg all amounts of life insurance in excess of the insurer's retention limit will be 
reinsured). Common proportional reinsurance techniques would include: traditional 
CoillsulTlnce, used for life insurance products with a savings element whereby all 
risks and policy elements are shared with the reinsurer, including the investment 
ri sk; modified coinsurance, si milar to traditional coinsurance except that the insurer 
retains the investment risk: and yeady renewable term (Y RT) cover, whereby the 
insurer reinsures a spec ific risk, such as mortality, in exchange for a YRT premium. 
Non-proportional reinsurance provides protection that depends on the claims amount 
experienced (eg stop loss or catastrophe reinsurance); 

(IJI{Omalic/ftlcultative - an automatic reinsurance treaty) allows an insurer to cede risks 
in excess of its retention limit automatically to its reinsurer subject to pre-determined 
conditions. Facu/Ultil'e treaties require that the reinsurer approve each risk before it 
assumes any liability for the risk. These latter treaties tend to be used for the larger, 
more-complex-to-underwrite risks; and 

excess/quota share - excess treaties provide for risks in excess of the schedule of 
retention limits to be reinsured. Quota share treaties provide for a fixed percentage of 
each risk to be reinsured. 

6.5 Recent lessons learned 

The GFC has had very serious implications for the risk management practices of the entire 
financial services sector. In a July 2009 speech to the Reserve Bank of New Zealand Ho\vard 
Davies commented on the wide range of blame that the public attributes to the sources of 
the GFC. He also provided a useful summary of the economic events that detailed the steps 
in the crisis. In a February 2009 speech entitled "Why banks failed the stress test." Andrew 
Haldane of the Bank of England outlined some risk management lessons learned from the 
financial turmoil. Some of the lessons from both Davies and Haldane include that: 

l Confusingly, automatic reinsurance is otten referred to as -treaty, - even though facultative 
reinsurance is generally also governed by a treaty. 
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systemic connections were more extensive than expected; 

• misaligned incentives worsened the turmoil; 

there was insufficient consideration of extreme events; and 

there was insufficient investor due dil igence. 

6.5. 1 Systemic connections more extensive than expected 

According to Davies and others, Ihe origins of the GFC had been building for some time 
in the US. owi ng \0: 

a decade o f economic prosperity; 

the housing boom; 

lenient resident ial mortgage lending practices; 

• originatNo·distribute mortgage lending; 

low prices for cred it risk; and 

a boom in the cred it default swap market. 

However, the speed with which the GFC unfolded within the US and around the world 
was unprecedented. The bursting of the real estate bubble and the consequent collapse of 
the market for credit derivatives severely affected the US banking system. The collapse of 
Lehman Brothers created a c risis of confidence that led to tight credit markets and a sharp 
decline in equities worldwide. Consumer confidence fell to hi storic lows resulting in lower 
demand for goods and services worldwide and widespread reductions by manufacturers 
such as car /nakers. Global trade fell, unemployment rates rose and GOP growth turned 
negative in many countries. 

The GFC demonstrated how tightly inter-connected and reliant our world has become. 
For example, insurance giant A IG was hobbled by its subsidiary credit default swap 
operations in the UK. While our sophisticated world has taken giant strides forward with 
enterprise risk management (ERM) to identify and manage risk, the focus has tended to be 
on managing risk at the regulated entity level without adequate consideration to system ic 
implications of our business activities as pan of our surrounding economic, social and 
polit ical environment, both locally and globally. 

6.5.2 Misaligned incentives worsened the turmoil 

Incentives drive behavior. One type of incentive is remuneration. Remunerating CEOs on 
the basis of short-term performance has been well documented as a cause for company 
actions that leveraged shon-term earnings rather than addressing longer term risks. The 
earnings model fo r originate-to-distribute mortgage lending and structured financial 
products are other examples. 

There are other types of inc en lives that do not involve remuneration. Forexample, the fonn 
and style of insurer regulation and supervision serves to influence company behavior. There 
is a global trend toward principles- and risk-based regulation and supervision of insurers 
to encourage insurer best practices and the protection of policyholders. This is a significant 
improvement over rules-based approaches that tend to encourage "gaming of the rules" to 
the detriment of the long-term interests of the financial markets and policyholders. 
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However, principles·based approaches rely on the use of sound professional judgment 
by insurers and regulmors alike. The implementation of modern risk·based solvency 
frameworks such as Solvency II in Europe will make increasing use of this professional 
j udgment and the actuarial profession wil l need to ensure that it is ready for the challenge. 

Yet another type of incentive arises from the natural desire to condense all the information 
needed to assess risk (as per Section 6.3) into one metric. A recent North American study 
(Rudolph, 2008) indicates that risk managers frequent ly use only one risk metric in their 
ERM. The metrics most frequent ly used were TVaR and VaR. There can be a temptation to 
use the new Pillar I regu latory capital requirements being developed in various jurisdictions 
as a good assessment of risk (or proxy) that can be used for a variety of risk management 
purposes. Such views arc dangerous in that risk cannot be viewed in one dimension. Several 
perspectives arc needed before pricing, assuming and managing those risks. 

6.5.3 Insufficient consideration of extreme events 

The GFC has called into question the adequacy of pricing for financial risks and the 
provisioning for these risks in the ba lance sheets of insurers. The stresses exerted by the 
turmoil have been much more severe than was generally anticipated, as evidenced by two 
quotations reported in the New York Times4 and widely quoted elsewhere. 

"It is hard for us, without being fl ippant, to even see a scenario within any kind of 
realm of reason that would see us losing one dollar in any of those transactions." 
Joseph Cassano, a former AIG executive referring to AIG's credit default swap 
business in August 2007. 

"Almost no one expected what was coming. It's not fair to blame us for not 
predicting the unthinkable.'" Daniel Mudd, former chief executive of Fannie Mae. 
discussing the impact of the GFC in 2008. 

In Section 6.3 we noted the challenges of choosing experience data but Haldane suggests 
that a human failing he calls disaster myopia is at least partly to blame. Haldane suggests 
that in choosing stress scenarios we have been too strongly influenced by favorable 
economic data in reccnt years. A simple example of this myopia occurs when we drive 
down the highway and pass an accident that has occurred. We react by slowing down and 
exercising caution, at least for the next few kilometers. However, as the distance from the 
accident increases, our feeli ng of confidence increases and our speed increases. Similarly 
as our distance increases from a previous crisis, our bel ief that those problems are behmd 
us and the solutions found will continue to protect us, blind us 10 new and different dangers 
building around us. 

6.5.4 Insufficient investor due diligence 

As a result of investor demand in recent years, the asset securitization market in the US 
has flourished and grown dramatically. Securitization (mentioned in Section 6.4.4 as a 
way of transferring risk) has given institutional and individual investors the opportunity 
to participate indirectly in various types of lending that they might not be able to do 

• http;J/WWw.nytimes.comJ2008109!28/businesS/28melt.html and http://WWw.nytimes.comJ 
2008l10105Ibusiness/05fannie.html 
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directly. In particular. mortgage lending was a prime candidate fo r such securitization that 
involved packaging the original loans and using them as collateral for securities (called 
mortgage-backed securities) to be sold to investors. Collateralized mortgage obligations 
and collateralized debt obligations look the packaging process one step further, pooling 
mortgage-backed or other debt securities and parceli ng the interest and principal payments 
into different tranches with varying risk/reward characteristics . These securities were often 
credit-enhanced through external means (such as pool insurance provided by mortgage 
guaranty insurers, financial guarantee insurance products or credit default swaps) or 
through internal means (eg ol'ercolltlterali=tltioll, which means that the face val ue of the 
col lateral exceeds that of the securities that it is supporting). Additional panies included 
rating agencies and OIher service providers. At the very end of the process were institutional 
and individual investors. 

Davies (2009, slide 8) shows the spectacular rise in the globa l issuance of structured 
products in recent years. As a result of demand from investors for more structured products 
as well as an increasing supply of mortgages from aspiring homeowners, the overall market 
for these products grew tremendously in recent years. However, as originate-to-distribute 
mortgage brokers saw the profits of sourci ng such lending without being responsible for 
the ultimate losses, lending practices became more lenient. Subprime lending began. Loan 
losses escalated and caused significant losses to investors, financial guarantors and mortgage 
insurers. The rating agencies have received thei r share of the blame in this subprime turmoi l 
as many of the rated entities in the securitization process have been down£raded. 

A lesson to be learned from these securitizations is that they built in layers o f complexity 
between the original borrower and the ultimate investor. This complexity masked the risks 
faced by the investors and they were forced to rely on the work of rating agencies and the 
good names' of financial guarantors and mortgage insurers. In the futu re, investors and 
risk professionals assessing such structured financial products need to ensure they have 
performed their own due diligence and shou ld be wary of product complexity unless they 
can evaluate all of the inherent and net risks. 

6.6 Practical implications for actuaries 

As we have seen in th is chapter, and especially as a result of the GFC, much is expected 
of the risk management profe ssional in applying risk managemenl. Indeed these 
expectations have been risi ng rapidly in recent years. Risk management professionals, 
including actuaries, are facing increasingly tough questions and scrutiny about their 
risk management roles and actions. Life as a risk management professional is now much 
more exciting and demanding. 

Actuaries need to be able to demonstrate their in-depth techn ical knowledge of risks 
and their ability to look across an organization at all its risks. They must also be able to 
translate their technical expertise into practical, easily understood language that enables 
the management of an organization to manage its risks effectively. 

In particular, actuaries need to consider that: 

risk management is more than just risk models: and 

each period of turmoil is different. 
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6.6.1 Risk management is more than just risk models 

The GFC has served to highlight the relative effectiveness of the ERM capabilities of 
insurers. ERM was clearly not as effective as it should have been for a number of insurers. 
Boards. investors and regulators were caught by surprise. Improvements need to be 
found throughout the ERM process. Actuaries can playa key role in this but it also needs 
improvements at the top, at the board level and throughout the ERM governance structure. 

During the GFC, even insurers with advanced risk management practices did not necessarily 
have appropriate governance structures in place. Reports such as ajiJlurejinancia/ condiliol/ 
report (similar to an ORSA' report) can be most useful in identifying insurer sensitivity to 
the important risks such as those that unfolded during the GFC. However, there have been 
some examples where the key representatives of risk governance within the insurer did not 
have an adequate understanding of their most important risks. Insurers should consider 
ways in which they can further strengthen risk governance in this regard. Boards need to 
assume ownership of ERM. 

Bcst practices for ERM require organizations to establish their risk appetite as well as clear 
roles and responsibility for risk taking. It seems clear that insurance giant AIG did not 
expect that ils global solvency would be affected by its credit derivatives operations. In a 
hypothet ical example. if an insurer has a large market risk position then we would expect 
the insurer to consider appropriate risk mitigation for that risk. Failure to commence such 
risk mitigation would have exposed the insurer and its financial strength during the recent 
turmoil. If this happened then the regulator would have reasonable grounds to wonder if the 
underlying risk was underpriced and question how the risk governance process. especially 
the setting of the risk appetite. actually worked at that insurer. 

Philipp Keller (2009), a Swiss mathematician and actuary. talked about insurer ERM and 
paraphrased Donald Rumsfeld's now famous quote as follows: 

things that are known - high frequency. low impact risks: 

things that are known 10 be unknown - eg the impact of the next financial market 
bubble. natural catastrophes, terror events: 

things that are believed to be known but are actually unknown - eg operational risks. 
financial market risks; 

th ings that are preferred to slay unknown - company-dependent and part of the ri~k 
culture (risks that would force a change in the business model); and 

things that are unknown to be unknown - unknown by definition. 

Keller suggests that insurers are typically very comfortable dealing with the first two but 
that what frequently gets them into trouble is actually the fourth - things that are preferred 
to stay unknown. 

Embedding ERM within the decision-making processes of an insurer requires the adoption 
of an appropriate risk culture in the organization. The adoption of a compliance mentality 
by the insurer when dealing with the regulator regarding risk management i ssue~ can 

5 Own Risk end Solvency Assessmenr, a requirement of the · Solvency II· regulations governing 
insurers operating in the EU. 
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bc very troubling and can cause the regulator to quest ion the insurer's ability to 
manage its risks. 

Thcre are many ways in which a compliance mental ity can creep in. For example, in the 
future financial cond ition report used in Canada, the base scenario in the report should 
represent the company's business plan. The adverse scenarios are selected by the actuary 
10 represent tai l (but yet still plausible) events. The goal of the report is to discuss with the 
board how the company would manage wi th these adverse scenarios. It was designed to 
form part of the strategic decision making of the company. Unfortunately, there can be a 
tendency for insurers and their actuaries to consider this report as a compliance exercise. 
Consequently, this can result in reports that feature li ttle imaginat ion, use si milar language 
from year to year and receive very brief airtime in front of the board. Risk managers must 
be wary of th is tendency and seek ways to strengthen the role of this report wi thin the risk 
management of the insurer. 

We must always remember that risk management is much more than just models. We 
should not be so in love with our models and their theory that we lose sight of the inherent 
risks if the assumptions do not hold up. Scenario testing and supplemental capital provide 
a check on model optimism. 

6.6.2 Each period of turmoil is different 

Each period of financia l turmoil of the past has taught us valuable lessons. Our economies, 
products, risk management, etc evolve over time. For example: 

the stock market crash of October 1987 resu lted in the birth ofVaR; 

• the failure of hedge fund Long Term Capital Management (LTCM) in 1998 gave 
impetu~ to stress testing; and 

• the market meltdown that began in 2007 will give impetus 10 various reforms. 

As actuaries, all we can say for sure is that the next peri od of turmoi l, when it does occur, 
will be different. We can learn the lessons from the GFC but we need to be more vigilant 
than we have been in the past for the signs - perhaps hard to decipher - that the pressures 
leading to a new crisis are building once again. 

6.7 Key lea rning points 

The generalized risk management process was reviewed. 

Within the risk management process this chapter focused on applying risk management 
through risk identification, risk assessment and risk treatment. 

Risk identification examples were provided for insurers, superannuation funds. funds 
management and for banks. 

Risk assessment was shown to require both qualitative as well as quantitative review. 
Quantitative review requires the selection of appropriate risk measures, confidence 
levels, time horizons etc. 

• Several methods of treating risk were explored including to avoid, retain, reduce, 
transfer or exploit. 

Lessons from the recent financial tunnoil were explored, including that: 
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o systemic connections were more extensive than expected: 

o misa ligned incentives worsened the lunnoi) ; 

o there was insufficient consideration of extreme events; and 

o there was insufficient investor due diligence. 

Some practical implications for actuaries were examined including: 

o that life as a risk management professional is now much morc exciting 
and demanding; 

o the caution that risk management is more than just fisk models; and 

o that the causes of the next turmoil will be different from past ones. 
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Fred's Coffee Shop - Regulation 
We come now to the topic of regu lation. Take a moment to think about all the 
sorts of rules and regu lations Fred may face. 

These include: protection for customers against unhygienic food, unfair 
measures or misleading advertising; health and safety for employees and people 
passing by; and minimum wage and other conditions for employees. Depending 
on the jurisd iction, Fred's shop may be periodically visited by health and safety 
inspectors and he may be req ui red to purchase unemployment insurance and 
workers compensation insura nce on behalf of his employees. 

Genera lly, the regulations are there to protect the vulnerable. 

Sometimes, authorities use rationing and p rice-fixing to try to ensure that 
everyone can afford essential items like food. But the current view is that 
such actions distort the market and are counter-productive - less food will be 
produced if the price is artificia lly low. Everyone may be better off if the market 
is left to operate freely. A lot of regulation will then be based on ensuring that 
the market does work properly. For example, an efficient market needs informed 
buyers. So the law may say that Fred mustn 't label his coffee as organiC if it isn 't. 

When you read the fo llowing chapter, you will see that ma ny of the regulations 
in the fina ncia l world are about protecting the vu lnerable and ensuring free 
markets. These regulations shape the finan cial products that are available to 
Fred. For example, all bui lding insurance contracts may be required to provide 
cover (at a fixed cost) against flood, even if the building is on the top of a hill. 

Other regu lations governi ng Fred's coffee shop relate to the contribution that 
Fred and his employees are expected to make to the provision of government 
services through taxation. Fred will be required to pay tax on his profits and 
his own income and to withhold estimated income tax from his employees' 
wages. He probably lives in a country or state where some fo rm of tax must be 
paid on his sales (eg Australia's GST) and there will be several other taxes, levies 
and charges. 

Yet more regulations may require Fred to make contributions to state or private 
retirement funds on behalf of his employees . In the UK, for example, part of 
National Insurance contributions is used to fund state pension benefits. In 
Australia, the Superannuation Guarantee levy is directed by the employee to 
his/her chosen fund. In the US, there are mandatory employer and employee 
contributions to Social Security and Medicare. 

The complexity of all the regulation that Fred must comply with means that 
he wil l need to have adequate accounting and filing systems and appropriate 
expert help. 

Major companies have the same requirements, albeit on a different scale. And 
actuaries provide part of the expert help. 
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Ch apter 7: Regulation 
bV Craig Thorburn 

7.1 Introduction 

This chapter examines an imponant part oflhe environment in wh ich much of the work of 
actuaries is conducted: the regulatory environment. Regulation is used here to include all 
actions taken by governments and by official bodies constituted by them. and the operation 
of courts and other bodies that can have the effect of establish ing practices and enforceable 
norms. Somet imes a distinction is drawn between regulatioll as the making of rules and 
the impos ition of requirements, and s/lpervision reflecting the monitoring of compliance 
wi th these rules. Increasingly, this distinction is becoming less relevant as supervisory 
authorities afC provided with rule-making powers, but it is worth nming that these terms 
can be used and intended to imply a clear distinction. 

The aspects of regu lati on that can be relevant for actuaries extend well beyond the most 
obvious ones relating to insti tutional solvency or soundness. Examples range fro m 
laws related to revenue-raising by the authorities, to aspects of soc ial laws such as anti
discrimination regimes and fami ly law. 

The aims of thi s chapter are to: 

provide students with an awareness of the importance of the legal and regulatory 
environment to actuarial work: 

introduce the legal system: 

discuss the types of laws that are relevant to actuarial work; 

examine the objectives of regulation; 

outline the influence o f international bodies in financial regulation; 

outl ine the specific roles that actuaries may be given by regulators: and 

discuss the structures of supervisory authorities. 

7.1.1 The sources of law 

For actuaries, it is important to be fam iliar with legal requirements that impact on their 
work. In order to grasp the detail of any regulation, interpret it soundly, and understand 
the impli cations for actuarial work, it is important to understand the source and context of 
the regulation . 

In any jurisdiction, laws and customs exist for the good order of the society. In general 
terms, the source of authority is provided for in the constitution or other fundamental 
documents of the jurisdiction. There are then several levels of regu lation. as described in 
7.1.2 below. 

The way in which the broad structure of law-making is conducted in most countries falls 
into one o f two main traditions. These are the commolllawsystem and the ci\'if code system. 
The common law system evolved in England over many centuries, and influenced the legal 
structures of countries with an English heritage. including the US and Commonwealth 
countries such as Australia. Canada, South Africa, and India. The ci\ 'j/ code system 
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originated in ancient Rome. The ancient Roman structure formed the basis for the French 
system. which Napoleon introduced into much of continental Europe. From there it 
spread to other regions such as Latin America. Systems of law based on a civil code are 
also referred to as being based on ROil/ali /(/11' or the Napoleonic code. Some jurisdictions 
combine both systems. For example, the state of Louisiana in the US and the province 
of Quebec in Canada, although operating within a common law framework at the 
national leveL have legal systems based on the Napoleonic code because of their French 
heritage. The European Union also brings the two systems together. Some countries. 
particularly in Asia. have systems that reflect a mixture of local traditions and common 
law or civil code. 

Documentation of the laws of many countries can now be found on the internet, although 
it is important to ensure that the information is current. The most reliable websites will 
usually be those that are maintained by the national governments or other institutions, such 
as those associated with the legal profession, that have a particular imerest in provid ing 
accurate and up-to-date information. Where websites are not available, governments tend 
to provide access to laws through publishing services. Legal firms and other consu ltants 
may also provide infonnation about current laws, commentary on proposed amendments, 
and discussion of their implications. It is important for actuaries working in a particular 
fie ld of practice to understand the laws that are in force at the time, and also the manner 
in which laws can be changed so that they can monitor developments and keep up to date. 

7.1.2 Levels of regulation 

The main levels of regulation in most jurisdictions are as follows: 

Primary legislation (Acts, laws) 

This is law developed by the relevant legislative body (for example, the national, regional 
or provincial parliament) under the authority of the constitution of the jurisdiction. Primary 
legislation can take varying forms depending on the customs of the country and the nature 
of the issue being regulated. In some cases, the law itselfis very detailed and specific. In 
other cases the primary law represents a general framework and provides the authority and 
powers to make subsidiary legislation to cover the detail. 

Under the civil codes, primary laws tend to be more elaborate than under common 
law systems. Actuaries familiar with civil code laws may find common law documents 
vague and lacking specificity. For example, there may be a gcneml requirement to be 
"prudent" with little elabomtion. Actuaries with a background in common law systems may 
find civil codes verbose and seemingly restrictive. It is important that actuaries recognize 
the nature of the legal system to understand fully the implications and interpretation of the 
primary laws. 

Subsidiary legislation (regu lations, standards) 

Primary legislation may provide for other documents to be prepared which have the force 
of the primary legislation. These arc issued by the delegated authority fo llowing the proper, 
sometimes specified process. 

These regulations or similar documents provide additional detail beyond the Act itself. 
They are made effective by the elected assembly or sometimes the head of state on the 
advice of the relevant government ministers. 
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Smndards or circulars can also be issued under the authority of the primary legislation by 
an official body. These documents may have the force of law. 

The process for altering a regulation or a circular or standard is usually easicr than the 
process for altering a law. As a result, subsidiary legislation can be the preferred method 
(over primary legislation) fo r requirements that may need to be adjusted to refiect changing 
conditions or for technical documents. Much legislation that is relcvant to actuaries can be 
technical. By setting out the detailed requirements in subsidiary rules or regulations. the 
legislators can more easily respond to market circumstances and make changes. 

In many jurisdictions, official pronouncements that are less formal than regulations and 
standards may also havc forcc. Forcxample, taxation rulings, press statemcnts. and speeches 
made by high ranking offic ials can carry weight. These can help to determinc how the law 
is to be interpreted or provide guidance on the acceptable practices in pnrticul ar cascs. 

Court decisions and precedent 

Inevitably, thcrc arc disputes or uncertainties arising under the law or over the precise 
meaning of the law in a particular situation . These may be referred to the courts for 
decision. The courts may have a practice of recording decisions that provide precedents 
for future cases of the same or similar nature. In this way. laws and practices continually 
evolve as new cases are subject to rulings of courts. The precedent-making naturc of court 
decisions is part of common law and is not a strong feature of legal systems based on the 
Napoleonic code. 

Self-regulatory organizations 

Self-regulatory organizations can playa role in regulation, particularly in the financial 
sector. Onc example would be industry complaints-handling operations. Another example 
would be organizations that oversee markets. such as stock exchanges. where it is common 
to monitor the practices of market participants. A third type of sel f-regulatory organization 
is a profession (actuarial. accountancy etc). A profession. among other things. establishes 
membersh ip criteria, education and qualification systems. codes of conduct and standards 
of practice for members. These organizations may be given their role or recognition in 
the legal framework. In addi ti on. the organizations may have the power to apply limited 
sanctions for breaches of their codes and standards or may refer matters to an authority 
that has greater offic ial status for investigation or sanction. The various standards and 
rules issued by self-regulatory organizations would also represent part of the legal 
framework in those jurisd ictions where they have a defined role. In particular, for actuaries. 
professional association standards, codes of conduct. and discipline proccdures are 
key examples. 

7.1.3 Types of law 

In common law systems there is a distinction within the legal system between crill/illallull'. 
cil'i1law and equity lall'. 

Crimilla//all' is usually related to particular crimes against "the peoplc" or the state. The 
penalties for breach of these laws can include imprisonment or fines. Criminal law does 
not usually provide for specific recompense to the party that has been harmed. Instead the 
crime is an offence against the fundamental premise on which the state is established and 
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the community operates. This is why the penalties such as the payment of fines to the state 
itself or imprisonment are normally imposed by the state. 

Cil'il/aw, by contrast, can provide for compensation through the payment of damages to 
the party thaI has been harmed. Civil law actions are usually brought to rectify a private 
wrong. As a result, there is no offi cial role for the state in the action. Government bodies 
may be the plaintiff or defendant in a civil dispute, and supervisory authorities may have 
the power to take c ivil law actions against the entities that they supervise. A usual feature 
of this type of law is the need for liability or injury ("harm") 10 exist as a basis for damages 
to be awarded. 

In equity law, one party can restrict or force the actions of another party. For example, party 
X may seek an injunction securing a court order that party Y must stop doing something 
that is violating X's legal rights and causing harm to X. Unlike criminal or civil law, equity 
law can provide a basis for intervention before the particular damaging action or harm 
actually happens. 

7.2 The scope of laws that influence the financial sector and the 
work of actua ries 

Laws influence many aspects of the financial sector and the work of actuaries, including: 

the operat ion ofa company, through both the general company laws, and those speci fic 
to the type of business that the company undertakes. The areas affected include 
registration, corporate governance, financial reporting and accounting standards, 
standards for establishing technical provisions and reserves, and restrictions aimed at 
ensuring that the company operates soundly; 

• maintaining competition in markets; 

the selling of financial products. These laws apply particularly to agents and brokers, 
financial advisers and other representatives; 

the conduct of business with customers, both at and before the point of sale as well as 
whilst the product is in force or associated with claims settlement; 

the content of contracts of financial products, particularly insurance contracts, and in 
many cases contracts for products that provide credit; 

particular classes of insurance that may require special treatment; 

providing for the operation of supervisory oversight of institutions and other activities; 

fiduciary or trustee·related obl igations and responsibilities on institutions, providers 
or benefits, or on professionals such as actuaries to act in the best interests of others; 

taxation, duties, levies and other charges; 

government provision of social security benefits, which will affect the design of 
financial products; and 

the indirect effects of broader social legislation, such as anti·discrimination laws and 
family law. 

There are specific laws made for all or a specific part of the financial sector and laws that 
apply more generally. Both types are relevant to the work of the actuary. 
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7.3 Types of regulation and the objectives of governments 

7.3.1 Taxation legislation 

One objective of taxation legislation is 10 raise revenues to meet the cost of providing 
government services. Other objectives are to encourage behavior that the government 
wishes to advance or to discourage other behavior. Examples include: lighter taxat ion of 
long-term financial products to encourage long-tenn savings, the application of a heavier 
tax on fuels that are more polluting, and taxes on tobacco and alcohol to discourage 
consumption of these products. 

The taxation of investment returns, particularly the relative treatment of various classes 
of assets or of income and capital growth, is relevant to the investment strategies for most 
inst itutions. 

Institutions that offer financial products will take account of the taxation legislation, 
ensuring that their products comply with any rul es to qualify for favorable taxation 
treatment. The cost of paying taxes and duties must be included in any modeling. for 
example when setting prices. 

Taxes and duties can influence not on ly activity levels, but also commercial structures. For 
example, suppose that investment-related transactions are subject to a tax unless they are 
conducted within a dedicated investment trust. Then it can be expected that larger investors 
will establish trusts to conduct their investments, in order to avoid the tax. 

Apart from taxation legislation, another fonn of revenue-raising legislation covers levies. 
A lcvy is a fee or charge imposed under legislation. Whilst they may appear to be taxes by 
another name, levies arc often established under separate legislation to taxation laws and 
are introduced to fund a particular activity on a user-pays basis. Some activities may be 
subject to levies to recover costs, whereas others may not, on social access rather than pure 
cost recovery grounds. For example, a business that applies for a license to operate may 
have to pay an application fee , whereas services providing consumer information access 
may be provided free of charge. 

7.3.2 The regulation of markets and companies 

The argument is often made that for an efficient financial sector, governments should allow 
financial markets to operate freely. Carmichael (2002) provides a useful summary of this 
argument which is expanded in more detail in Carmichael and Pomerlearno (2002).1 He 
argues that, apart from legislation to raise revenue and achieve social goals, regulation 
of the financial sector is aimed at addressing market fai lure, ie dealing with situations 
where markets do not operate efficiently and competitively. Some commentators reject this 
view that addressing market failure is the main objective of regulation, and emphasize the 
primacy of consumer protection. They consider that there is no reason to believe that the 
market would provide the level of consumer protection that is desirable. Even if this is true, 
the "'market failure" framework is a usefu l starting point for analyzing some of the main 
types of regulation. Other regulatory issues that do not fit well within this framework are 
discussed in later sections of this chapter. 

There are four main sources of market failure: anti-competitive behavior, market 
misconduct, asymmetric information, and systemic instability. 

1 Refer, in particular, to Chapter 2. 
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Anti-competitive behavior 

The prevention of anti-competitive practices can be considered equally relevant fo r 
financial markets and for other markets. As a result, the regulator for anti-trust or anti
monopoly regulation may have authority across all markets or may have responsibility for 
the financial sector or parts of it. 

Retail markets for some financial products may be less subject to competitive pressures 
than other markets. Reasons include: 

• Some products can be compulsory. A common example would be the types of 
insurance described in 7.3.4 below, where customers have to purchase the product no 
matter how expensive it is relat ive to the intrinsic value. 

Market entry can be limited or subject to high barriers. Financial institutions usually 
require minimum capilallevels, high establishment costs, and license approval. 

Substitutes for the product may not be available or permitted. An example is life 
insurance, which may be legally restricted to life insurance companies as providers. 

As a result, the financial sector may have specific regulation to promote competition and to 
limit market concentration. 

In addition, opportunities to change from one provider to another may be restricted by 
practicalities: taxation consequences or administrative complexity; terms of the contract; 
an absence of secondary markets; or legislative constraints. An insurance policyholder may 
not be able to change insurers as readily as changing the provider of a savings account or 
a phone service. This issue will also arise where a company provides long-term contracts 
with discretion over the terms offered on cancellation prior to the end of the term. There is 
commonly a very limited secondary markel in products such as life insurance policies. A 
policyholder wishing to surrender must in effect sell the policy back to the issuing insunmce 
company. As another example, individuals whose retirement savings are organized through 
employer-sponsored plans may be unable to move their savi ngs to anothcr institution while 
they remai n in the service of the employer, and may receive less than a proportionate share 
of the promised retirement benefit if they leave service before retirement. 

Therefore regulations may prescribe minimum termination values, and may provide a right 
for employees to opt out of employer-sponsored plans. 

Regulation to enhance the financial security of long-term contracts and retirement benefit 
plans can also be seen as, in part, a response 10 this source of market failure. This type of 
regulation is often called prudenfiaf regulation, and is furthe r discussed in 7.3.5 below. 

Market misconduct 

Secondary markets, ie markets for buying and se lling existing financial securi ties ,~ are 
regulated to minimize market manipulation and fraud. 

Primary markets. involving the issuing of new financial securities, are subject to market 
disclosure rules to ensure that potential purchasers can make informed decisions. 
Individuals who purchase financ ial products are generally considered to be particularly 

2 Note that here we would consider financial securities to have a broad definition and include 
financial instruments and insurance policies. 
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in need of protection. Di sclosure regulations are often specific for distribution channels 
(direct sales, insurance agents and brokers etc) of institutions offering retail products rather 
than wholesale products. 

Regulation may also be related to thefillless and pl"Opriefy of those that participate in the 
markets. In this context, fitness and propriety means: 

ethical standing; 

financial standing; 

competence in understanding the features of the products being provided; and 

competence in making any recommendations about which products are suitable for 
the customers requirements. 

The disclosure regulations may include prescription of the way in which information is 
disclosed in order to improve the ability of less financially literate customers to make 
comparisons. For example, companies that publish project ions of futu re benefits may be 
required to use standard or otherwise limited or guided assumptions. 

The wording of contracts needs to be suffic iently clear. Customers must not be deceived 
about their entit lements, or caught out by important details hidden in fine print. Regulation 
may be tailored to particular types of financial products or it may be covered by general 
contract laws that seek to prevent unfair contract terms. 

Asymmetric information 

In some cases. even with extensive disclosure of information. buyers and sellers of financial 
products may not be on an equal footing. 

It is difficult for an ordinary customer to assess the level of security offered by complex 
financial institutions. This is particularly so for long-term savings and life insurance 
contracts, where the security would have to be eva luated over the prospective term of the 
contract. This is one reason for regulation aimed at ensuring that the providers of these 
products operate soundly. 

Asymmetry of information can also occur where the buyer has more information than 
the seller of a financial product. This is particularly the case in insurance when the 
prospective policyholders may know more about their dangers, habits and health than 
the in surer. Thus insurance contracts are usually covered by legi slation that goes beyond 
normal contract law to require disclosure of all facts material to assessing the risk. For 
actuaries, understanding the quality of the underwriting of risks is important. As such, this 
area of law is critical to ensuring the cred ibility of any underwriting and risk management 
process. This underpins the effective delivery of insurance to the market and for actuaries, 
effect ive pricing and underwriting. 

Distributors can also have considerable informat ional advantages over clients who are 
less informed or financially literate. This may be perceived as an information asymmetry. 
Alternatively, if it leads to bad sales practices or to poor recommendations of products. 
it can be seen as an example of market misconduct. Either \\I3y. it is usually subject to 
oversight and control. 




